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ABSTRACT
Teaching Faulkner
(September,
David Clair Laubach,
M.Ed.,

B.S.,

Bloomsburg State College,
Directed by:

1985)

Bloomsburg State College

Ed.D., University of Massachusetts

Professor Richard 0. Ulin

The study begins with an examination of some of the reasons
for teaching great

literature,

an examination of recent theories of

teaching literature, particularly recent work on reader response to
literature.

The paper then presents a rationale for teaching Faulkner.

The major assumptions which underlie the study are that Faulkner is
taught more than any other American writer in American secondary
schools and colleges,

that he deserves to be taught well, and that

teaching Faulkner’s works can bring the student into contact not only
with great

art,

but also provide experiences which move into other fields

as well.
The dissertation then considers three "ways in" for teachers
and students to explore three of Faulkner's most often taught works:
"The Bear," As I Lay Dying,

and The Sound and the Fury.

archetype are ways in to "The Bear."

Myth and

As I Lay Dying and The Sound and

the Fury are explored as works concerning the family with special
attention paid to Faulkner's family and the way it influenced his

v

writing.

Another chapter suggests that As I Lay Dying and The Sound

and the Fury may be the students’

first encounter with modernism in

literature and discusses ways in which these novels can be used to
help students learn about this important concept.
Racism and sexism are discussed as problems the teacher is
likely to encounter when dealing with Faulkner.
used as an example,
public

and there is a thorough account of Faulkner’s

statements regarding race relations.

anthologized short stories are examined,
Collected

Stories as a text.

of resources:
and films,

Light in August is

biographies,

Finally,

Eight of the most

along with a plan for using

the teacher is given a list

critical books, records, video tapes

along with actual classroom practices.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

A dissertation suggesting methods of teaching the works of
William Faulkner must answer a number of questions.

Some people might

question the necessity of teaching literature at all.
students gain from studying literature that

What will

can not be gained just as

well from studying something else?
A related question asks why,
to literature,

do they need us at

the text "ruin" the work?

if students can read and respond

all?

Won’t a close examination of

"Our meddling intellect," says Wordsworth,

"murders to dissect."
A final question—why,
Faulkner?

And what

out of all the writers in the world,

can Faulkner, properly taught,

do for students?

I propose to deal with all of these questions in this first chapter.
I hope that

I will be able to present a rationale for the study and

give some idea of

its organization and presentation.

Why Teach Literature?

There is a great deal of literature on methods of teaching a
literary work;

there is not very much written on why we teach it.

Actually the teaching of
relatively new idea,

literature as a formal discipline is a

but whereas we have any number of defenses of

any number of critical positions,

all of which have relevance to the

1
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teaching of literature, we have very little defense of teaching it in
the first place.
Since it

is central to my paper,

I will attempt such a defense.

As Bruce E. Miller points out in Teaching the Art of Literature,
literature is probably the only part of the secondary curriculum which
is taught for appreciation to all students.1
standing of a good story, poem,
it

The reading and under¬

or play is an aesthetic experience;

can give pleasure which a student can continue to experience after

he or she leaves school.

It is difficult to make this claim for too

many other subjects in the curriculum.
the concept of pure pleasure,

I intend to deal later with

the aesthetic response versus a more

guided response prepared by the teacher,

but for now we can posit a

pleasurable response to a literary work as a possible good.
Literature helps us to understand ourselves and others.
Nothing else so removes us from the world and has the power to return
us changed and informed.

We suffer the mental anguish of Ruck Finn

when he has to decide whether or not to turn in Jim.
confusion is our confusion.
as Dickinson says,
but

Emma Bovary's

There indeed is "no frigate like a book,

and this frigate takes us not only to lands unknown,

to familiar places and to familiar faces.

like the people we meet

in books;

pares us for meeting them in life.

We have all met people

perhaps meeting them in books pre¬
Reading only a part of Dickens and

Shakespeare introduces us to enough of life to keep us going for a very
long while.

himself.

The character of Falstaff contains a whole world in

3

Maxine Greene, among others, deals with the influence of
literature in the development
some of the recent

of a sense of morality.2

Certainly,

studies relating Kohlberg's Stages of Moral

Development with different literary works suggest that people believe
that moral truths can be gained from reading.
in inferior literature,

Sometimes, particularly

the moral is not very subtle.

It is what John

Ciardi calls a "tacked—on moral" and rather than grow out of the work
in question it

is added on at the end, much as the moral at the end of

a fable is added on.

Better literature has lessons to teach also, but

students must look for them.
example:

"by indirections

true of modem literature,

Sometimes literature teaches by obverse

find directions out."

This is particularly

and students need a good deal of help in

finding these directions.
A further defense of
the idea that
This heritage

literature as a topic worthy of study is

literature is part of the "heritage of the past."
has been passed down to each of us over a period of years,

and we need to know this tradition if we,
our children.

too,

are to pass it on to

The "relevance movement" of the late sixties and early

seventies certainly called this whole concept into question.
of our Western literary heritage,
we need to know?

How much

our English or American heritage do

American literature is one major way to learn what

it means to be an American;

it

is a unique and profound way.

A part

of the word educated must always be an understanding and appreciation
of those things of worth handed down to us by previous generations.

u
But we are talking here about teaching literature as well as
reading it.
the text,

What Justifies that odd intruder between the reader and

the literature teacher?

There is a good deal of literature

concerning the teacher's place in the relationship between the student
and the text.

Much of it is distinguished,

and there is a remarkable

agreement among individual writers.

Louise Rosenblatt in Literature as Exploration,

for example,

concentrates on the relationship between the individual reader and
the text,

emphasizing that

the first response to a literary text is

both sensuous and emotional.3

Certainly,

differ and people’s responses to the works
based very much on things such as age,
and

individual sensibilities
they read are going to be

educational level,

the situation during which the work is being read.

difficult to argue with this assertion;

temperament

It is really

it seems to be a given.

There is another "given" operating here however.

This is simply

the idea that our readings of the same works change over a period of
time.

As Bruce Miller puts it in Teaching the Art of Literature,

"We change our successive constitutings of a work because
exists

something basically

'there*

.

.

."4

ent readings of the same work over a period of
something new about ourselves;

the work,

.

.

there

that we apprehend more or less

accurately in our different readings.

us

.

In other words, differ¬
time do more than tell

they also tell us something new about

something that is there.

Miller goes on to talk of something called the
"intersubjective."5

This is also a "given."

That is,

there is a strong
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amount of agreement concerning the meanings of most literary works,
particularly on specific scenes or speeches within that work.

There¬

fore,

As

reading a literary work will only be partly subjective.

Rosenblatt points out though, we must build on the personal response.
Moving from this personal response, honoring it,

is the job of the

teacher.

to move ahead to the

It is also the teacher's job,

serious job of interpreting the work,

however,

realizing that for some works,

a final "constituting" may not be possible.6
According to Miller,
text:

the ostensive,

regards
about

there are three major responses to a

the intrinsic, and the extrinsic.

the work as a textbook about itself,

The ostensive

filled with information

the author's philosophical interests, dealing almost entirely

with what the work can teach us,

a study of its major ideas or themes.

An intrinsic response is most closely allied with the New Criticism
and examining the work from within,

looking at its artistry.

Extrinsic

response is basically found by considering the social and historical
ideas which the work suggests,
the text itself.
it

Although the New Critics would certainly disagree,

is possible to see all of

literary work.

these responses as legitimate ends of a

A teacher would be justified in leading students to

consider all three responses.
first,

then the ostensive,

chapters,

things which lie essentially outside

Sometimes the intrinsic might be used

then the extrinsic.

In the following

I will be demonstrating the uses of all three approaches as

the teacher presents Faulkner.
Allen Purves, who has written often and well on the teaching
of

literature,

particularly on students’

responses,

suggests a four

6

step process:

engagement, perception,

interpretation, and evaluation.7

While the step between engagement and perception seems to be exclu¬
sively the job of the reader,

I would suggest that intervention by

the teacher at this level is possible,
the

perhaps necessary.

It is what

teacher has done in previous lessons which makes possible the

opportunity for engagement to lead to perception.

A reader should

be able to build upon a number of experiences each time he encounters
a literary work, but he may never be able to make the proper connec¬
tions unless he has been shown the way first.

As far as interpretation

and evaluation are concerned, we have already demonstrated the need
for the teacher in these tasks.
Walter Slatoff,
Literary Response,
Purves' four steps.
spectators.

Dimensions of

analyzes closely what happens as we progress along
The best experiences turn participants into

Literature can be used to "activate passions of the

reader's own."8
reading and

in With Respect to Readers:

Slatoff draws a major distance between the act of

literary study.

going on within oneself.

Reading can give a "sense of something

119

These personal responses,
Slatoff never makes it clear,

says Slatoff,

are valid.

Although

I assume that the greater the artist,

the better the opportunity for valid responses.

He does say that

literary critics seldom take into account the varieties of involvement
defined often by
a literary work.

Certainly,

many

the "reading self"—what each individual brings to
We could include by extension here the teacher.
teachers invalidate personal responses to works of

7

literature and discourage the student from ever again making that
interpretive leap which Purves describes so vividly.
From all of

this literature,

though,

it seems fairly obvious that

whereas recognizing the validity of the individual response is the
clear responsibility of the teacher,

it is equally important for the

teacher to lead the student through the higher responses such as
interpretation and evaluation,

and as I have demonstrated,

show the

student ways to perceive things about literature after his imagination
is actively engaged.
Literature is a valid discipline.
to make books available to students.

It is not enough, however,

The teacher must seek out those

books and writers who will be most rewarding and then use the
approaches which will allow the students'

experiences to be rich and

varied.

Why Faulkner?

While

the rest of

this study is in a sense a defense of

Faulkner as a proper study for students,
thing here about my choice.

it is necessary to say some¬

First, what can students gain from a study

of Faulkner's novels and stories?

Then, why Faulkner,

considering

all of the other writers available to teachers and curriculum planners?
If we take our original defenses of literary study and apply
them to Faulkner, we can see that he fits them quite well.

While the

pleasure derived from reading a particular work of literature remains
as we have seen a personal matter,

it is difficult to imagine someone

reading the final scenes of Light in August and not being moved

8

Faulkner is an author who invites his readers to identify with his
characters.
plight,

In Light in August, he has involved us fully in Joe's

from his unfortunate birth,

orphanage,

through his experience in the

right down to his crazy relationship with Joanna Bundren.

We are forced

to empathize with him; we may not approve of his

behavior; we may attempt to resist,

but it is to no avail.

the section where Percy Grimm kills and castrates him,
are aroused,

Thus,

in

our sympathies

sufficiently to allow Faulkner the extraordinary,

audacious effort to raise this murderer to the level of myth,
position of a Christ crucified on a Southern cross.

to the

The appeal of

this passage to students who have remained with the book up to this
point,

is difficult

to dispute.

The same case could be made for the final paragraphs of the
book which include the possible death and transfiguration of the
Reverend Gail Hightower.

Here again,

the reader finds herself

identifying with a rather distasteful character,
absent by choice from life's feast.
sympathetic

figure though,

another outcast,

Faulkner makes Hightower a

by showing his background,

the confused

figure of his grandfather haunting his dreams, his ill-starred
marriage,

and his subsequent treatment by the town of Jefferson.

has been drawn back into life by Lena Grove and Byron Bunch;
delivered Lena's baby and he has attempted,
life.

His vision of

beautiful moment,

the wheel turning at

too late,

He

he has

to save Joe s

the end of the novel is a

poetic in the best sense of the word.

Faulkner's arousing of the aesthetic response then is hard
won by his craft.

There are authors more lyrical, more romantic.

9

authors who can move us momentarily by a rhetorical outburst.

But

Faulkner at his best, moves us because we are actively involved with
his characters.

When it is necessary, he can write poetic passages,

but again at his best,

they grow out of a crucial moment in the text.

We are not asked to expend our emotion on something artificial or
contrived.

Faulkner considered himself a "failed poet," but his

poetry is found more profoundly in the climactic moments such as those
mentioned above.

The teacher would be ill advised to use books which

contain the other kind of rhetoric,
where
little

A Fable is a convenient example,

the rhetoric on its own is particularly impressive, but makes
impact because it grows out of nothing present in the text.

It is alone,
Faulkner,

isolated.

My argument is simply that in the best of

this does not happen,

and it is the best of Faulkner that

I am commending here.
Our second point,
selves and others,
Faulkner.

literature helps us to understand our¬

is easily made when considering the works of

When Falstaff cautioned Hal that by banishing him,

banishing all the world,
character,

that

he spoke more than he knew.

he was

In that one

Shakespeare summed up the glories and foibles of humankind,

to some extent

the world.

There is no single character in Faulkner

who contains "multitudes," no characters like Hamlet or Falstaff.
But

it

certainly would not be presumptuous to suggest that

work like The Sound and the Fury,
the world,

in a single

Faulkner has encapsulated most of

characters who allow us to see ourselves a little better,

understand ourselves as we understand them.
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The grasping, materialistic side is well represented by Jason;
the intellect, wounded by maternal neglect and paternal nihilism, by
Quentin;

the caring loving side of human nature by Caddy;

unconscious by Ben.

and the

Yet these are living people, not abstractions,

they are people who help us to meet,

often to confront,

and

ourselves.

While we probably would rather find ourselves in the caring, positive
character of a Dilsey, we are forced to see many of our negative
characteristics even while rejecting the materialistic,
remarks of Jason.

Why,

for instance,

cynical, bitter

do we laugh when Jason says that

the Compsons are "robbing the state asylum of their star freshman" by
not sending Ben away?
and ill at

Are we a little cruel also?

A little frightened

ease when confronted with this great hulk of a man with the

mind of a three-year-old?
Our frustration with Quentin might find a parallel with our
frustration with Hamlet

in his play.

But

isn't this "thinking too

precisely on the event" irritating in these young men because it
irritating in ourselves,
could?

is

something we would wish to exorcise if we

The same could be said of Dilsey who has perhaps too much of

the "suffering servant" to be entirely commendable.
the full and adequate response that
characters

If we are to make

Slatoff speaks of, we will confront

in Faulkner who will teach us about ourselves.

Faulkner

at his best will haunt us most compared with all modern writers of
fiction.
Is

it too much to say that great

Shakespeare had it.

literature has a moral sense?

No villain is ever allowed to triumph completely,

lago certainly did not want

to end up on the rack nor Edmund on the
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sword.

Macbeth is correct in saying that the "even handed justice

commends the poisoned chalice to our own lips."

It is difficult to

think of a major work which lacks a sense of morality.
Faulkner has a strong sense of morality in all of his works.
Since this morality is found in the tangled sensibility of the modern
world,

it

is not as evident, but

Moses,

alive to the indignities,

it is always there.

insufferable violence,

wrongs the Southern White has inflicted on the Black.
Faulkner implies,

Consider Go Down
and unspeakable
Nothing,

can ever make up for this evil, and his central

figure,

Issac McCaslin,

denial,

repudiation,

certainly proves this fact.

is a failure.

Ike's act of

Faulkner implies that Ike might

have been better off had he accepted his inheritance—working the land
and doing what he could to improve the lot of the black sharecroppers
who lived there.

Ike's is both a practical failure and a moral one.

Faulkner takes seriously the moral "spirit of the wilderness" which
Sam Fathers had given him.
gift

Since Ike has done very little with this

(the hunters he has taught display none of this high sense of

morality)

his is a moral failure and any close reader of the text must

see that Faulkner agrees.
Literature is a way to help our students share in the heritage
of

the past.

what

Faulkner teaches us as well or better than most writers

it means to be an American, not just an American from the South.

All of us share the heritage wrought by slavery,
all of us share in the tremendous sense of

and, more important,

lost opportunity which is

a constant in American literature from the poetry of Whitman to the
latest complaint

of Phillip Roth.
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"We blew it,"
and that,
not

for me,

clear that

says Captain America near the end of Easy Rider,

is the major theme of American literature.

It is

the Peter Fonda and Dennis Hopper characters knew

exactly what it was that they blew.

Faulkner knows well though—read

his hymn to the land in his article,

"Mississippi," or find the answer

in his novels.

It is the promise of a new continent betrayed—by greed,

by ownership, by prejudice.

This is not a pretty story, but it is the

American story and Faulkner tells it well.

This sense of America goes

beyond an understanding of the rifts caused by the War Between the
States.

Faulkner, more than most writers,

by tradition,

is aware of what is meant

so more than most writers, his works deserve to be taught

in the schools as part of

that tradition we talk about preserving.

Faulkner also offers a series of remarkable opportunities to
the

teacher of literature.

With the decline of reading abilities,

it

is difficult enough to get students to read traditional novels and be
able to do anything with them,
mode.

let alone read literature in the modern

If the teacher believes that it is necessary for the student to

be exposed to modern experiments in literature—the use of the untrust¬
worthy narrator,

the problems of multiple narrators,

and experiments

both in the use of chronology and time—Faulkner can prove to be an
important

example.

I am not

suggesting that average students should be plunged

immediately into something like The Sound and the Fur^ or Absalom
Absalom*.
beginning,

Perhaps something like The Unvanquished might serve for a
and,

as I plan to demonstrate later,

an average class can

13

with help, understand and enjoy the complexities of As I Lay Dying.
As a writer in the modem mode, Faulkner seems far more accessible
than Joyce or recent writers like Pynchon or Bartheleme.
Faulkner remains more accessible to students than most
modernist writers because, as Hugh Kenner points out, he was of, but
not in, the modernist movement.10

Faulkner's roots are in the tradi¬

tion of the oral narrative so popular in the rural South.

A teacher

who would like to demonstrate the influence of local folklore on a
great writer would be well advised to study Faulkner.

Almost all of

his works are suffused with recognizable oral narratives, the versions
of which Faulkner has worked into the complexity of his own story.
A study of Faulkner's short stories and the popular magazines in
which they were first published shows us that beneath the modernist
style, Faulkner was essentially a popular writer.
Faulkner is also very aware of a collective unconscious.

He

refers continually to the Bible, not only stylistically, but substan¬
tially.

He also continually and effectively uses allusions to

classical mythology.

Above all, we find constant allusions to ritual

patterns, many of them found intact in The Golden Bough.

A teacher

wishing to show students the power of myth and archetype might choose
something like Go Down Moses or a number of short stories which show
the archetypical pattern lying behind a modern text.
Finally, Faulkner presents the student with a positive example
of the ability of art to transcend time and place.

On the one hand,

as I shall show later on, Faulkner is the poet of families.
specific families in a specific place.

They are

In Yoknapatawpha County,

14
Faulkner was able to find the major dilemmas, tragedies, and triumphs
of humankind.

Nothing is more local; nothing is more transcendent.

Students can first relate to the family unit Faulkner presents, then
to the specific world he presents.

Then teachers can help them move

from the particular to the universal.

Almost all of Faulkner's works

move out to the universal and most of the time it is possible for
students to understand this transition.
Faulkner seems to me the greatest American writer of this
century.

In many different interviews throughout his career, Faulkner

was asked to rank American writers.
works of art

Almost always he pronounced all

magnificent failures" and judged the greatest writers

those who attempted more even as they failed.

At times, Faulkner

rated Thomas Wolfe highly, at times Melville.

Hemingway was a

"perfect" writer; he accomplished what he set out to do, but within a
very limited range.

Melville took on the universe; he lost, but

Faulkner saw a victory in that loss.
Comparing Faulkner to Henry James, his only serious challenger
among this century's Americans, and using Faulkner's own standard, I
believe that however fine James' psychological insights, his drawing
rooms and upper class world do

not contain the multitudes of

Faulkner's "little postage stamp of earth," Yoknapatawpha.

Faulkner

has proven prophetic, both in his vision of the fate of humankind and
in his accurate insight into the fate of America.

James is a very

great writer, a more perfect writer than Faulkner, but he lacks those
"splendid failures."11

15

My plan here is to begin by looking at some of the things that
a teacher can do while teaching Faulkner.

I mean to begin by examining

ways that a teacher can help a student see how folklore, myth and
ritual can lie behind a modern novel by examining "The Bear."

The

next two chapters deal with The Sound and the Fury and As I Lay Dying.
In the first of these, I will attempt to show how a study of families
might prove an excellent "way in" to a study of Faulkner.

In the

following chapter, I will discuss ways of helping students cope with
modernist technique when reading these novels and how they can serve
as excellent introductions to the modern mode.

We will then examine

the problems of racism and sexism in Faulkner in general and in
Light in August in particular.

The next chapter will examine a few of

the most anthologized short stories while the final chapter will give
a brief introduction to some resources the teacher might use:
biographies, criticism and audio-visual material.
This study is addressed to the high school literature teacher
or to the college teacher introducing Faulkner to students for the
first time.
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CHAPTER
MYTH,

Fi-rst,

I I

RITUAL AND FOLKLORE IN LITERATURE:

a disclaimer.

"THE BEAR"

"The Bear" is indeed a great short work,

but it probably should not be taught by itself, but rather as a part
°f Go Down Moses,

a book which after forty years of critical scrutiny

has finally emerged as what
a bit academic,

though,

it really is, a novel.1

The argument is

because many anthologies including Three Short

Novels by Faulkner

(the other two are "Spotted Horses" and "Old Man"

both also parts of

longer works)

and the often-used Six Great Modem

Short Novels reprint "The Bear," Part IV intact.
The teacher is then faced with a dilemma because trying to
understand Part IV within the context of the entire story is difficult
if not
At

impossible without reference to other parts of Go Down Moses.

the very least,

the teacher should feel compelled to deal with the

stories which appear immediately before and immediately after "The
Bear" in the novel:
is

"The Old People" and "Delta Autumn."

still something of a compromise,

While this

at least the student will be able

to understand the genesis and the final outcomes of the themes
introduced in "The Bear."
Faulkner told a student at
Part

the University of Virginia that

IV should be excised when reading "The Bear" as a separate story.
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"That story was going to be a part of a novel
told me he was going to print
this out,

it separately,

...

I would have said,

this doesn't belong in this as a short story,

the novel, but not part of the story."2

if he had
Take

it's part of

The "he" above was the

publisher of the popular Three Short Novels of Faulkner and indeed,
The Bear' does appear in Big Woods with Faulkner's other hunting
stories, minus Part IV.
It is important to notice though that "The Bear" itself is
an amalgam of two stories;
here,

is particularly important to our purpose

the introduction of myth and ritual as a basis for a work of

literature.

For practically every addition to the original short

stories which make up
Li°n
tale.

it

The Bear" points to myth and ritual.

(Harpers,

In the final text,

few pages of Part V.

December,
it covers

1935)

is a straightforward hunting

the events in Part III and the last

Ike McCaslin appears in the story, but he is

an older hunter who has a grandson participating in the hunt.
central consciousness,
"The Bear,"
him.

the boy,

is sixteen-years-old.

Unlike Ike in

that boy has a living father who goes on the hunt with

Sam Fathers does not appear in the story,

is old Ike McCaslin.

and the boy's teacher

The story begins as does Part III of "The Bear"

with Boon Hoggenbeck's trip to Memphis.
character.

The

He is drunk much of the time,

Boon is essentially the same
is unable to shoot well,

and is complete in his devotion to Lion.
The killing of Old Ben is accomplished in much the same manner,
but the method of telling is different.

The narration is presented
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secondhand.

The old hunter,

in the hunting camp.
of the bear.

The boy,

Lion dies;

to see old Ben;

Ike McCaslin, describes it to the men
therefore,

does not witness the demise

the men from the surrounding territories come

Boon gets drunk.

There is no debate concerning whether

the boy should remain in the camp the next week.

Since there is no

Sam Fathers and since the boy has apparently learned very little, there
is no need to debate the relative merits of education by schoolmaster
and education by wilderness.
"Lion"
Scene V.

ends with several scenes which are later expanded into

The boy visits Major DeSpain the following summer and

announces his intention to return to the camp.

Major DeSpain, as in

"The Bear," declares his decision never to visit the camp again.
the

idea of

Here

the destruction of the wilderness and the old order are

as strong in "Lion" as they are in the final text.

However,

the great

reinforcing symbol of the snake does not appear when the boy returns
to the camp.

The boy thinks about snakes but does not encounter one

as Ike does.

The final scene of "Lion" is synonymous with the final

scene of Part V—Boon is under the gum tree guarding his squirrels
and shouting deliriously at Ike to get away.
It

is fascinating to look at Faulkner’s additions to the "Lion"

portions of "The Bear" and notice how they increase the novel’s mythic
possibilities.

The addition of

Sam Fathers certainly increases the

mythical quality besides providing the link between the wilderness and
the boy so necessary to the work's theme.
totemic animal,

The bear himself becomes a

and the improved description of his demise raises that

final tableau of "man astride the bear" in the direction of mythic
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moments suspended in time.

Finally,

the last scene in "Lion" can have

little meaning other than the disintegration of Boon's mind along with
the disintegration of the wilderness.
version of

the context of Part IV,

However, read in the final

it makes many ironic comments on

the problem of possession and selfishness.
"The Bear"

(Saturday Evening Post. May 9,

Parts I and II of "The Bear" in Go Down Moses.
however.

1942)

is essentially

Major differences occur

The boy still has no name; he has a father who explains the

meaning of events to him,

and his relationship to Sam Fathers as a

mythical and thematic figure is yet to be fully realized.
The story recounts the boy's hunting trips from age ten to age
fourteen.

At age eleven,

after removing his watch and compass,

boy is granted sight of Old Ben.
At age fourteen,

Finally,

the

the great crisis arises.

the boy gives up a chance to kill Old Ben in order

to save his little fyce.

The story now moves ahead to a scene which

is not presented in the text of the novel until Part IV.
explains why he elected

The boy

to save the foolish little dog rather than

shoot the bear.
Seeing the boy's difficulty in expressing himself, his father
reads a portion of Keats'

"Ode on a Grecian Urn," suggesting that the

final two lines mean that "the truth of
the only truth.

the heart" is the final and

The story ends with this scene; we are led to believe

that the boy understands his moment of

truth.

A similar scene is recalled by the twenty-one year old Ike
McCaslin in Part
an attempt

IV of "The Bear." Here,

Ike is using the scene in

to explain his repudiation of the land to his cousin,
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McCaslin Edmonds.

Ike recalls that it was Cass himself who introduced

him to the "Grecian Urn" after he had failed to shoot Old Ben.
m the final text,

is very much a father to Ike;

Faulkner's transfer.
Part IV?

Irony,

this explains in part

But why does Faulkner suspend this scene until

again.

Faulkner shows us Cass arguing against a

principle which he himself once believed.

Ike is arguing that his

repudiation is based upon following the wisdom of the heart;
now become the spokesperson for organized society,
The Saturday Evening Post version of

"The Bear," then,

It is a good,

unchallenging vehicle for expressing this idea.
the wilderness teaches:

of Part

IV,

It is necessary

that this short story has been placed in at least two

anthologies for high school students.

wilderness.

Cass has

for reason.

stresses the educative abilities of the wilderness.
to point out

Cass,

but essentially

"The Bear" shows what

"Lion" suggests the destruction of the

"The Bear" combines both themes and, with the addition
introduces whole new themes:

the curse placed on the land

by ownership and the relationship of human beings to their past.
is

It

instructive for our purposes that many of these additions to the text

increase the work's mythic potential:

the bear as totem,

the name Isaac,

and the historical debate of

Part

IV,

Sam Fathers as priest,

to mention only a few.

the snake,
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Myth and Archetype

I am arguing in this chapter that helping students see these
mythical parallels and recognize the archetypes which lie behind them
is an essential task of the teacher of literature.

If the teacher

leads students to see these things in a work like "The Bear," I
believe that they will be able to see them for themselves in other
works.

Northrop Frye tells us in The Teaching of Literature that the
end of literature study is not something remote, but the recognition
that

it

corresponds to something within ourselves."3

that we can find these
haunt

great

he says,

literature.

somethings"

Frye suggests

in the mythical archetypes which

Literature which follows the archetypes has,

an "active shape."
Frye also presents the rather arguable notion that

inferior

literature does not follow the major archetypal patterns, but is equated
with what he calls "adjustment mythology," the false myths which society
creates

through advertising and political slogans.

The students need

to be alive to the differences.
Leading students into the forest of myth and archetype in a
work like "The Bear"
with Frye,

though,

is a perilous journey indeed.

that

it

is a necessary journey,

If we can agree
that Faulkner is

tapping a "collective unconscious" which will awaken "something within
ourselves," "The Bear" might well be one of the more accessible and
more interesting vehicles.
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Let's begin with Old Ben himself.

Faulkner's conception of

the bear as totem is conscious:

.

.

.

an anachronism indomitable and

invincible out of an old

dead time, a phantom, epitome and apotheosis of the old, wild
life which the little puny humans swarmed and hacked at in a
fury of abhorrence and

fear,

like pygmies about the ankles of

a drowsing elephant;—the old bear,

solitary,

indomitable and

alone; widowered, childless, and absolved of mortality—old
Priam reft of his old wife and outlived all his sons.

The bear's immortality is mentioned several times.

Old Ben will not

die until he is ready to die.

Sam Fathers keeps insisting,

got

almost supernatural animal is necessary

the dog yet."

A powerful,

to bring the bear-god to bay.
Ike sees the bear.

"We ain't

After abandoning his compass and watch,

Here again,

the description is of something

mysterious and godlike.

It

did not emerge, appear:

it was just there,

immobile,

fixed

in the green and windless moon's hot dappling, not as big as he
had dreamed it, but as big as he had expected, bigger, dimension¬
less against the dappled obscurity,
moved.

.

.

.

Then it was gone.

looking at him.

Then it

It didn't walk into the woods.

It faded, sank back into the wilderness without motion as he had
watched a fish, a hugh old bass, sink back into the dark depths
of its pool and vanish without even movement of its fins.

(209)

The teacher needs to make the student look carefully at the text here.
In both this and the earlier quotation,

there are certain words which

contribute to the idea of the bear as totem.
to find them for themselves:

"Dimensionless,"

Students should be able
"dappled obscurity,"

"faded," and "vanish" all contribute to an other-worldly effect.
Students should also be encouraged to comment

on the meaning of "not

as big as he had dreamed it" with all of its implications of the
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collective unconscious and communal dreams.

A close reading of the

two passages I have quoted might well take an entire class period,
perhaps even two,

but it

is an excellent "way in" for the teacher wish¬

ing to deal with the "haunting" effect of archetype in modern litera¬
ture.

It

is also apparent

from a close reading of the text that the

hunters regard themselves as something special in their relationship
to the bear.

They are the chosen.

also seek to destroy it.

If they venerate the bear,

they

They are at the same time sons of the bear

and wilderness and their destroyers.

.

.

.

but only hunters drank,

drinking not of the blood they

spilled but some condensation of
drinking it moderately,

the wild immortal spirit,

humbly even, not with the pagan's base

and baseless hope of acquiring thereby the virtues of cunning
and strength and speed but in salute to them.
(192)

Only the men properly initiated into the rites of the wilderness have
a right

to slay the bear.

But even here,

depends upon the bear itself.
will someday be killed,

After Sam has assured him that the bear

Ike replies:

'That's why it must be one of us.
When even he don't want it

the date of destruction

'"I know it,'

the boy said.

So it won't be until the last day.

to last any longer'"

(212).

Frazer's The Golden Bough is a good reference book for students
to know about.
looking for

Here is a perfect place for them to begin using it,

information on totem animals and the fraternity of hunters

in many primitive tribes.

They will find interesting parallels between

Frazer's hunters and gods and Faulkner's Yoknapatawpha hunters and
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the Bear

Frazer s connection being magic and superstition, Faulkner's

mainly based upon tradition.

Members of the Inuit tribe,

for instance, must live by them¬

selves and avoid sexual intercourse in order to be judged pure enough
to slay the sacred white bears.5 Frazer states that in general,
treat with veneration the things they kill.
the bear not to be angry.
kill the bear, but

tribes

American Indians begged

The Lapps regard it the height of glory to

the slayers are considered unclean and must live by

themselves for three days after returning to the tribe.6
The rites of initiation are necessary:

hunters in many savage

societies must observe rules of abstinence and submit to ceremonies of
purification.

This might explain the necessity of Ike's initiation

to the wilderness,

the relinquishing of the things of the civilization,

before he is able to see the bear.

Ike is also initiated into something

greater than the brotherhood of hunters in "The Old People" when Sam
smears his forehead with the blood of his first buck and then takes
him for his vision of the godlike ghost—the giant buck.
It

is worth reproducing the last two or three pages of "The

Old People" for students because Faulkner comes closer to letting us
know what he really means there than almost anywhere else.
a realistic novel,
ghost-deer shows us

This is not

and Cass's agreement about the vision of the giant
this clearly.

Besides, what would it want itself knocking around out there,
when it never had enough time about the earth as it was when
there is plenty of room about the earth, plenty of places still
unchanged from what they were when the blood used and pleasured
in them while it was still blood.

(186-7)
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In coining down firmly on the side of ghosts, Cass is testifying to
the romantic nature of the work,

its mythic possibilities.

Traditional initiation rites use the forest,

the regression

to an embryonic state and a consideration of the initiation cabin as
the womb.
tion,

Ike goes through the various stages of traditional initia¬

even including being reborn in the forest.

"It seemed to him

that at the age of ten he was witnessing his own birth"
old male bear itself,

(195).

"The

so long unwifed and childless as to have become

its own ungendered progenitor, was his alma mater"

Parts 1-3:

(210).

The Boy and the Wilderness

While it is important for students to see these mythical
parallels,

it is equally important to see what Faulkner does with them,

particularly within the context of Parts I and II.
pinnings allow us

The mythical under¬

to see Ike as an apprentice, perhaps even a religious

apprentice to what is learned in the woods with Sam Fathers as his
teacher and guide.

"He entered his novitiate to the true wilderness

with Sam beside him as he had begun his apprenticeship in miniature
to mankind after the rabbits and such with Sam beside him
Sam Fathers is

.

.

." (195).

the son of a Chickasaw chief and a Negro slave woman

who was sold into slavery when Sam’s father arranged a marriage between
his mother and a slave that the Chief, his father, had inherited.
Carothers McCaslin had purchased the family,
lived on Carothers’

plantation,

Old

and for years Sam had

leaving it for trips into the wilderness

with the Jefferson hunting parties.
the Indian pulsing through his veins,

With the blood of

the Negro and

Sam is the closest of all the
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characters in the story to the virtues and power of the wilderness and
Old Ben.
of

Sam is a mythic character,

a representative of the spirit

the wilderness which Faulkner places in Old Ben.

Sam is also father

and mother to Ike, a child of his actual father's old age.
responsible for Ike's rebirth in the wilderness.
known women,

and Old Ben,

also childless,

Sam is

Sam, who had never

are pure unspoiled nature

and have an ability to teach Ike a lesson he can never unlearn.
Using our mythical parallels, we can also see Sam as another
kind of Father,
Isaac,

the

a priest,

novitiate.

can be perceived,

interpreting the meaning of
Sam teaches,

for instance,

the bear-god to

that before truth

one must give up the things of civilization.

is probably one reason that as Ike tells Cass in Part IV,

This

Sam Fathers

set him free.

'It's the gun,'
motionless. .

.

Sam said.
.

The camp

He stood beside the fence
.

.

.

faded into the dusk,

back into the immemorial darkness of

.

The gun, the boy thought.
The gun.
to choose,' Sam said.
(206)

'You will have

Ike makes

the choice.

.

.

the woods.

Shedding the trappings of civilization—the gun,

the watch and the compass—Ike is granted sight of
emphasizes
"It rushed,

this point.

the bear.

Ike has just "emerged into a little glade":

soundless and solidified—the tree,

the bush,

the compass

and the watch glinting where a ray of sunlight touched them.
saw the bear"

(209) .

after the complicated preceding sentence.
then.

Then he

Students should understand the effect of the short

declarative sentence which concludes this quotation,

on the word

Faulkner

Only then,

coming as it does

The emphasis of course is

after he has "relinquished completely to
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it," can the vision of the wilderness be accomplished.

Thus the

mythological equivalents of bear and Sam Fathers and their relationship
to Ike form the underpinnings for this distrust of civilization which
becomes so important to the meaning of the story.
Another lesson which Ike learns is the courage to follow the
truth of the heart.

The central scene here is the climactic moment of

^ when he chooses to save the foolish little fyce rather than
shoot the bear.

Then he realized that the fyce was actually not going to stop.
He flung the gun down and ran.
When he overtook and grasped
the shrill frantically pinwheeling little dog, it seemed to him
that he was directly under the bear.
He could smell it, strong
and hot and rank.

Sprawling, he looked up where it loomed and

towered over him like a thunderclap.
he remembered:

It was quite familiar until

this was the way he had used to dream about it.

(211)

Later,
IV,

the student

learns the interpretation of

this scene.

In Part

Cass explains how both Ike and the little fyce had followed the

verities of

the human heart.

Ike's saving of

the fyce is irrational;

the rational thing,

the civilized action is to shoot the bear and let the foolish little
dog be destroyed.

But Ike cannot do this;

and followed where it beckoned.
the strength of
jointly possess,
civilized

life;

Once under the bear and after smelling

the primitive virtues the bear and the wilderness
there can never be a return to the virtues of
truth,

the heart and the bear become one,

an earlier subconscious premonition:
about

it."

he has heard the heart speak

echoing from

"This was the way he used to dream

That Faulkner includes this sentence is significant,

particularly to our contention that myth and archetype are strong here.
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The bear totem god is strong in the collective unconscious.

The boy

has seen him in his dreams before actually encountering him in what,
without pushing it too far,

could be envisioned as a primal scene-the

boy under and then thrust out from the bear,

reborn once again.

One of the things that the wilderness teaches then is this
emphasis on the intuitive life over the rational.
.

.

At age ten,

it was as if the boy had already divined what his senses and

intellect had not

encompassed yet"

(193).

Later when Sam's life

expires at almost the same time as the bear's,
mythological connections,

increasing the work's

Ike feels that he must stay with Sam.
afford to miss school.

Cass

objects,

stating that the boy cannot

Here General

Compson,

certainly a representative of rational civilized forces,

speaks

in favor of the truth of the heart:

You can stay.

If missing an extra week of school is going to

throw you so far behind you'll have to sweat to find what

some

hired pedagogue put between the covers of a book, you better
quit

altogether.

one foot

.

straddled

a bank; you ain't

.

.

And you shut up,

Cass

.

.

into a farm and the other foot

. You've got
straddled into

even got a good hand hold where this boy was

an old man before you damned Sartorises and Edmondses invented
farms and banks to keep yourselves from having to find out what
this boy was born knowing.

Whatever it was that
intuitive
involved

.

.

.

(250-1)

the "boy was born knowing" has to do with this

knowledge learned from the heart.
in his desire to stay with Sam;

in that moment

the choice was already made

under the bear when the wilderness,

all spoke as one.
right about

There is really no choice

dream,

General Compson understands this:

something is enough to justify it.

and heart

for Ike,

feeling
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Thus,

a close consideration of the mythological extensions in

"The Bear" should convince us of the work's romantic temper as well
as of its romantic theme.
the wilderness,
We must

We must remember, however, that the bear,

and the old order which he represents are destroyed.

also remember that

Isaac bases a good deal of his decision to

relinquish his inheritance on the "truth of the heart."
remember that
disastrous.
Faulkner,

that decision was at best questionable,
Thus,

And we must

at worst,

the work’s romanticism is tempered, as

so often in

by a realistic approach to events.

It

is instructive to observe, however,

that this realistic,

possibly tragic turn is accompanied with mythological overtones as
strong as those which accompany the romantic beginnings.

Consider for

instance the mechanized nature of the destroyers of the bear,
and Lion.

Boon

First Boon:

His working jaws blue with stubble and his face innocent of water
and his coarse,

horse-mane hair innocent

of comb—the quarter

Indian, grandson of a Chickawaw squaw ... he had the mind of
a child, the heart of a horse, and little hard shoe-button eyes
without depth or meanness or generosity or viciousness or
gentleness or anything else.

.

.

.

(227)

Now Lion:

It

stood,

and they could see it now—part mastiff,

something

of Airdale and something of a dozen other strains probably

.

.

with cold yellow eyes and a tremendous chest and over all that
strange

Or look at

color like a blued gun-barrel.

them both coupled together:

(218)

.
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oon touched Lion's head and then knelt beside him, feeling
the bones and the muscles, the power.
It was as if Lion were
a woman--or perhaps Boon was the woman.
That was more like
it
the big grave, sleepy-seeming dog which, as Sam Fathers
said, cared about no man and no thing; and the violent
insensitive, hard-faced man with his touch of remote Indian
blood and the mind almost of a child.
(220)

In creating Boon and Lion, Faulkner is working against the mythical
characteristics he has invested in Sam and Old Ben.
nature corrupted,

Boon is a son of

a bridge to the new encroaching mechanized culture.

Lion's cold yellow eyes compare with Boon's "little hard shoe-button
eyes without depth,

and Lion's color "like a blued gun—barrel"

compares with Boon's "working jaws blue with stubble."
here smacks of the machine,

Everything

of not feeling; yet we should remember

that both Boon and Lion emerge from the same culture which produced
Sam and the bear.

Clearly,

Sam because he is
cannot do it,

neither Sam nor Ike can kill the bear:

too much a part of the victim,

the wilderness;

Ike

for he must remain pure and remain true to the wilderness

virtues.
We must remember, however,
Lion and prepares him for the kill.
ship

in mythical

terms as well.

the plebian, was his huntsman.
But why?

that

it is Sam Fathers who trains

Faulkner speaks of this relation¬

"Sam was the chief,

the prince;

Boon should have nursed the dogs"

Why should Sam Fathers further the death of

wilderness which he loves?

Boon,
(222).

the

Why should he help further his own death?

Again seeing the mythical parallels will help students understand this
very difficult part
of

the dying gods,

of the story.

It would be well to review the notion

the inevitability of death of the god,

and the
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necessity of

the tribe to go on with a new god or a new chief.

ber that Faulkner sets his story in November,

Remem¬

the month of the dying

gods.
Faulkner stresses the inevitability of the wilderness's demise
throughout:

It had been foreknowledge in Sam's face that morning.
And he
was glad, he told himself.
Ke was old.
He had no children,
no people of his blood anywhere above earth that he would ever
meet again. ...
It is almost over now and he was glad.
(215)

This is why Ike neither hates or fears Lion:

It seemed to him that

there was a fatality in it.

It

seemed to

him that something, he didn't know what, was beginning, had
already begun.
It was like the last act on a set stage.
It was
the beginning of the end of something, he didn't know what except
that he would not grieve.

He would be humble and proud that he

had been found worthy to be a part of it too or just to see it
too.

(226)

So at age

sixteen in the "coldest December ever remembered"

Isaac McCaslin witnesses the age old ritual of the passing of one order
and the coming in of something new.

It is

that moment when the bear

is sacrificed—"For an instant they almost resembled a piece of
statuary:

the clinging dog,

the bear,

the man astride its back,

working and probing the buried blade"(241)—that Ike is attempting in
vain to preserve.

Ike

is never able to reconcile himself to the passing

of the wilderness and he is not able to deal with the new,
technological age which comes in to replace it.

cold

He becomes a carpenter

not only because he wants to pattern his life after Christ but because
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by working with his hands he is denying that the new technology has
any hold at all on him.
Faulkner often spoke ambiguously about his attitude toward
this new order of

technology which replaced the old order represented

by Sam and the bear.

Once at the University of Virginia he said:

There is change going on everywhere and I think that man
progresses mechanically and technically much faster than he
does spiritually,

that

there may be something he could

substitute for the ruined wilderness, but he hasn’t found
that.
He spends more time ruining the wilderness than he
does finding something to replace it.8

And again:

Change if it is not controlled by wise people destroys sometimes
more than it brings. . .
But if in the end it makes more food
for the people; more of the good things of life— ... it is
worth destroying the wilderness.
But if all the destruction of
the wilderness does is to give people more automobiles just to
ride around in, then the wilderness is better.9

Ike probably feels that
at

too great a price.

the destruction of

the wilderness is accomplished

His dedication, his place seems destined to be

that moment before the demise of the bear and he has difficulty allow¬
ing his life to go forward.

Parts IV and V:

How great

this difficulty is

reading of Parts IV and V.
forest of Part

The Decision

can be ascertained by a close

The teacher venturing into the dark murky

IV is brave indeed.

For in the debate between Cass and

Ike

in the commissary on Ike’s fateful twenty-first birthday, Faulkner

has

fashioned some of his most difficult rhetoric.

I have found that
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the

theories of the psycholinguists concerning reading are important

here, particularly the notion that

if students know something about

the material that they are about to read,
understand it.

they will be better able to

I therefore tell students what the section is about,

showing them specific transitional passages—and then let them read
the section.
Faulkner's own justification for the style of the section is
that he is trying to render the "language of the heart."
to believe that Ike is allowing his heart
arguments and that

to speak in his relinquishing

the heart never speaks clearly or logically.

trying to explain why inconsistencies exist

Yes because they were human men.
the heart's

We are led

truth out of

in the Bible,

When

Ike explains:

They were trying to write down

the heart's driving complexity,

for

all of the complex and troubled hearts which would beat after
them ... if they who were that near to Him as to have been
elected

from all who breathed and spoke language to transcribe

and relay his words,

could comprehend truth only through the

complexity of passion and lust and hate and fear which drives
the heart, what distance back to truth must they traverse whom
truth could reach by word-of-mouth?

(260-1)

I quote this passage at length because I believe it helps to explain
why the rhetoric of Part IV is so difficult.

It also introduces part

of the use of myth and ritual which is so rich in this section as well.
Ike

sees himself as a vessel of God,

Isaac

an Old Testament Prophet,

inheriting the civilized land of his people but refusing to go

on and sire the progenitor who would create the twelve tribes.
rhetoric and the spirt of Section IV are heavily Biblical:
believes that God
best,

a modern

is speaking through him.

The

Ike really

A difficult proposition at

it results in a difficult rhetorical style.
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Ike’s reasons for relinquishing the land which he should inherit
from Old Carothers are threefold:
individual ownership

of slaves,

and the sins of miscegenation and

incest of Old Carothers himself.
the mythic context

individual ownership of the land,

These are far-reaching crimes and in

of Faulkner’s South,

they have placed a curse upon

the land:

'Don't you see?'
This whole land,

he cried,
'Don't you see?
this whole South is cursed,

and all of us who derive from it, whom it
ever suckled, white and black both,

lie under the

curse?
Granted that my people brought the
curse onto the land:
maybe for that reason
their descendents alone cannot resist
it, not combat it—maybe just endure and outlast
until the curse is lifted.'
(278)

Ike is a myth-maker;
father.

it

working specifically with the crimes of his grand¬

Ike sees the entire South as lying under the supposed curse.
Ike also sees the land in a mythical way.

This explains the

argument between Cass and him over the meanings of repudiate and
relinquish.

Relinquish carries no added implications, but repudiate

implies prior ownership:

I can't

to divorce or discard as a wife.

repudiate it.

It was never mine to repudiate.

Ike:

It was

never Father's and Uncle Buddy's to bequeath me to repudiate.
Because it was never Ikkemotubbe's fathers'

.

.

.

fathers to bequeath

Ikkemotubbe to sell to Grandfather or any man because on the
instant when Ikkemotubbe discovered,
it

for money,

forever,

on that

it

realized that he could see

ceased ever to have been his

father to father to father,

bought nothing.

One cannot

instant

and the man who bought

it

(256-7)

repudiate what he does not own:

God meant the earth not

Ike continues his dialectic.

to be owned by different

individuals,

but

to be
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shared in the "communal anonymity of brotherhood"

(257).

Each race

which has dominated the land, America, the promised land, has defiled
it by claiming ownership.
the Blacks'

turn.

forfeited ours.

The Indians,

the Whites:

soon it will be

"Then your peoples' will come because we have
But not now.

This sense of

Not yet"

(278).

the land possessing a personality,

a sensitivity

which cries out against its misuse and the misuse of its people, par¬
ticularly
the Deep
is

the black slaves,
South.

is,

of course, mythic in origin, Ceres in

The notion of the communal anonymity of brotherhood

the epitome of romanticism going back at least to Rosseau.

Ownership

is considered evil.

Ike continues his idiosyncratic interpretation of history by
conceiving of the Civil War as a God-directed plan sent to teach the
South a lesson.
ing,

"Apparently they can learn nothing save through suffer¬

remember nothing save when underlined in blood—"

lesson however was never learned;
expanded the curse.

(286).

The

the post-war South continued and

"Apparently there is a wisdom beyond even that

learned through suffering necessary for a man to distinguish between
liberty and license"

(289-90).

The use of the name Isaac is important to Faulkner's Biblical
and mythical purposes.
his relinquishing of

There can be little doubt that

the land is God-ordained.

Ike feels that

The Biblical Isaac, of

course, had a covenant with God which culminated in his descendants
becoming the nation of

Israel.

Ike uses both words—covenant and

stewardship—but he emphasizes that his covenant is with all people
rather than with one tribe.

He says to Cass:
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Maybe He knew that Grandfather himself would not serve his
purpose because Grandfather was born too soon too, but that
Grandfather would have descendants, the right descendants;
maybe He had foreseen already the descendants Grandfather
would have, maybe he saw already in Grandfather the seed
progenitive of the three generations He saw it would take
to set at least some of his lowly people free. (250)

There is danger in believing yourself a vessel of God.

There

is no doubt though that Ike equates himself with his Biblical counter¬
part.

Both are guileless men,

sons of their fathers'

old age,

both

are part of relatively primitive societies; both exemplify virtues of
submission and obedience.
to a certain extent at

Isaac is almost sacrificed to God;

least

is sacrificed to the wilderness.

Ike,
One

could go further and point out the notion of establishing a covenant.
Here is an important difference.
altar:

"...

Ike attempts to escape the

an Isaac born into a later life than Abraham's and

repudiating immolation:

fatherless and therefore safe declining the

altar because maybe this time the exasperated hand might not supply
the kid"

(283).

The important word here is fatherless.

Whereas

Abraham had made his peace with God, Uncle Buddy had tried and failed.
There was too much of Old Carother's corrupted blood flowing through
his veins.

Therefore given his father's rightness with God,

the

Biblical Isaac can safely undergo sacrifice—the hand will supply the
kid.
the

The covenant can be established with the society represented by
father.

Ike,

using the ledgers as substantiation of his

civilization's essential evil,
of his society;
the direction of

for him,

refuses to be sacrificed on the altar

the only answer,

the wilderness.

salvation perhaps,

lies in

The covenant cannot be accomplished
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in the context of a cursed civilization.
perhaps run out of kids.

The "exasperated hand" has

This civilization is neatly represented by

the tin coffee pot stuffed with a few copper coins and many I.O.U.'s,
Ike’s inheritance from his Uncle Hubert Beauchamp.
The question of the cursed civilization becomes even more
powerful in Part V when Faulkner again uses a Biblical archetype to
make his point.

Part V presents Ike at age 18,

argument which makes up Part

three years before the

IV, but two years after discovering the

truth about his Grandfather when reading through the ledgers in the
commissary.

It

is summer;

the older men sensing the destruction of

the wilderness have diplomatically stayed away from the camp.

Ike

wanders through the woods enjoying a rhapsodical moment of remembering
the wilderness as it had been when Sam Fathers first introduced it to
him.

Suddenly,

into this Eden-like rhapsody,

The old one,

a snake:

the ancient and accursed about the earth fatal and

solitary and he could smell it now;

the thin sick smell of rotting

cucumbers and something else which had no name,

evocative of all

knowledge and an old weariness and of pariahhood and death
he put the other foot down at last and didn't know it,

.

.

.

standing

with one hand raised as Sam had stood that afternoon six years
ago

.

.

.

speaking the tongue which Sam had spoken that day

without premeditation either:

'Chief,'

he said:

'Grandfather.'

(329-30)

There can be little doubt what this Biblical archetype means.
has entered Eden.

Evil

Earlier the train which now churns deeper and deeper

into the wilderness was described as a "small dingy harmless snake
vanishing into the woods"

(318).

The irony of Ike's saluting the snake

as "Grandfather" is compounded if one remembers that it was the giant
ghost—the buck—to whom Sam addressed these words in "The Old People":
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It just stopped for an instant,

taller than any man,

them,

gathered.

then its muscles suppled,

looking at

It did not even alter

its course, not fleeing, not even running, just moving with that
winged and effortless ease with which deer move, passing within
twenty feet of them, its head high and the eye not proud and not
haughty but just full and wild and unafraid, and Sam standing
beside the boy now, his right arm raised at full length, palmoutward, speaking in that tongue the boy had learned .
'Oleh, Chief,’ Sam said.
’Grandfather.'
(184)

I have quoted this passage at length because it is a strong possibility
that

the teacher of "The Bear" has never read "The Old People" and

because it

emphasizes again the importance Faulkner places on arche¬

typical symbols.
Sam's heritage,
great deer.
(329).

For Ike,

it

the heritage of the pure wilderness is the
is the snake,

Both are also grandfathers:

"the accursed about the earth"

for Sam the purity and respect

for the forest which has gone before him;

for Ike,

the corruption and

manifold sins of his Grandfather, Old Carothers.
Faulkner is not done with this snake archetype however.
actually is introduced artistically in the story in Part IV.
flash-forward, we learn that

a movement

.

.

.

something Ike is

We witness the scene where Ike knows his last

evening of sexual intercourse with woman:
moving downward now,

In a

Ike has married a woman who hopes she will

be able to seduce him into reclaiming his heritage,
never going to do.

It

"...

the direction of

the hand drawing him and she moved at last,

one time older than man"

promise that he will reclaim the land.

(314).

She asks Ike to

He refuses thinking:

.

.

.

She is lost.

She was born lost.

We were all born lost

again with movement one time more older than man she turned and
this don't61 r ' •
^ that’S a11'
That'S a11 from me
“
this don t get you that son you talk about, it won't be mine':
y ng on
er side, her back to the empty rented room,
and laughing.
(314-15)

laughing
J-uugning

This is supreme Faulknerian sexism, but it is also consistent with the
archetype of the snake as seducer and Grandfather.

The wife is

attempting to lead Ike into the sin of possession by offering him sex
m return for the land.

It is something like the seductress in the

Medieval Romance tempting the knight
of his choice, but

it

is,

to sin.

Ike retains the purity

as the wife suggests, at a great cost:

he is

to remain childless.

Ike's Failure

Ike is destined to be "Uncle Ike
and still

father to none

.

.

."

(300).

.

.

.

uncle to half a county

Faulkner,

in an interview:

In a way every little eight or ten year old boy was his son,
his child,
he had.
was

the ones he had taught to hunt.

He had passed on what

He was not trying to tell them how to slay animals,

he

trying to teach them what he knew of respect for whatever

your lot

in life is,

that if your lot is to be a hunter,

to slay

animals you slay the animals with the nearest approach you can to
dignity and decency.10

Here is an example of Faulkner the interviewee contradicting Faulkner
the novelist.
wilderness

It may well be that Ike does pass on the virtues of the

to "every little eight or ten year old boy," but the results

are clearly not what he might expect or be pleased with.
hunters" of

The "doe-

"Delta Autumn" were certainly his pupils and they are a
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pitiful lot.

Roth Edmonds, the worst of the group, is Ike's nephew-

philandering and attempting to buy off his mullato mistress with a bag
of money.

"Delta Autumn" confirms Issac McCaslin as a failure, a dried

up old man, dedicated to a long-dead principle which he has been unable
to animate in the lives of any of those young people he has found
himself associated with.
However, our teacher probably does not have access to copies
of

Delta Autumn'

Bear" for answers.

for his or her students, so we must look to "The
Frankly there aren't many, and reading "The Bear"

in isolation for so many years is what probably gave rise to such
articles as R. W. B. Lewis's "The Hero in the New World ..."
which consider Ike’s actions as heroic.
Ike's failure is threefold as any reader of "Delta Autumn"
knows.

He fails because he does not pass the virtues of the wilder¬

ness on to others.

He has difficulty escaping his racist heritage.

His admonition to Roth's mullato mistress to go North and marry a black
man along with his collusion with Roth in attempting to buy her off
shows this very clearly.
Faulkner,

Finally, and probably most importantly for

Ike fails because he devotes himself to an obsolete and

static principle.

No matter how good it was, it is dead.

In an

interview Faulkner said:

What the writer's asking is compassion, understanding, that
change must alter, must happen, and change is going to alter
what was.
No matter how fine anything seems, it can't endure,
because once it stops, abandons motion, it is dead.
To
compassionate the good splendid things which change must
destroy, the splendid fine things which are a part of man's
past too, part of man's heritage too, but they were obsolete
and had to go.
But that's no need to feel compassion for them
0
11
simply because they were obsolete.
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Faulkner here seems to be suggesting what Is wrong with Ike's decision.
He has "abandoned motion.”

Rather than live In the society and try

to improve it, he has lived outside it with only the vaguest notion
of how it should be redeemed.
The reader of "The Bear" has certainly some ways of figuring
out what the reader of "Delta Autumn" knows.

Mainly the ideas are

found in those parts of Section IV when Faulkner flashes forward to
Ike after the age of 21.
wife.
Christ.

We have already examined the scene with his

Another archetype is perhaps more important—the image of
Faulkner associates him with small children and then goes on

to make him a carpenter

not simply because he was good with his bands because he had
intended to use his hands and it could have been with horses,
and not in mere static and hopeful emulation of the Nazarene
. . . but . . . because if the Nazerene had found carpentering
good for the life and ends He had assumed and elected to serve,
it would be all right too for Isaac McCaslin even though Isaac
McCaslin’s ends, although simple enough in apparent motivation,
were and would always be incomprehensible to him. . . . (309-10)

The key here is the use of the word Nazarene, the one word used to
describe Jesus which especially emphasizes his charisma, his being
called by God to save his people.

We have already established the idea

that Ike sees himself as a vessel of God "to set at least some of his
lowly people free."

It is consistent then that later in life he

associates himself with Jesus the Savior.

But it is also necessary

to see that he saves no one, frees no one except himself as Cass
sardonically observes during the debate.

His ends are hopelessly

"incomprehensible to him."
is to be a Savior.

One has to do more than relinquish if he

Having ends in mind before you begin would cer-

tainly seem to be necessary.
Another aspect of Ike’s failure can also be found in Part IV.
If we take seriously the argument that Ike has attempted to arrest
time and has "abandoned motion," it is probably again connected with
myth-making.

Ike has deified that moment when the man, bear and dog

assumed the positions of "a piece of statuary."

Remember that it was

Cass who introduced Ike to the lesson of the urn after the scene with
the little fyce.

"She cannot fade, though thou hast not thy bliss,/

Forever wilt thou love and she be fair."

Literary critics have long

understood that the emphasis here is on "Thou hast not thy bliss"
rather than "Forever wilt thou love."

It is at best a sad paradox.

Ike’s devotion to the bear is the same as devotion to the urn, a "cold
pastoral" which in return for the arresting of time has "abandoned
motion."

The student should be able to see why Ike has given himself

over so completely to the idea of the wilderness.

It is God to him,

worthy of preservation, even as the figures on the urn are worthy of
immortality.

Ike must be ready to pay the price, the frustration of

emotion, in return for this attempt to stay time's inexorable hand.
Once again, a way into a very difficult section of "The Bear,"
particularly difficult without access to Go Down Moses is made easier
by looking at the mythical parallels within the work.
It is certainly important for the teacher, particularly the
teacher of American literature, to point out that this mysticism about
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the land and the wilderness Is In a great tradition of American
writing, found in Huckleberry Finn and In Hemingway.

Faulkner empha¬

sizes the great promise of the land which we also find in Whitman:

. . . for one time more since He had created them, upon this
land, this South for which he had done so much with woods for
game and streams for fish and deep rich soil for seed and lush
springs to sprout it and long summers to mature it and serene
falls to harvest it and mild short winters for men and
animals . . . where to East North and West lay illimitable
that whole hopeful continent dedicated as refuge and sanctuary
of liberty and freedom from what you called the old world’s
worthless evening. . . . (283)

The Bear” does present the great promise of the American land.

And

it certainly analyzes what went wrong, presenting the intriguing
possibility that Americans spend much of their time attempting to
re—capture something which lies behind them, a promise they have
squandered.
At the end of The Great Gatsby, Nick looks for one last time
at Gatsby’s estate:

I became aware of the old island here that once flowered for
Dutch sailors’ eyes—a fresh green breast of the new world.
Its vanished trees . . . had once pandered in whispers to
the last and greatest of all human dreams; for a transitory
enchanted moment man must have held his breath in the
presence of this continent . . . face to face for the last
time in history with something commensurate to his capacity
for wonder.12

Gatsby,

like Ike,

could not have his dream:

"He did not know that it

was already behind him, somewhere back in that vast obscurity beyond
the city, where the dark fields of the republic rolled on under the
night."13

Nick has not given up though.

He returns to the land, the
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Middle West to continue this great American search for the elusive
past:

"It eluded us then, but that’s no matter-tomorrow we will

run faster, stretch our arms further ... And one fine morning."114
It is important to make the link between a classic like
Gatsby and "The Bear" because it shows that Faulkner’s concern in the
story was also Fitzgerald’s concern.

By presenting Ike's failure in

"Delta Autumn," Faulkner seems far less sure than Fitzgerald about
re-capturing what has already gone.

In fact, Faulkner suggests

strongly that dedication to the past is wrong.

Rituals and Folklore

In Threads Cable-Strong, Dirk Kuyk Jr. writes about the
threads which hold Go Down Moses together and make it convincingly
a novel.

Among repeated motifs which he notices in each story

(chapter) are continued rituals.
larly meaningful,

Some of these rituals are particu¬

like the smearing of the deer's blood in "The Old

People"; others can be ambiguous like the funeral procession for Sam
Beauchamp in the title story, a ritual which means something to Aunt
Molly but practically nothing to the white businessmen who finance it
nor to the confused Gavin Stevens who organizes it.
mosaic of the entire novel,

Set inside the

"The Bear" takes on an added resonance,

particularly those sections which emphasize myth, archetype and
ritual.

This is another compelling reason to teach the entire book,

if at all possible.

A knowledge of folklore can help a student in reading litera¬
ture, particularly in reading Faulkner.

Faulkner was certainly aware

of the great tradition of the oral narrative in his native South and
imitated it quite successfully by using narrators like Ratliff.

He

also certainly was aware of local legends, and weaved them into his
narratives often.

He was alive to the folk speech and folk expres¬

sions of his people as well.
However, if we apply three common tests for folkloric origins
of "The Bear," curiously, the work falls short.

First, there must

be biographical evidence; we must be able to establish that the
author knew of and was part of the oral tradition.

One of the sources

of the short novel might be Faulkner’s frequent storytelling sessions
with the men in the hunting camps of his native Mississippi, a fact
nicely documented by an extraordinary videotape made for television,
one which actually followed the author to a hunting camp and recorded
some of the conversations.

The second test is that the author must

be able to establish an accurate description of the folk group and
their customs—in other words that he has observed the group first¬
hand.

Faulkner gives us the feel of the hunting camp and we also

feel that his conversation is accurate.
Finally, we must be able to find the motifs of the story in
the Motif Index, joining the fictional story with legends and folk
tales.

Considering the mythical aspects of "The Bear" already pre¬

sented, this is not at all difficult.

However, a folklorist would

also require we prove that the story or at the least part of the
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story had an oral life before the author used it.
of

Many of the motifs

The Bear" are found in Thomas Thorpe's story, "The Big Bear of

Arkansas' which is often erroneously referred to as a folktale.

Folk¬

lorists have tried but they have found no oral equivalent of Thorpe's
story.

This does not mean that none exists and it certainly doesn't

mean that Faulkner could not have found the genesis of his story of
the huge bear and of the dog that finally brought him to bay in the
hunting camps.

We are unsure.15

Folklore, myth, ritual and archetype play important parts
in all of Faulkner's novels.
with an excellent "way in."

In "The Bear," they provide the teacher
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Other works

by Faulkner which would seem particularly fruitful for this kind of
teaching are

"Spotted Horses" and "Old Man."

discussed in Chapter VI.
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Both stories

are

CHAPTER
THE FAMILY:

III

THE SOUND AND THE FURY AND AS I LAY DYING

These two often-taught novels offer a multitude of problems
for the teacher.

As we learn in the next chapter, they often intro¬

duce the student to modernism in literature, and students attuned
to a linear presentation of plot, or to a single narrator are going
to encounter difficulties.
In actual teaching practice, the best "way in" to both these
novels is through the image of the family which Faulkner presents
for us.

Thematic units arranged around the family are the most

popular units in our school today.

In other years, students were

eager to grapple with problems of good and evil in literature or the
popular theme of "growing

up," however, recently students show

impatience with these themes and show a real interest in stories about
families.
The most interesting recent writings about Faulkner are, for
me, biographical.

The new critics have pretty well taken apart each

text; myth, symbol, and image have been analyzed again and again.
While we will take a look at Faulkner’s language and the problems and
benefits it offers to students in the next chapter, we will do so
with a rather jaundiced eye.

For, with the exception of the rare

English or language major in the group, students are not especially
interested in stylistics.

They will, however, respond even
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to an
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idiosyncratic style if they believe it has something to offer them
which touches their own lives.

It is essential to move Faulkner out

of the rather limited world of linguistic experiment and into the
universal, and if we want to maintain our students’
important to do this quickly.

interest, it is

Focusing on the family is one sure way.

Faulkner is a poet of families.

It has taken me a long time

to recognize this fact, probably because I,too, was more interested
in the new critical studies which were being published during the
1960s and early 1970s.

The biographical evidence is there.

"I tell

the same story over and over which is myself and my world."1

Faulkner,

late in life, admitted the autobiographical nature of his early
because

... at that time all he knows is what has happened

to him" and "his only insight in it is into himself and it’s a
biography because that’s the only gauge he has to measure—is what he
experienced himself."2

Faulkner seems at first view to be the least

biographical of all writers, but upon closer inspection, we find that
he drew a great deal, particularly in the early works, from his own
tangled family relationships, his own sense of confusion and inade¬
quacy .
The teacher has several biographical sources, but there are
only two biographies:

Blotner's monumental fact-filled work in two

volumes, just last year issued as a one volume work and David Minter’s
more recent, more psychological study.3
memoirs, of varying degrees of accuracy.4

There are also a number of
Minter tends to relate the

life to the works a bit more than Blotner does.

A recent work by
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Judith Bryant Wittenberg ties biography and works together.

Working

mainly with Blotner but not excluding other books, Wittenberg does
the best job so far in tying the biography to individual works.5
In

Origins

of Faulkner’s Art, Judith Sensibar in attempting to

show the relationship between Faulkner’s poetry and his novels, covers
a good deal of biography, particularly the number of poses which
Faulkner assumed during the early twenties and his relationship with
the women for whom most of the poetry was written, Estelle Oldham
Franklin, eventually to become Estelle Faulkner, and Helen Baird.6
Details essential for relating biographical information about
Faulkner to his concept of family has to begin with a discussion of
William Clark Falkner, the "Old Colonel," Faulkner's great-grandfather.
The Old Colonel's exploits during the War Between the States were
handed down in the family and most of them are evidently legends
indeed.

William Clark did participate in the Battle of First

Manassas, but he left the Army in 1863.

The thundering charge through

the streets of town which so haunts Hightower in Light in August was
evidently part of the legend of the Old Colonel and while there was
no inglorious shooting in a chicken coop as a part of the reality of
the Old Colonel's exploits, we are led to believe that legend and
reality were two very different things.

At any rate, the Old Colonel

was still worthy of legend: managing a railroad, killing a man in
Ripley, writing novels, one of them about an incestuous brother and
sister and, finally, being killed himself by his partner.

There

can be no question that Faulkner stood in the "Old Colonel's" shadow
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during his youth.

He is quoted on a number of occasions as saying

that he wanted to write novels like his "Great Grand-daddy."

There

is also a powerful masculine image here that Faulkner, who tended to
divide men into artists and "real men" particularly in the early poe¬
try, would try to emulate.
How else to explain Faulkner’s disappointment when he was un¬
able to join the American Air Force during the First World War?
his subsequent hitch in the Canadian branch of the RAF?

Or

Or the "war

stories," stories of plane crashes and shrapnel in the forehead, that
he told upon returning to Mississippi?

Or the limp which he acquired

when he enrolled at the University of Mississippi?

In citing Faulkner's

role as an "imposter," Sensibar mentions Eric Ericson's study of the
third generation of American males—their desires to be more like
their great grandparents.8

These figures would be particularly mean¬

ingful for men of Faulkner's generation in the South, since the great¬
grandfather would have participated in the South's major historic
event, the War Between the States.

Whatever the reason, the ghost of

the great-grandfather haunts both Faulkner and his fiction.
William Clark Falkner's oldest son, John Wesley Thompson
Falkner, the "Young Colonel," was given to the Thompson family to
raise.

His youngest son was killed, an act which the Old Colonel

evidently approved.

This uneasy relationship between father and son

continued when the Young Colonel, a lawyer and a state senator, sold
his share of the railroad "out from under" his son Murry who at the
time was treasurer.

Murry, the novelist's father, never recovered
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from losing this job; he truly loved the railroad.

After being dis¬

missed, he drifted from job to job and began drinking even more
heavily.
William’s relationship with both John Wesley and Murry was
uneasy at best.

Both men were alcoholics and William must have

resented his father’s failure and the family's dependence upon the
Young Colonel for everything,

including the house that they lived in.

Murry Faulkner apparently liked alcohol, the railway and pulp
Westerns and very little else.
literary efforts.

He never appreciated his oldest son's

He called his oldest son "snake-lips," while

blaming his wife for not allowing him to move to the West and make a
fresh start and his father for robbing him of the only occupation he
had ever liked.

He went through the pattern which his father had

established and which William would later continue:

heavy drinking

and then a period "drying out" in a sanatorium.
Faulkner must have turned in desperation to his mother, but
even here it is questionable that he found much sustenance.

William

contacted scarlet fever and nearly died when, the day before his fifth
birthday, he learned of the birth of brother John.

He always sus¬

pected that Maud loved his brothers more, and perhaps he had evidence
from this suspicion.

Leila Butler, Maud's mother nicknamed "Damuddy,"

lived with the Falkners.
marrying Murry.
pretentions.

She heartily disapproved of her daughter's

Both Damuddy and Maud had artistic and aesthetic

Maud read Conrad and other writers of note, distinctly

intellectually superior to her husband.

Faulkner was to remain
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emotionally close to his mother, visiting her every single day when
he was in Oxford and writing to her regularly when he was away.
Regardless, Maud was far too cold and distant, too dis¬
appointed in her own life to be much of a mother to Faulkner or at
least the mother he wanted.

Callie Barr, the black Mammy who helped

raise Faulkner and lived with him and his family until her death in
1940 was probably a more satisfactory mother.

He also turned to

Estelle Oldham as a playmate; Estelle being the sister that he wanted,
but never had.

This relationship with Estelle was complicated further

when, having reached the age of majority, they talked of marriage.
Estelle s father objected strongly, both on social grounds and also
because Faulkner had become "Count No ’Count" around Oxford, a
swaggering aesthete who everybody felt would come to no good.

Faulkner

decided to let both sets of parents have their own way, and took off
for New Haven for a short time to get away from the problem.

When he

returned, Estelle had married a man named Franklin, a man her parents
approved of.

Faulkner had to wait until her marriage to Franklin had

run its course.

If part of his reason for turning down elopement

was fear of the sex act, the next ten years—the years of the poetry
and early novels—were also years of sexual frustration, years of
waiting.
Ancestry is very important in Faulkner, and the Compson
lineage which is outlined in the 1946 Appendix to the novel sets the
tone for the very real decline and fall of the family.

In place of

the Old Colonel, we have the Old Governor and his descendants includ¬
ing a Civil War general and descending to Jason Lycurgus, the
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embittered alcoholic lawyer who is left to preside over "the weedchoked traces of the old ruined lawns and promenades, the house which
had needed painting too long already, the scalding columns of the
portico.

...

He also presides over the dissolute family; the

image of statesman and General has been replaced by hypochondriac,
suicide, alcoholic, idiot, whore, and cynical thief.

There is no

reason to doubt that Faulkner saw the Compsons as the Falkners and
in their fall, he was able to see the subsequent fall of the Old
South.
In his introduction to Critical Essays on William Faulkner:
The Compson Family, Arthur F. Kinney, while accepting much of the
autobiographical nature of the novel, suggests an alternative family
as a partial model for the Compsons.

The Thompson family has many

similarities to the early Compsons, and William Thompson’s oldest
daughter, Lucretia Chandler, lived in a house very much like the
Compson estate.

There were four children:

Thomas, who died while in

college; Lulu May, who left home as a young girl; Wiley, who never
married and lived and died in Oxford; and Edwin, who had the mind of
a three year old and ran up and down inside the estate's long fence.
Dean Wells Faulkner, the novelist's niece, told Kinney that Faulkner
took daughter Jill and her every two weeks to visit Edwin.

Faulkner

had a special tenderness for Edwin, pre-dating The Sound and the
Fury.

Edwin died in a fire, Benjy's fate as reported in The Mansion.10
Jason Lycurgus has all of Murry Falkner's resignation about

life and he is certainly an unsatisfactory male image, but his intel¬
lectual ability, his quotations from classical literature make him a
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different kind of failure.
tion;

We see very little of him in Benjy's sec¬

there he appears in better days as a decent man trying to keep

order among the children, separating Caddy and Jason when they fight
over Benjy's paper dolls, and attempting to shield them from the know¬
ledge of Damuddy's death.

There are some examples of the cynicism,

though, particularly in his amusement at the result of the Uncle
Maury-Patterson affair.

We also see enough of him during Benjy's

memories to begin to understand the causes of his alcoholism:

the

hypochondriac wife continually defensive about her Bascomb practi¬
cality, his love for and frustration with the tender and loving Candace,
and, above all, his failure to live up to the romantic Compson image,
a failure perhaps epitomized in his youngest child, Benjy.

In Jason's

section, we get only cruel references:

Like I say if he had to sell something to send Quentin to
Harvard we'd all been a damn sight better off if he'd sold
that sideboard and bought himself a one-armed strait jacket
with part of the money.
I reckon that the reason all the
Compson gave out before it got to me like mother says, is that
he drank it up.
At least I never heard of him offering to sell
anything to send me to Harvard.
(245)

As we will see later, Jason is the Compson most interested in the
family image, and he hates his father for bringing the image down.
In Quentin's section, we learn the most about Jason Lycurgus,
however.

Students can be encouraged to examine this father-son rela¬

tionship, and they will probably find something close to the relation¬
ship between some of their friends and their parents or, even better,
themselves and a parent.

It is a universal situation.

Quentin
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idolizes his father, finding in his intellectuality something akin to
his own.

Time and again throughout his section he uses the words

"Father said."
From the very beginning of Quentin’s section, we are aware
just how destructive an influence Jason Lycurgus is.

Upon giving

Quentin the ancestral watch, he says, "I give you the mausoleum of
all hope and desire.

.

.

."

attempt to conquer time.

He goes on to advise his son not to

"Because no battle is ever won, he said.

They are not even fought.

The field only reveals to man his own

folly and despair, and victory is an illusion of philosophers and
fools"

(93).

crucified:
(94).

Other things "Father said" include "Christ was not
he was worn away by a minute clicking of little wheels"

He also pointed out that "clocks slay time .

the clock stops does time come to life" (105).
Father, misfortune:
space dragged"

.

. only when

Time is, according to

"A gull on an invisible wire attached through

(129).

The Sound and the Fury

Looking at The Sound and the Fury as a novel about family
gives an added dimension to the scene where Quentin twists the hands
off his watch.

While it certainly is a symbol of his attempts to

arrest time, to go back before Caddy’s marriage, preferably back
before the time that she lost her virginity, it is also a symbol of
Quentin’s destroying the link between his father and him, the link
to the proud Compson past.

Quentin has been driven to such a desperate
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and meaningless act by the failure of his Father to provide him with
anything positive to live for or to live by.
At a point when he remembers his mother's crying because his
father had once again criticized the hapless Uncle Maury, Quentin
says "... she couldn't see that Father was teaching us that all
men are just accumulations dolls stuffed with sawdust swept up from
the trash heaps where all previous dolls had been thrown away.
(218) .

.

."

Quentin follows this revelation with his notion that death

was a man

something like Grandfather" and the remembrance of

Grandfather and Colonel Sartoris sitting under the cedars and
"Grandfather was always right" (219).
Jason Lycurgus has allowed his failure to live up to the
father who "was always right," descendant of other strong male progen¬
itors,

to turn him into a cynic and he makes the mistake of passing

his view of universal nothingness on to his impressionable son.
Quentin,

faced with the loss of the only true love of his life, Caddy,

has nothing to fall back on but his father's cynicism and unfortunately
Jason Lycurgus has taught his lesson well.
Quentin's suicide is his father's responsibility.

When he

confesses his incest and talks about merging with Caddy in "one clear
flame" in the afterlife, students with any background at all in
psychology or just those who read the daily paper will hear the cry
for help of the potential suicide.
"

.

.

Jason Lycurgus hears nothing though.

. and i you dont believe i am serious and he i think you are too

serious to give me any cause for alarm ..." (219).
an extraordinary insight into his son's motivation;

He has as usual
".

.

. you
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wanted to sublimate a piece of natural human folly into a horror and
then exorcise it with truth” (220).

Later he puts his finger even

closer to the source of the sore when he says, "You cannot bear to
think that someday it will no longer hurt you like this ..." (220).
However, what Quentin needs at this point is not deep philo¬
sophical insight into his problems, but love.
which Jason Lycurgus cannot give,

This is something

"i think you better go on up to

Cambridge right away you might go up to maine for a month .
watching pennies has healed more scars than jesus .

.

.

." (221).

The

oniy positive thing that he can offer is the absurd Southern romanti¬
cism that has caused him to value Caddy's virginity almost as much as
his son does.

"then you will remember that for you to go to harvard

has been your mothers dream since you were born and no compson has
ever disappointed a lady .

.

." (221).

Quentin is very much his father's son right to the end,
greeting Mr. Death, "a man something like Grandfather," in fine
Southern style—well dressed, the blood clearly wiped from his best
suit.

His father believes that no one should "prescribe for another

mans wellbeing" yet unconsciously he has prescribed for his son and
by his example signed his death warrant.

One year later, bereft of

son and daughter, who was probably the only person he could ever love,
Jason Lycurgus died, victim of a slow steady suicide at the sideboard.
"If I could say Mother, Mother" (117):

Quentin says this

twice in his book, both times when he is remembering Caroline Bascomb
Compson, the mother he never had.

Caroline is, if anything, a worse

mother than Jason Lycurgus is a father.

And since Jason Lycurgus
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truly believes that no Compson should ever disappoint a lady, he allows
Caroline to make several destructive decisions.

For instance, she

gets away with Benjy's name change, her refusal to allow Maury, a
"Bascomb" name,to be given to an idiot.

It is Caroline who arranges

the disastrous wedding between Caddy and Herbert Head, sensing in
Herbert the Bascomb ideal—the cold-hearted, even-headed man of
business.

Above all, she is allowed to lie in bed and be waited on

(to some extent Dilsey bears some of the blame here) rather than to
fill the rightful place of a mother, in the center of the family.
Caroline is always away from the action, upstairs with a "sick head¬
ache" while Dilsey does what she can to fill the vacuum.
It is Caroline also who sends Jason to spy on Caddy and her
beaus, who favors Jason over Quentin because Jason reminds her of the
more plebian, more mercantile Bascomb strain.

Caroline, through for¬

feiting her proper role as mother, turns the nurturing function over
to Dilsey and more significantly to Caddy who gives her brothers the
maternal love they lack.

In denying Caddy access to her child,

Caroline makes sure that Quentin II grows up without love also, in a
house where her mother's name is not even allowed.

About her only

positive acts are keeping Benjy out of the asylum at Jackson, an
act Jason promptly cancels upon her death in 1933, and keeping Jason
from killing Quentin II.

Both of these acts are based more on keep¬

ing up appearances in the town than on any substantial feeling of
compassion.
If the narcissus which Benjy holds in his hand at the end of
the book represents self-love and if this self-love is the chief
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failing of the Compsons, both parents serve as its progenitors.

While

students may not be able to identify with the Compson parents’ particumaladies, it is fairly easy for them to understand various aspects
of this portrait of failed parenthood.

Children today know what the

absence of one or both parents means, and if it hasn’t happened to
them, they certainly have friends who have talked about it.

They also

can relate to having parents who do not meet their emotional needs.
Faulkner has created a universal situation.11

The teacher who can

help his or her class see this fact has found an excellent "way in"
to the novel and can expect some lively discussions.
Sibling rivalry is another issue that students can identify
with and the rivalries among the Compson children are underlined from
the very beginning in Benjy's section.

Caddy's insistence that she

is in charge, something which she probably has been told by her ador¬
ing father is challenged directly by Jason who threatens to tell their
parents concerning Caddy’s dirty drawers.

This hatred between brother

and sister becomes more intense in the scene where the contemptible
Jason cuts Benjy's paper dolls to shreds.
on the floor, crying.
Caddy.

.

.

the mirror"

.

He had the scissors in his hand.

She kicked at Jason.
(79).

"She fought.

Jason lay
Father held

He rolled into the comer, out of

Notice here that Caddy wins the fight, just as in

the second generation, her daughter will defeat Jason also, getting
both the money which belongs to her and some of Jason's money too.
Students can also see how this sibling rivalry carries into
adulthood.

"Once a bitch always a bitch" is Jason's slogan and his

hatred of Caddy has continued to grow, particularly after she sold
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him "out from under" the job he was going to get in Herbert’s bank.
Caddy’s sexual misadventures are not the catastrophes to Jason that
they are to the other brothers; they mean nothing to him until Herbert
throws her out, and he is denied that important business position he
had been promised.

This hatred is demonstrated in the scene where

Jason callously hires Mink Snopes to drive quickly past Caddy while
he holds up her child, a privilege Caddy had paid dearly for.

He

also resents Quentin s being sent to Harvard, although it is fairly
clear that he is not only unsuited for Harvard but also that he
really doesn't want to go there.

While it is never directly stated,

we can certainly infer from the evidence that it was Jason who left
the gate open, allowing Benjy to run outside and assault the Burgess
girl, an act which causes Ben to be castrated, an act Jason delights
in.

Quentin clearly envies Jason his time with Caroline, something

which is underlined by his jealousy of Gerald Bland who has a close
relationship, perhaps too close, with his mother.
The Blands represent another family unit and a contrast to
the Compsons.

Certainly, Mrs. Bland presents us with a contrast to

Caroline and Jason Lycurgus.

Whether there is a Mr. Bland or not,

she makes up for both father and mother, moving up from Kentucky with
her son, moving into rooms in town where she also maintained an
apartment for Gerald so he could stay with her when he wasn't staying
in his rooms at the College.

She runs Gerald’s life and in one of

Quentin’s few humorous remarks, he says that "... I at least
revealed a blundering sense of noblesse oblige by getting myself born
below Mason and Dixon,

.

." attempting to tell us why he was admitted
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into their inner circle.

Gerald's one and only revolt against his

mother came when "his mother tried to make him give up rowing and do
something else the rest of his class couldn’t or wouldn’t do .
(112).

This Gerald refused.

.

.»

Mrs. Bland is no doubt insufferable;

Gerald is certainly insufferable because of it, but for Quentin who
has no mother,

there must be a certain amount of envy, even of this

smothering relationship.
Faulkner and his characters, Quentin and Benjy, lack satis¬
factory mothers.

They turn then to substitutes—Faulkner to playmate

Estelle, and Sallie Murry, Quentin and Benjy to their loving sister,
Caddy,

"i did not realize," Faulkner said, "I was trying to manufac¬

ture the sister which I did not have.'12
Caddy

In other places he called

my heart s darling'

and it was often clear that she was one

of his favorite creations.

Students with siblings of the opposite

sex should and will be able to identify with the burden placed upon
Caddy as she attempts to fill her brothers' maternal vacuum:
mentally,

one

the other emotionally, helpless.

For Ben, Caddy smells like trees.

When she tries on perfume,

she ceases to smell like nature.

' Oh,’ she said.
She put the bottle down and came and put her
arms around me.
’So that was it.
And you were trying to tell
Caddy and you couldn’t tell her.
You wanted to, but you
couldn’t could you.
Of course Caddy won’t.
Of course Caddy
won’t.
Just wait till I dress.’
(51)

Of course, after Caddy gives the bottle of perfume to Dilsey, she
smells like trees again.
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Later, in the scene where Caddy brings a beau home, Benjy plays
dictator again.

She put her arms around me and I hushed and held to her dress
and tried to pull her away. . . .
’Hush, Benjy.’
Caddy said.
G° *wfy> CharlleHe doesn’t like you.'
and I hushed.
I pulled at Caddy's dress.

Charlie went away
(57)

After yielding to Benjy and sending Charlie away, Caddy cries and holds
Benjy tightly.

"I won’t anymore ever, Benjy.

Benjy."

After washing

her mouth out with soap, Caddy again "smells like trees."
Since Benjy reacts this way again—pulling at her dress—when
Caddy loses her virginity commentators are fond of calling him a "moral
mirror,

an indicator of good and evil.

perfume however?
swing?

What is so immoral about using

Or inviting a young man to sit with you on a porch

The real effect of these scenes is to show the paralyzing

effect which Benjy has on Caddy.

Because of Ben, Caddy can never have

a normal relationship with a young man, particularly anywhere near the
house.

Caddy believes that Ben is a moral mirror; this is the reason

for her guilt when she gives the perfume away as well as her washing
her mouth out with soap after she dismisses Charley.
Caddy loves Ben and gives him the maternal love he lacks.
Essentially,

though,

she has left him in control of her life.

Ben is

not a moral mirror; he is as selfish as the rest of the Compsons; the
narcissus which he carries at the end suits him well.
Caddy is forced into the woods with Dalton Ames.

To some extent,

With Ben howling at

home, with Jason spying on her for his mother and Quentin spying on her
for himself, she must hide in order to have sex.

She might love Dalton
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toes; it makes little difference, though.

Her loss of virginity

could just as easily be an unconscious revolt against her tyrannical
brothers.
Ben's howling after Caddy's loss of virginity and his pathetic
remembering of the wedding mark the end of something:

"I saw them.

Then I saw Caddy, with flowers in her hair, and a long veil like
shining wind.

Caddy Caddy" (47).

who wants to freeze time.

Quentin is not the only character

Ben, who has slept with his sister until

the age of thirteen, has successfully delayed his sister's entrance
into adolescence and young womanhood.

He fails to hold back time

though; he and Quentin have inflicted a fatal wound to Caddy's sexual
identity.

Neither the affair with Dalton Ames nor the marriage with

Herbert Head is a happy moment, but Dalton and Herbert move her
inexorably out into the world and away from her brothers.

The novel's

one caring person has been damaged beyond recognition; her mistake,
loving too much.
It is significant that Quentin 2 refuses to allow Benjy to
influence her at all.
old crazy loon."

Not exactly the best language, but a good idea.

Quentin 2, remember,
on her own terms.

She calls Luster and tells him to get rid of the

is the only person to escape the Compson mansion

Her family structure includes Jason as cruel step¬

father, Caroline, the usual vacuum as step-mother, and Dilsey as
surrogate mother.

Caroline and Dilsey only function as protectors,

keeping Jason from giving her the "hiding she deserves."

In fact, she

rejects the entire family, including Dilsey and it is this rejection
that makes her freedom possible.

Students always enjoy speculating
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about Quentin’s life after she escapes with her and Jason’s money.
Prospects are probably dim (Faulkner leaves things open-ended, even
in the Appendix), but she at least has a better chance than her
mother did.

She has this chance because she rejects everything the

family has to offer including the sincere offers of love from Benjy
and Dilsey.

Is Faulkner suggesting that only hard hearts and think¬

ing of oneself first will extricate us from family bonds which tend
to strangle and destroy us?

Students can identify closely with this

problem.
If Caddy allows Benjy to dictate to her, her relationship
with Quentin is even more fatal to both of them.

Here again a smell

is mixed up in it, the honeysuckle, symbol always to Quentin of the
lost virginity, the "thin membrane" broken by Dalton Ames, the
beginning of his end.
him.

Quentin invites Caddy to commit suicide with

They will live together in "the clean flame the two of us more

than dead.

.

.

.

the two of us amid the pointing and the horror

beyond the clean flame"

(134).

Caddy feels so dirty, so ashamed that

she appears ready to cut her throat and go off together with her
brother in the clean flame.

Commentators have linked the clean flame

correctly with Dante, but the only references I have seen put Quentin
and Caddy with Dido in the Second Circle among the "Carnal."

Not only

is this inappropriate for their crime since Quentin's "incest" is
intellectual and spiritual only, but it also not the punishment.
sinners of the Second Circle are billowed about by hot winds.

The

The

clear clean flames appear as Faulkner certainly knew in the Eighth
Bolgia of the Eighth Circle where Ulyssees and Diomede share a flame
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for giving "evil counsel."

Quentin's counsel to his sister is evil

counsel; he is acting, as we pointed out earlier, on the evil counsel
offered him by his father, counsel which will eventually result in his
suicide, alone.
Again, we have no idea what life with Dalton Ames would be
like.

That he tells Quentin "They’re all bitches" is not encouraging,

that he refuses to hurt Quentin is.

At any rate, he is intelligent

enough to size up the situation, see that Quentin will never let his
sister go, and leave.

Even though Quentin is unsuccessful in breaking

up the marriage, the failure of the marriage is already assured when
Quentin’s and Ben’s selfish actions forced Caddy to look for love out¬
side any normally accepted channels.

When pressed by Quentin concern¬

ing whether or not she enjoyed sex, she says and we must believe her,
"When they touched me, I died."
Students might need again at this point to look at Faulkner’s
situation:

he was denied the normal paternal love, waiting to con¬

summate his love for Estelle, his surrogate "sister" who had married
someone else, and very unsure of his own sexuality, his own ability to
perform.

There is a good deal of Faulkner in Quentin, and the con¬

stant flashbacks to Caddy’s wedding may be memories of Estelle’s
wedding as the novelist imagined it:

"Then she was across the porch I

couldn't hear her heels then in the moonlight like a cloud,

the float¬

ing shadow of the veil running across the grass into the bellowing"
(100).

Benjy is of course the source of "the bellowing."

The quota¬

tion supports Wittenberg's contention that Benjy and Quentin are "ego
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fragments rather than fully discrete individuals."13

In other words,

both brothers are extensions of Faulkner, just as the family is an
extension of his family.
Jason is, according to Faulkner, the "only sane Compson."
In another place he called him the most evil character he had ever
created.

There are connections with the Faulkner family.

Miss Maud,

Faulkner s mother, pointed out the likeness between Jason's very dis¬
tinct rhetoric and the speech of Murry Faulkner.
my husband did."

"Ke talks just like

Among Murry's many occupations was running a hardware

store for a short time.

He also had a black worker named Job.14

Murry may have lamented having so many mouths to feed as Jason does
again and again; we must remember that Faulkner himself was to do this
again and again in the letters of the 1930s as his extended family
grew to include Estelle's children by her first marriage, John's fam¬
ily, and Dean's widow and children plus the black members of the family
as well.

The book also proved prophetic in that Victoria, Faulkner's

step-daughter, did elope as Quentin 2 does in the novel.
It is important to help students see that Jason is as obsessed
with Caddy as the other two brothers, but here their love is only
hatred.

He begins and ends his chapter calling her a "bitch," and

remembers clearly the day he tricked her out of the hundred dollars.
He waits breathlessly for her checks, and he is secretly delighted
that her daughter is becoming a prostitute.

Jason is the only

Compson with the exception of his mother to care anything about his
image in the community, and while he thinks it is still a respectable
one, it is clear that everyone from his employer, Earl to the Sheriff
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who refuses to help him regain his stolen money see him, as the
reader does,

for the evil and cynical man he Is.

Like Murry, he

blames someone else for stealing his one big job from him.
Notice also that Jason, Inspired by his mother's Bascomb
heritage, tries to stand apart from the Compsons.

He also does not

procreate. Insuring that with his death, the Compson strain will pass
from the earth forever.
One other family configuration remains to be examined.
Dilsey is indeed a surrogate mother to the Compsons as well as to her
own children and grandchildren.

Faulkner modelled certain features of

Dilsey on his Mammy, Caroline Barr who lived with his family until her
death in 1940.

In his funeral eulogy, Faulkner praised Caroline Barr

for qualities that he had earlier prefigured in the character of Dilsey

To Mammy I came to represent the head of that family to which
she had given a half century of fidelity and devotion but the
relationship between us never came to that of master and
servant....
She assumed cares and griefs which were not
her cares and griefs. . . .
From her I learned to tell the
truth, to refrain from waste, to be considerate of the weak
and respectful to age.15

Faulkner dedicated Go Down Moses to "’Mammy’:

Who was born in slavery

and who gave to my family a fidelity without stint or calculation of
recompense and to my childhood an immeasurable devotion and love."
It is tempting to see Dilsey as the person who selflessly holds
the family together giving fidelity without calculation of recompense.
She is the only person in the novel with a religious sense, and the
church service led by the inspirational Reverend Shegog balances the
nihilism of Jason Lycurgus and the materialism presented by Jason.
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It Is indeed tempting, and students, once informed of Dilsey's connec¬
tion with Caroline Barr, will only too gladly make the leap, since
students are troubled by "sound and fury signifying nothing" and will
look for affirmation and positive messages in everything that they
read.
Here, we need to take a closer look.
up the family.
it.

Dilsey does indeed bring

And, as Jason cruelly puts it, "A fine job you did of

Would the Compson family be any worse off without Dilsey?

Probably not.

Jason Jycurgus would probably have found it necessary

to stay sober a few more hours a day and Caroline might have dis¬
covered that she could get out of bed and prepare breakfast for her¬
self.

Clearly, no other servant would put up with what Dilsey puts

up with.

We must imagine the details of Easter Sunday morning are

consistent for every other day.
or five times,

Dilsey is up and down the steps four

simultaneously preparing breakfast, keeping an eye on

Ben, and trying to keep up with Caroline's absurd complaints including
finding her hot water bottle.
Quite simply, Dilsey has worn herself out in service:

She had been a big woman once but how her skeleton rose, draped
loosely in unpadded skin tightened again upon a paunch almost
dropsical, as though muscle and tissue had been courage and
fortitude which the days or the years had consumed until only
the indomitable skeleton was left rising like a ruin or a land¬
mark above the somnolent and impervious guts and above that the
collapsed face. . . .(331)

I quote at length because it is necessary here to make a distinction
between Caroline Barr and the novel's Dilsey.

Faulkner uses language
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here that does very little to celebrate her "endurance"; words like
£aunch, dropsical, impervious guts, ruin, and collapsed face suggest
that the years with the Compsons have taken a terrible toll, and we
are left to decide whether or not those years were worth it.
Remember, too, that Reverend Shegog's sermon is dramatically
undercut also by the omniscient narrator.

Shegog is from St. Louis

and begins his sermon in perfectly standard American Negro dialect.
However, when he senses his audience, he condescends to it, "Breddren
en Sistuhn’."

His sermon is a sham.

Although it is real to her, the

religion which sustains Dilsey may also be a sham.
We know that Jason is afraid of Dilsey, but it should be
remembered that though Jason is defeated in the novel,
Dilsey who defeats him.

it is not

It is as Job says, "Mr. Jason Compson."

He

does have to sell the house in order to get rid of her, but the loss
of his money was accomplished by Quentin 2 and Jason’s own greed.
Faulkner tells us in the "Appendix" that Dilsey has known about
Jason's stealing Quentin’s money since the day Quentin came to live
with them, but she has been powerless to do anything about it.
Significantly, in the "Appendix," when the Librarian wants to
find out if the woman in the picture with the Nazi staff general is
really Caddy, she only has to go as far as Memphis to find Dilsey.
Frony has moved to St. Louis, but she is forced to come to Memphis to
take care of her mother because Dilsey will go no further north.
Dilsey pretends not to see the picture.

"... she didnt want to

see it know whether it was Caddy or not because she knows Caddy doesn't
want to be saved hasnt anything anymore woth being saved for nothing
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worth being lost

that she can lose"

(419-20).

It

Is also possible to

read this scene as meaning that Dilsey doesn't want to admit the ulti¬
mate fate of
affection.

the one Compson child who tried to return her love and
It is better not to look at all.

It is difficult to be too critical of Dilsey,
family configuration,
parenthood" to her.

it may be more than we want to assign "true
She does have a sense of family and of what it

could be, but she does very little to bring it about.
this

life,

but within our

At least in

she is a failure if we are to measure her by the people she

brought up and served.

Her actions ring as meaninglessly in the void

as Jason's futile gesture at the end of the novel when he sends the
horse around the monument

the "right" way.

Slapping Luster and Ben in

public only confirms the community's low opinion of the Compson family
while Jason,
ances.

deluded as ever,

thinks that he is "keeping up appear¬

Dilsey might have done better to find herself a family which

would appreciate her love and care.

Within this deteriorating family,

her gestures are meaningless.

As I Lay Dying

As

I Lay Dying presents us with another splintered family unit.

Students again, put

off by the experimental nature of the narration, may

find a way back into the story by examining the family relationships
here.

By 1930,

Estelle,

Faulkner had gotten past his traumatic honeymoon with

one which included a suicide attempt on her part.

settled in Oxford,

He was

and doing something unusual for him—"real work."
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Faulkner was engaged supervising two blacks in a power station.

He

tells us that he wrote the entire novel while working there.
If we are to believe him, the whole thing was easy to write.
"The one that gave me no trouble, that I wrote in six weeks without
changing a word, that was As I Lay Dying.
that was no trouble."16

That’s pure tour de force,

I am reminded here of Ben Jonson's

"'Tis said that Shakespeare never blotted a line.
blotted a thousand."

remark.

Would he had

Of all Faulkner’s major works, As I Lay Dying

seems the least, a tour de force to be sure, but one where we really
don’t get enough of any character to be able to make the kind of
statements which we can make about The Sound and the Fury.

We would

know Quentin or Jason if we ever met them; we perhaps know them better
than ourselves.
Dell?

But which of us would truly recognize Dari or Dewey

There are familial connections here which are only hinted at;

the work would have been far more successful had Faulkner spent more
time on it.
However, as we will point out in the next chapter, As I Lay
Dying is a novel which students like.

And, since Faulkner has again

drawn from his own tangled family relationships for inspirations,
students should be able to relate to the Family Bundren and their
problems.

Wittenberg once again sees the Bundren brothers, particu¬

larly Cash and Dari as "linked characters," representing different
aspects of their creator's psyche.17
(the doer) and Dari (the thinker).

We have, for instance, Cash
However, the physical Jewel, like

Faulkner a lover of horses, and the confused Vardaman must also be
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accounted for.

Aspects of Faulkner and his continuing sense of family

are found on every page of As I Lay Dying.
The Bundrens are, poor whites, a far cry from the aristocrats
m decline like the Compsons.

But many of the same problems persist,

and the tragic Dari can cry out, as Quentin does, "I have no mother"
(89).

Addie is a stronger character than Caroline Compson, but she is

a failed mother and her failure is responsible for many of the family's
problems.

Anse is, if anything, even less a father than Jason

Lycurgus, so if the children are to have any sustenance at all, they
have to turn to Addie.

Addie shows attention only to Cash for a

short while and then favors Jewel who is literally not a Bundren.

When

Caroline calls her favored son a Bascomb, she is speaking figuratively;
Addie, in considering Jewel hers and not Anse's knows that she is cor¬
rect .
Faulkner mentioned that he took his title from Agamemnon's
lament to Odysseus in the Eleventh Book of The Odyssey;

.

.

.

I, as I lay dying
Upon the sword, raised up my hands to smite her
And shamelessly she turned away, and scorned
To draw my eyelids down or close my mouth
Though I was on my way to Hades' house.1 e

However one wants to interpret this passage in relationship to the
entire novel, and there are any number of ingenious interpretations,
it does put the emphasis squarely on the relationship between husband
and wife, more specifically between adulterous, murdering wife and
unsuspecting husband.

It suggests, also a long, ignoble journey to
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"Hades' house."
it belongs

Definitely, it puts the emphasis of the novel whe,
;re

on the destructive influence Addie has on her family.

Addie’s chapter, ingeniously placed two-thirds of the way into
the novel, shows us a woman as clearly in love with Death as Quentin.
Many of her nihilistic ideas are also inherited from her father.

"I

could just remember how my father used to say that the reason for
living was to get ready to stay dead a long time."1’

Faulkner, the

poet of families, believes strongly in inheritance, not only of blood,
but also of attitudes.

Here, in two novels, a disillusioned parent

passes along a negative philosophy to a sensitive, intellectual child,
and it becomes almost a banner for the children.

Addie's life is a

calculated study for death, and an unsatisfactory life followed by
ignonimous death is her legacy to her children.
Addie, early on, stresses the power of the physical.

Her

greatest thrill while teaching occurs when she beats the students:
'Now you are aware of me!

Now I am something in your secret and selfish

life, who have marked your blood with my own for ever and ever"

(162).

She lives again only once, when she steps outside her loveless mar¬
riage with Anse to have sex with the Reverend Whitfield in the woods.
After Anse is symbolically dead for her:

I believed that I had found it.
I believed that the
reason was the duty to the alive, to the terrible
blood, the red bitter flood boiling through the land.
(166)

I am certainly not the first to suggest that Faulkner was
using The Scarlet Letter for inspiration.

For Hester, read Addie;
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for Dimmesdale
read Jewel.

(the vague valley),

we have Whitfield; for Pearl,

Beyond the names and the situation in the woods though,

there are several differences,and the teacher looking at Faulkner's
sense of family can learn from them.
Anse is certainly no Chillingworth;
great compulsion on Whitfield to confess.

therefore, there is no
Cora Tull refers to a scene

where Whitfield prayed over Addie's soul, a scene similar to the open¬
ing scene of The Scarlet Letter where Dimmesdale is given the task of
prying the name of Pearl's father from the silent Hester.
is then the supreme hypocrite.

Whitfield

Once he enters the house, looks

around and feels sure that Addie has carried their secret into
death, he exclaims, "God's blessing on this house."
Even more important, Hester gradually works her way back into
the community through her art, her sewing.

Cora tells us that Addie

is the community's supreme baker, one of the things which makes her
jealous, but there is no evidence that she uses her baking to
accommodate herself to the community.

Neither woman thinks she has

done anything wrong, but Hester reacts positively while Addie with¬
draws even further.

Pearl prospers because Hester gives her the free¬

dom to grow apart from the harsh Puritanical atmosphere.
smothers Jewel with love and duty.

"He is my cross and my salvation.

He will save me from the water and from the fire.
laid down my life, he will save me"

Addie

(160).

Even though I have

Jewel grows up warped and

twisted, content only with the physical sensation he experiences when
riding his horse, and Dari, who would truly love both Jewel and his
mother, is torn apart with disillusionment, jealousy and anger.
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Addle learned, after having Cash, "that words are no good;
that words don't ever fit even when what they are trying to say at"
(163).

For Addle,

love Is just a word, "a space to fill a lack."

People who really love don't need to use the word.

I would think how words go straight up in a thin line
quick and harmless, and how terribly doing goes along'
the earth, clinging to it, so that after a while the
two lines are too far apart. . . . (165)

Surrounded as she is by "word people," people like Anse,
Whitfield, and Cora Tull, Addie loses all faith in words.
"

.

.

. because people to whom sin is just a matter of words, to them

salvation is just words too"

(168).

Since love is a word, she denies

love to all of her children but Jewel, conceived in sin with no words
to sanctify the event.

She does what she sees is her duty.

Anse Dewey Dell to negative Jewel.

"I gave

Then I gave him Vardaman to

^^pl^ce the child I had robbed him of" (168).

Now, very business—

like, she can get ready for the event her father taught her was the
whole object of life—" And then I could get ready to die."
"I hid nothing.

I tried to deceive no one" (167).

convinces us that what motivated her secrecy was
not any concern for her own reputation.

Addie

Whitfield's safety,

In this, in her section at

least, she is absolutely frank and open.
Cora Tull is her foil.

Students sometimes have difficulty

in sensing the self-righteous hypocrisy in this busy-body who feels
that she has been a good Christian all of her life and has now patched
up her soul for Keaven.

Looking at the Tull family as an alternative
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structure can help.

Vernon is clearly dominated by his wife.

He talks

comically about God turning over the running of the world to Cora:

I reckon she’s right.
I reckon if there’s ere a man or
woman anywhere that He could turn it all over to and go
away with His mind at rest, it would be Cora.
And I
reckon she would make a few changes, no matter how He was
running it.
And I reckon they would be for man's good.
Leastways, we would have to like them.
Leastways, we
might as well go on and make like we did.
(70)

Cora is wrong about one thing at least.
Dari loves Addie more than Jewel does.

She tells us that

At one time, before Dari found

out the truth, this proposition might have been true, but now it is
false and it is Dari, not Jewel who insists on taking the wagon out
for one more load,

one motivation being separating mother and

favored child at the moment of death.
calls Whitfield a holy man.

She is also wrong when she

Her major perceptions tend to be no

better than these and her constant use of words with no action or
truth behind them can only confirm Addie in her belief that words are
"spaces to fill a lack."
Besides her jealousy over Addie's baking skill, Cora is
continually reminded that Addie bore Anse four young men while she
could only produce two young women.

We don’t see or hear enough of

Kate or Eula to be able to judge them, but it is fairly clear that
they have reached the age of majority and are still living at home
with no prospects of marriage.

The production of boys is important

for a farmer's wife, and Cora has failed.

She consoles herself with

notions of the Christian piety with which she has raised her family—
with words.
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Dr. Peabody probably has as good an estimate of Anse as any¬
one in the book.

Disgusted that Anse would allow Cash's leg to be

set with sawdust he comments:

"Concrete, .

.

. God Almighty, why

didn t Anse carry you to the nearest sawmill and stick your leg in
the saw?

That would have cured it.

Then you all could have stuck

his head into the saw and cured a whole family" (230).

Addie may be

the major destructive influence on the family, but Anse certainly
doesn't do anything very positive.

His relationship with the boys

consists mainly of laments—laments for the cost of setting up Cash
in carpentry, laments concerning his conversations with the author¬
ities concerning Dari's queer behavior, laments concerning Jewel's
equine monomania, and laments about Vardaman's lack of comprehension.
Dewey Dell's fear concerning her pregnancy has its roots in
what her father would say.

She tells Dari that it will kill Anse,

and she is right in one thing.

Anse can be counted on to carry on as

though he were indeed dying once he finds out.

Not that he really

would care about it, but he would be interested in how it would look.
Anse, like Jason, is interested in appearances.

His major concern

in Jefferson is that he can get "those teeth," not only to eat God's
food as He intended it, but also because it will "look right."
Anse is something of a comic character; he is also the only
character in the novel to fulfill his ambitions.

If Addie's motiva¬

tion in insisting on the funeral journey to Jefferson was in getting
revenge which Anse would not recognize as revenge, she only accom¬
plished a part of her plan.

Anse didn't recognize the revenge, but,

as far as we can see, there wasn't any.

Anse ends the book with a
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new wife, new teeth and the satisfaction of accomplishing what he set
out to do.

To this extent, he is Faulkner’s "man in motion."

However, judging his symbolic place in the novel is not the
same as judging his place in the family.

His comic presentation does

nothing to negate our perception that he causes Jewel to lose the
only living thing which he loves, his horse, condones his sensitive
son Dari being wrestled down on the street by his brother and sister
and taken off to an insane asylum, and pushes Dewey Dell to attempt
an unsafe abortion because she is afraid of the extreme and absurd
reaction which will follow the announcement of her pregnancy.
It is significant that none of the neighbor women can stand
Anse, partly because they know that their husbands have to help him,
partly because he represents to them all the outrages men have
visited upon women since the beginning of time.
understand his wife's disgust:

Samson tries to

"I just wish that you and him and all

the men in the world that torture us and flout us dead, dragging us
up and down the country

"

Being a man though, he can’t understand.

A man can t tell nothing about them.
fifteen years and I be durn if I can .

I lived with the same one
.

. But they make life hard

on them, not taking it as it comes up, like a man does"

(111).

Rachel Samson, Mrs. Armstid, and to a lesser extent Cora all see in
Anse a caricature of menfe unfair advantage over women—in Anse’s case
even of a woman who thinks that she is getting revenge.
In Dari, Lafe, and Dewey Dell, we have the same potential for
a triangle as Quentin, Dalton Ames, and Caddy.

The characters are

not developed nearly so well though, so we can only speculate.
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Apparently brother and sister were very, very close.
that she controlled him.
what

"Suppose I tell him to turn.

I say Don't you know he will do what I say?

I say.

He always does.

...

Dewey Dell felt
He will do
He'll do as

I can persuade him to do anything

.

.

." (115)

This sequence ends with "I rose and took the knife from the streaming
fish still hissing and I killed Dari."
Dewey Dell kills Dari symbolically in her day dream and she
may kill him literally at
who burned down his barn.

the end when she tells Gillespie who it was
Her love for her brother has turned to

hatred because he alone knows of her assignation with Lafe.

I would let him

[Peabody]

come in between me and Lafe like

Dari came in between me and Lafe and so Lafe is alone too.
He is Lafe and I am Dewey Dell, and when mother died I had
to go beyond and outside of me and Lafe and Dari to grieve
because he could do so much for me

.

.

.

(57)

Dari is aware of Dewey Dell's sexuality; he refers to her "mamallian
ludicrosities" in one place and to her leg and thigh as "the lever
which runs

the world" in another.

Dewey Dell refers to his eyes:

"They begin at my feet and rise along my body to my face,
my dress is gone.

I sit naked on the seat

.

.

."

Whatever the nature of their relationship

and then

(115).
it was close,

and

Dewey Dell's affair with Lafe was Dari's second major disillusionment
He had

turned to her after discovering his mother's secret, much as

Quentin seeks a mother in Caddy.

His inability to square his loss

of Dewey Dell may be the catalyst that helps push him over into
insanity.
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The opening pages of the novel show that there is also an
affinity between Jewel and Dari.

That relationship was also broken

when Dari discovered that Jewel was illegitimate and began to resent
the favoritism which Addle showed toward Jewel.
ship has become an adversary one.

Now their relation¬

Dari is constantly taunting Jewel,

telling him that his mother is a horse and, significantly, asking him
if he knows who his father is.

Dari also insists that Addle will die,

a suggestion which Jewel vehemently resists:

"It would just be me

and her on a high hill and me rolling the rocks down the hill at
their faces, picking them up and throwing them down the hill ..."
(15).

This startling image from Jewel's only narrative section shows

the extent to which Jewel would go to defend his mother and to have
her to himself.

It also shows the violence and hardness forced upon

him by the splintering of the family unit.
One of the most remarkable things which Dari does occurs when
he describes in two chapters from a vantage point several miles away
the death of Addie Bundren and the aftermath of that death.

Critics

have pointed out that making Dari the narrator of these crucial
chapters is a mistake.

However, a sensitive young person like Dari

who has made a close study of his family might well be able to predict
with some certainty exactly how each member of the family will perform
when a dire event occurs, and since he knows that Addie is going to
die, it is quite possible that he could describe both the death and
what follows it.

Teachers can ask students to put their families in

a room, have something happen and then see if they can write about
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ho„ family members would behave, what they would say, how they would
react.

Most students would be able to do it.
The more we look at the family unit in this novel, the clearer

it becomes that, before he became disillusioned, Dari was the glue
which held the family together.
everyone.

He has special connections with

He has a special understanding with Cash:

"he and I look

at one another with long probing looks, looks that plunge unimpeded
through one another’s eyes and into the ultimate secret place ..."
(135).

For all we know, he tried to have a special relationship with

Addie, a relationship which was broken when he "knew" the truth.

. . . maybe because she felt the same way about tears she did
about deceit, hating herself for doing it, hating him because
she had do.
And then I knew that I knew, I knew that as plain
on that day as I knew about Dewey Dell on that day.
(129)

Addie has, evidently, violating her principle about words, taught the
children about the evil of deceit.

Dari has taken the lesson to

heart, and he is destroyed when his mother practices this same deceit.
Later,

like Hamlet, a character he very much resembles, having been

betrayed first by his mother and now by the girl he loves, Dari lapses
into madness.
The time is out of joint and Dari who is starting to doubt
his own sense of identity does what he can to make it right.

Remember

that he does what he can to stop the outrage by burning the body in
the barn.

An insane act perhaps, but is it any more insane than

carting a rotting corpse throughout the country?

He also still has

enough presence of mind to break up the fight between Jewel and the
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"to™ fellow,"

a fight Jewel is sure to lose.

He also allows Jewel

to save face.
Later, after he is betrayed by every member of the family but
Vandaman, Dari is sitting handcuffed on the train for Jackson.

He

is literally "beside himself," speaking for the first time about him¬
self in the third person, talking to himself.
ing at?’" I said.

"’What are you laugh¬

’Yes yes yes yes yes’"(243).

As the train goes

on, he looks out the window to see the family sitting like monkeys on
the wagon, eating bananas.

This very accurate vision of the family

which he has now been excluded from brings uncontrollable laughter
from Dari.

Prophetically he sees his future, in a "cage in Jackson

where, his grimed hands lying light in the quiet interstices, looking
out he foams" (244) .
It is Cash who pronounces Dari's benediction:
is not his world;

this life his life" (250).

"This world

Many people see Cash

in his balanced, calculating way as the savior and hero of the family.
When he is considering Dari's arrest, he puts it in the balance and
weighs it

Because there just aint nothing justifies the deliberate
destruction of what a man has built with his own sweat and
stored the fruit of his sweat into.
But I aint so sho that ere a man has the right to
say what is crazy and what not.
It's like there was a
fellow in every man that's done a-past the sanity or
insanity, that watches the sane and insane doings of
that man with the same horror and the same astonishment.
(228)
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This balanced judgment is certainly calculated, and it is certainly
balanced.

However, it weighs the cost of a barn against the life

of a brother who once loved you.

Cash is like his name; the mater¬

ial is more important than the person.

It was

ee

cummings who said

that "Anything measurable isn’t worth a Damn," and Cash, who can
tell us to the half inch exactly how far he fell off the church
roof, isn’t worth much either.
Faulkner, who placed Moby Dick and the words of Thomas Wolfe
above the safe novels of Hemingway, who labelled these works "magnifi¬
cent failures,

is certainly not going to find a hero in a man who

insists that everything be measured, everything be balanced.

Like

that other carpenter, Ike McCaslin in "Delta Autumn," Cash has
forgotten how to love, if he ever knew how.

As for his stoicism in the

face of the broken leg, it is more properly labelled stupidity,
an empty sacrifice much like Dilsey’s service.

Cash's bearing up

under the intense pain only allows the outrage of the rotting corpse
to continue.

It is an empty gesture and Cash is an empty character.

Notice that only Dari pays any attention to Vardaman, who
shares some of his older brother’s sensitivity.

Vardaman comes along

too late though, and Dari’s influence is now a destructive one.

His

comments about Jewel's mother being a horse and about Addie’s still
being alive only serve to confuse the boy further.

Vardaman’s confu¬

sion and lack of any real sense of self-identity show the end result
of the break-up of any real love and caring in the family.

Without
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Dari, Vardaman will continue to be confused; we can count on the rest
of the family to ignore him.

He may lapse even further into a lack of

identity or even into insanity.
It is interesting for students to project life at the Bundrens
with the new Mrs. Bundren replacing Addie, and Dari gone.
I believe, a very pleasant prospect.

It is not,

Once again Faulkner has demon¬

strated the sins of the mother and father being visited on the future
generations.

The best way to see the moral intensity of The Sound

and the Fury and As I Lay Dying is to study them as documents of
family life.
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CHAPTER

I V

FAULKNER AND MODERNISM

As I mentioned in the preceding chapter, reading Faulkner may
be the student’s first encounter with modernity in literature.
Students may have encountered some basic experiments in their study
of poetry—e e cummings is a poet popular with teachers if not with
students

but chances are that students, particularly those in

American Literature classes, will not have experienced unusual narra¬
tive techniques in fiction until they meet Faulkner.
It is probably necessary to say something here about the
intrinsic value of studying modern storytelling.

Writers in this

century do not approach a story as people in the last century did,
and students are certainly ready to explore why that is so as well
as what these new approaches are.

They will have had some exposure

to modem art and limited exposure to modern music.

They have had

much more exposure to the cinematic techniques from their obsessive
relationship with films and television.
the flashback,

Thus, they have grown up with

the jump-cut, the fadeout, and the scrambling of time

present with time past and future.
While they are ready for experimental storytelling, chances
are that most of their reading has been of the linear, chronological
stories.

If they are going to make the transfer from their visual

experience to print, they will need some help.
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As I pointed out in
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the last chapter, Faulkner provides a particularly good introduction
to modernism because in his three great experimental novels—As I Lay
^Z-lng’ —e Sound and the FurV and Absalom, Absalom!—he concentrates
on the story of a family, something students can relate to.
Another reason why Faulkner may be the best place for the
teacher to begin an exploration of modernism in literature is provided
by Hugh Kenner.

Kenner argues that even though Faulkner used some of

the experimental techniques developed by writers like Joyce, "the base
of his storytelling was oral."1

Kenner sees the avant-garde as a

community effort, an example that could teach the world a new way of
looking at reality, and alter public taste.
Faulkner wanted no part of any movement.
in isolation.

Kenner suggests that

He wrote most of his life

While Faulkner certainly makes us read slowly and closely,

his motives are different from those of Joyce or Eliot.
not,

for instance,

sentence.

Faulkner does

spend days looking for the right word or the right

Faulkner's style is essentially unique—the folk material

of the South "synthesized by the devices of the Twentieth Century avant
garde."2

The reader is still the auditor of the oral story teller,

so as dense and difficult as the narrative might become, it is still
accessible.
Perhaps.

However, while it is the central thesis of these two

chapters that As I Lay Dying and The Sound and the Fury are indeed
accessible,

I find it difficult to deny Faulkner his place in the

modernist movement of the early twentieth century.

Certainly the young

Faulkner of the twenties who affected both Bohemian attitudes and dress,
who travelled to Paris and tried the cafe society, who earned himself
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the name "Count No Count" because of his affectations, was consciously
modelling himself after members of the generation of Pound, Eliot, and
Joyce.

We know, for instance, that the novel Pylon published in 1935 is

modelled as much after The Waste Land and "The Love Song of J. Alfred
Prufrock" as it is after his experiences with pilots and barnstormers.
His relationship with Joyce is ambiguous at best; on one occasion he
said that he had never read Ulysses; on another, he commends it to a
friend as a great book.
One of the most important attempts to place Faulkner within
the avant garde tradition is Judith Sensibar's recent study of
Faulkner’s earliest work, his poetry.3

Sensibar finds the origin of

Faulkner s narrative poetics in his poetry.

Examining Visions in

Spring, Sensibar finds it a sequence involving many different voices
emanating from a central narrator, Pierrot.

Sensibar calls Faulkner

a "modernist poet" sensing a direct connection between Faulkner's
voices and "Prufrock," and particularly the strong influence of the
poetry of Conrad Aiken.

Faulkner learned a good deal from Aiken, not

the least of which was the validity of presenting a number of narrators,
all with different voices, some of them telling the same story.

It is

Sensibar's contention, strongly supported by both biographical and
textual evidence, that Faulkner's narrative poetics are derived from
the techniques he used in his poetry and that those techniques are
firmly set within the modernist movement.4
Arthur F. Kinney's Faulkner's Narrative Poetics was published
before Sensibar's book, and it is essentially an analysis of the
fiction.5

In this important book, Kinney tells us that Faulkner "does
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not openly integrate the units of his novels.*'6
The Sound and the Fury,
’back unto itself."

In speaking about

Kinney says that the work circles around and

This is its essential unity and "essential

emptiness."7

Kinney s work is particularly important for the teacher
because he stresses Faulkner's effect on the reader.
that the act of reading be an "active collusion."
disjunctive style,

Faulkner insists

His essentially

his use of many voices causes the reader to develop

what Kinney calls a "constituitive consciousness"; we "discover for
ourselves
of

the configuration which makes each emblematic scene a part

the artistic whole."8

Faulkner is repetitive,

but not redundant.

Each repetition has meaning as does each juxtaposition.

Sometimes

seemingly unrelated events and characters will take on a new meaning
when compared.9

One of my students was able to find ten or eleven

connections between Lena Grove and Joe Christmas in Light in August,
two characters who seem to inhabit two different worlds for much of
the novel.
Sometimes Faulkner helps us out—as in the pairing of Percy
Grimm and Joe Christmas in Hightower's wheel near the end of Light in
August.

However, most of the

ourselves.

At any rate,

gative form,
to put things

and it

time we have to do the detective work

this quest gives Faulkner's novels an investi¬

is up to the reader's "constitutive consciousness"

together.10

Kinney applies some of the work on

reader response mentioned earlier in Chapter I to Faulkner.11
particularly important

It is

to the teacher who has to realize that while

conveying the work's essential meaning or its sociological
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significance might be the highest of priorities, he or she must also
it important to present how the work communicates.

In Faulkner,

it is impossible to talk about meaning without looking at structure
and style.

If schools have gotten away from a careful consideration

of the text, Faulkner will force them to return.

If one of our objec¬

tives in teaching is to make the student a creative reader, a part
of the "constituitive consciousness," Faulkner will do it.
We mentioned in the preceding chapter, the student's dogged
insistence on coherence, a "rage for order" that doesn't stop when it
finds it but insists that the novel which coheres must also have a
positive message.

Donald M. Kartiganer accuses Faulkner's critics of

much the same behavior.
Faulkner

Critics are afraid to "let Faulkner be

in the early novels.

They often insist on an order which

is not there. 1 2
Kartiganer divides these critics into two groups.

There are

those who look at all of Faulkner's works as a whole, the
"Yoknapawtapha Saga," and find a central moral view which runs through¬
out all of his works.
the work a unity.13

If we can see that theme in the work, it gives
Actually,

those who attempt to impose order this

way are more successful in dealing with the later novels where Faulkner
was consciously working with certain moral principles, imposing mythic
systems on the novel with what are certainly inferior results.

While

Malcolm Cowley has done Faulkner much good by calling attention to the
Yoknapawtapha unity,

it is of little use to a teacher and a class who

are attempting to put together the disparate units within a novel like
As I Lay Dying or The Sound and the Fury.
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If we are to follow Kinney, we must find our own structure.
Yet Kartiganer accuses another group,
order even where it does not exist.

the "New Critics," of imposing
Kartiganer, who has no qualms at

all about calling Faulkner a modernist,
rescue modernism,
work."14

says that these critics would

"bind up the wounds of fragmentation within each

The problem is that structure often leads

to meaning and

both Ihe Sound and the Fury and As I Lay Dying are both best left
ravelling out into time," the fragmentation is part of the work's
essential meaning.
and the Fury;

Dilsey does not really impose order on The Sound

Benjy's howl is the last sound we hear,

Jason has imposed is ritualistic and empty.
Anse and the new Mrs.

the order which

Likewise,

the union of

Bundren imposes no real order or meaning on

As I Lay Dying where the sound of Dari's laughing and his prophetic
vision of himself behind the bars in Jackson foaming at the mouth are
the last memorable images in the book.
meaning is that there is no meaning,

In other words,

if

the work's

it is pointless to look for

structure where there is none.
Faulkner's is not as Kartiganer so eloquently puts it,
"system for chaos."15

a

The teacher looking for a way to engage his or

her students as active readers and to introduce them to modern narra¬
tive literature at

the same time would do well to consider teaching

Faulkner and embark on the major detective work which he demands of
his readers.
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As I Lay Dying

The student is not likely to have ever encountered a book
like As I Lay Dying mainly because a book like As I Lay Dying has
never been written before or since.
ent narrators—some once,
original with Faulkner,
he did.

The idea of using nineteen differ¬

some many times—to tell a single story was

and nobody has seen fit to attempt it since

Students should be immediately reminded that the story moves

directly forward except for those times when Dari remembers his
discovery of Addle*s sin and when Dewey Dell recalls her assignation
with Lafe.

Anse and Cash both recall Cash’s falling off

and Cora Tull remembers certain moments with Addie,

the church,

particularly the

moment when Brother Whitfield struggled for her soul.

Anse, Vernon,

and Cash have short reminiscences concerning some of the things Dari
has done which make people think him queer.
Other than these moments and Addie’s chapter,
forward in the present.

Students should notice,

the unusual storytelling style,

everything moves

then,

that despite

the plot is as straight as an arrow.

It never turns in on itself or circles around as does The Sound and
the Fury.

Dari describes Addie’s death and its aftermath in two

chapters and while there may have to be some discussion concerning
why he is able to do it,

the plot still moves straight ahead here as

inexorably as

once Anse has gotten it going.

the wagon,

A good activity involves a close analysis of the novel's many
voices,

for in As I Lay Dying Faulkner juxtaposes voices as well as
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characters.

Cash, for instance, presents us with the voice of modern

tion and balance:

I made it on the bevel.
1.

There is more surface for the
nails to grip.

2.

There is twice the gripping surface to
each seam.

•

The water will have to seep into it on a slant.
Water moves easiest up and down
or straight across. 16

Cash’s chapter is a perfect study in logic.
Why did he make it on the bevel?

"I made it on the bevel."

Well, here is why.

Students should

see that Cash gives eleven reasons for making the coffin on the bevel,
then summarizes
applies

things by saying,

"It makes a neater job."

Later Cash

the same logic and reason to his brother’s insanity and

imprisonment:

Because

there just ain't nothing justifies the deliberate

destruction of what a man has built with his own sweat and
stored the fruit of his sweat into.
But

I aint so sho that ere a man has the right to say

what is crazy and what aint.

It's like there was a fellow

in every man that's done a-past the sanity or the insanity,
that watches the sane and insane doings of that man with
the same horror and

Students should look at

the same asonishment.

(228)

the balance here in the language—"what is

crazy and what aint," the two clauses neatly balanced beginning with
the word what.
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Compare Cash's voice with Dari's.

S-'sL"*??:

Er-

“ “svsr

e shattered spokes and about Jewel’s ankles a
runnel of yellow neither water nor earth swirls ... down the
11 dissolving into a streaming mass of dark green neither of
earth nor sky Jewel, I say (48)
neither of

This is

the voice of the poet.

day "drives";
earth," and
is

The world takes on life for him.

the mules "smoke";

in the

The

the runnel is "neither water nor

final analysis,

"neither of earth nor sky."

also a voice haunted by the lack of love in his life,

voice which is attempting, vainly,

Dari’s

a disturbed

to discover whether he exists or

not:

And since sleep is-not,
Yet

the wagon is^

will not be.

and rain and wind are was, it is not.

because when the wagon is was, Addie Bundren

And Jewel ijs,

so Addie Bundren must be.

And then

I must be, or I could not empty myself for sleep in a strange
room.
And so if I am not emptied yet, I am is. (76)

This passage with the confused Dari trying to place himself inside space
and time differs

considerably from Cash's surety,

adding things up on

the bevel and squaring them.

There is no assurance in Dari's world;

it is a world of appearances,

of shadows—where he might "ravel out

in time" during the very next moment.
a world where one

can tally

It

is an unreal world, not

the cost of a barn built with the

fruit

of his sweat stored in it against a human soul.

Ironically, when

Cash says of Dari,

this life his life,"

"This world is not his world,

all Faulkner might want us to understand is that,

indeed,

Cash's world
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and life are not Dari's world and life.

The lives of the poets and

the practical people will always be at odds, always different.
Having examined these two contrasts,
look at some similarities.
is Vardaman.

students might want to

The character who most sounds like Dari

Dari is the only member of the family who pays any

attention to him although the influence is not particularly positive.
Vardaman has more narrative opportunities

than anyone else in the

novel except Dari, and he is continually trying to find his place,
trying to understand where his mother is, who killed her,
all

this makes him.

and what

After Dari is imprisoned, Vardaman attempts to

make sense of it:

He went to Jackson.
He went crazy and went to Jackson both.
Lots of people didn't go crazy.
Pa and Cash and Jewel and
Dewey Dell and me didn't go crazy.
either.
Dari. (241)

Later,

trying to place himself

We didn’t go to Jackson

in time and space, Vardaman says

have not been on the train, but Dari has been on the train.
Dari is my brother,

Dari,

Dari"

tions may well be a long wail,
he could relate to.

It

is

(242).

"I

Dari,

The final Dari in both quota¬

since Vardaman has lost the only person

interesting to note that once Dari is on the

train and "out of himself," literally "beside himself," his third per¬
son narration sounds like brother Vardaman:
our brother Dari.

"Dari is our brother,

Our brother Dari is in a cage in Jackson

..."

(244).
Ironically,
is Addie.

the character whose language most resembles Cash

Addie tallies her children as Cash measures board feet.
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I gave Anse Dewey Dell

to negative Jewel.

Then I Eave him

Vardaman to replace the child I had robbed him of.
then3? 1
Children that are his and not mine.
then I could get ready to die.
(168)

Addie stresses doing over saying.
Vardaman and closer to Cash who is

Ind now
And

setting her apart from Dari and
also a man of few words:

I would think how words go straight up in a thin line,
quick and harmless, and how terribly doing goes along
the earth, clinging to it, so that after a while the
two lines are far apart for the same person to straddle
from one to the other . . . (165)

Of course,
darling," Jewel,
worships:

the son Addie feels closest to

is her "heart’s

the centaur who represents the physicality she

"the wild blood boiling along the earth"

only one narrative passage in the entire novel,

(167).

Jewel has

and his only response

to other characters consists basically of a curse;

but students should

be able to catch much of his bitterness and his physicality by
analyzing both

the tone of his passage and his language:

it would not be happening with every bastard in the county
coming in to stare at her because if there is a God what the
Hell is He for.
It would just be me and her on a high hill
and me rolling the rocks down the hill at their faces . . .
and all by God until she was quiet and not that Goddamn adze
going One lick less. (15)

Students should be impressed not only by the
the passage,

ferocity and sarcasm of

but also by the number of one syllable words and the

matter-of-factness of

the statement.

Jewel,

like Dari,

uses

metaphor—he and his mother on a high hill—but notice how specific
and practical it
imagery.

is compared with Dari's more melodic,

more vague
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Addie*s chapter is enclosed within two characters who hide
behind words,

deceitful words.

in any of her chapters,

Students could analyze Cora’s language

but the one immediately preceding Addie’s

(158-160) will probably suffice to demonstrate her self-righteousness.
Students can easily catalogue the number of liturgical words in her
vocabulary:
sin,

absolving

faithful,

and spirit are just a few.

salvation,

trials and tribulation..

They will need to compare the mean¬

ings of these words with their results in practical doing.
Cora do, what has she done,
Significantly,
and

What does

that qualifies her to use such language?

Whitfield's only chapter comes after Addie's

the students who should have discovered the truth about the min¬

ister by reading Addie's chapter will now be able to analyze his
religious rhetoric

in the light of his

of accomplishment as in Cora's case,

"doing," not so much a lack

but more doing the wrong thing

and being too cowardly to acknowledge it.
abandoned me;

"I saw that He had not

that my reception again into his holy peace and love

would be the sweeter for it"

(170).

Anse is also a user of words,

Words.
enlisting himself with the "up

and down"—words "go straight up in a straight line."

A close

analysis of his chapters shows that his hypocrisy is not religious
but rather a denial of
shiftless,

the truth about himself—that he is lazy and

a pinchpenny "beholden" to his neighbors.

Anse claims

that he is a "misfortunate" man, beset by fate; he believes this
about as much as he believes that he loves Addie.

He has lied to

himself for so long that it is probably difficult for him to under¬
stand what he believes.

All this should come through from a close
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analysis of his chapter.

Since he was

the person closest to Addle,

it is little wonder that she came to her conclusion that the word and
the deed do not match.

Students also need to look at

the testimony of Samson, Armstid,

and other neighbors mainly because their detachment from the family
allows

them to give a more objective view of what is happening.

Cora

is too deeply influenced by her jealousy of Addle to give any kind of
an objective view and Vernon is too influenced by his wife and has been
taken in too many times by Anse to give an unprejudiced view of events.
The most objective and

the most devastating view of the family is,

however,

provided by Dari.

As he rides on the train,

himself,

speaking in the third person,

truly beside

he sees the family sitting on

the wagon.

There is about it

that unmistakable air of definite and

imminent departure that trains have, perhaps due to the
fact that Dewey Dell and Vardaman on the seat and Cash
on a pallet
paper bag.

in the wagon bed are eating bananas from a
(244)

Of all the objective views provided in the book,
catches the absurdity of

the family and the irony that he,

sensitive member of the family,
from it and

from himself.

Dari’s calmly
the most

has been betrayed and cast out both
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The Sound and the Fury

Students have an easier time with As I Lay Dvina than they
<3° with The_Sound and

the Fury because as already pointed out,

is no real problem with time in the novel.
beyond
Cora;

the grave;

there

Addle does speak from

in the chapter before, we have difficulty placing

and in the chapter immediately following Addle's, Brother

Whitfield

is re-living a moment which occurs earlier in the novel,

his arrival at

the house of death.

Other than memories of certain

characters already noted and not particularly difficult for students,
everything flows in a straight line.
The Sound and the Fury has only four narrators it is a
far more difficult novel for students because Faulkner,
modernist experiments with
first

two books of

time,

the novel.

influenced by

introduces rapid scene shifts in the

The Sound and the Fury is not a coher¬

ent whole until we have finished reading it,

until our constitutive

consciousness has put things together.
I

find

that the most effective way of

teaching this novel is

to take it book by book and tell students the essential plot of each
section before they read it.

Faulkner would probably be appalled by

this method and by the use of Edward Volpe's "Guide to the Scene
Shifts," but it does help,

freeing the student to concentrate on

Faulkner's language.17
The "Guide to

the Scene Shifts" also helps

the student to see

where Benjy's and Quentin's minds return again and again.
and

for Quentin,

For Benjy

they center around Caddy—Caddy's using perfume and
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sitting on the swing for Benjy,
wedding for both brothers.
not exist

and the loss of virginity and the

Students should understand that time does

for Ben, present and past blending perfectly.

They should

also see that Quentin’s attempts to move out of time are basically
unsuccessful.

Even twisting the hands off his watch does nothing to

stop its inexorable backward-forward movement.

A discussion of the

time shifts also could serve the teacher in initiating a discussion
concerning the modern concept of time, post-Einstein.
not be a member of a movement,
and

but his use of time

Faulkner may
in The Sound

the Fury is a sure indication of the influence of modernism.18
A study of

the narrator’s language in The Sound and the Fury

should move past the conception of time to a consideration of various
selected passages.
sensation.

Ben's language is essentially the language of

His sentences are necessarily short and compact.

They came on.

I opened the gate and they stopped,

turning.

I was trying to say and she screamed and I was trying to say
and trying and the bright shapes began to stop and I tried to
get out.

I

tried to get it off of my face,

shapes were going again.

...

off the hill and I fell off
whirling shapes.19

but the bright

I tried to keep from falling

the hill into the bright

This brilliant passage is indicative of Benjy’s rhetoric,

simple but

complicated by his failure to distinguish between moments in time.
Here his attack of the Burgess girl whcmhe mistakes for Caddy
trying

to say "love")

becomes blended and blurred with the bright

shapes of the ether during his castration.
all

three brothers,

the novel’s major

(he is

The I is constant through

underlining the narcissism which serves as one of

themes.
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If Benjy’s is the language of sensation,
language of

thought.

Quentin’s is the

Students are likely to have major problems with

Quentin’s convuluted rhetoric,

containing both his own complicated

perspective on time and existence and his father's curious mixture of
nihilism and Southern romanticism.

Quentin sometimes gives us pure

stream of consciousness reminiscent of Bloom in Ulysses;

The displacement of water is equal to the something of
something.

Reducto absurdum of all human experience,

and two six-pound flat-irons weigh more than one tailor's
goose.
What a sinful waste Dilsey would say.
Benjy knew
it when Damuddy died.
hit.
(Ill)

He cried.

He smell hit.
----

He smell

Quentin’s mind works quickly, which is why it is necessary for the
students

to have a firm handle on the major events he will be remem¬

bering before studying his section.
touches off a series of associations.
ics

lecture.

Then,

a

Here,

looking at the water

First,

something from a phys¬

thought of death and his own impending suicide

strained through the rhetoric of his father:
all human experience."

Then,

"reducto absurdum of

what Dilsey will say about his death.

Notice that Quentin shares with Dari the ability to predict what
people

in his family will say and do.

Then,

finally,

Benjy's intrinsic knowledge of Damuddy's death,
through the rhetoric of Versh:

"He smell hit,

a scene shift:

this time strained
He smell hit."

Quentin's is a complicated section and I doubt that it is
necessary

that students understand all of it the first time through.

One thing they will need to notice is how Quentin gradually introduces
images into his section and then repeats them again and again:

the
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shadow, water, honeysuckle,

the clean flame-they all take on new

meanings with each variation.

I have had success approaching the

Quentin section by having students trace a particular image through
the entire chapter.

The water image is very rich.

Near the begin¬

ning Quentin talks about "deep water like a roof of wind” covering
his

"murmering bones”

(98).

Then the water becomes a cleansing

agent, washing away his and Caddy’s sins.
would be,

”That’s where the water

heading out to the sea and the peaceful grottoes”

(139).

This peaceful reverie is interrupted by a vision of the flat-irons he
is going to drown himself with.
of rebirth:
up too,

Water becomes momentarily an image

"And maybe when he says Rise the eyes will come floating

out of

the deep quiet and the sleep,

to look on glory”

(144).

Studying imagery is not particularly original and the use of imagery
in a novel is not particularly new, but Faulkner's elliptical use of
images is directly connected to the use of images which we find in
poets like Pound and Eliot, and a class working in concert can extract
a great deal from Quentin’s narrative by cataloging his images and
speculating on their meaning.
Carolyn Porter,
reader,

in a recent article about Faulkner and his

follows Kinney in seeing that Faulkner forces us to share

in the narrative.

"In The Sound and the Fury, we are pulled forward

not by the desire to see what happens next, but by the need to under¬
stand what is happening now.”20

Nowhere is this more apparent than

in Quentin’s section where the student is actively engaged in re¬
making

the meaning of

the work.
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The chapter's most difficult section, but an absolutely
essential section for students to understand, occurs at the end when
Quentin attempts to confess his incest to his father.
employs

Faulkner

the same technique here that he uses in the long debate

between Cass and

Ike

in Part

graphs, most capital letters,

IV of "The Bear."

He abandons para-

and all punctuation.

and he i think youd better go up to Cambridge right
away you might go up into maine for a month you can
afford it if you are careful it might be a good
t mg . . . and i suppose i realize what you believe
i will realize up there next week or next month and
he then you will remember that to go to harvard has
been your mothers dream . . . (221)

I see no reason why students should not mark off the he^ and the i^s
m their books.

Many commentators suggest that Quentin is making the

scene up,

although as I suggest in the preceding chapter,

essential

that it occur.

scene is right

Even if it didn't occur, we feel that the

this is just about the way Jason Lycurgus would react

to his son.

Like Dari,

accurately.

In "The Bear,"

attempt

it is almost

Quentin is able to predict family behavior
the difficult rhetoric is explained as an

to capture the "heart's

truth":

here the lack of punctuation

captures Quentin's confusion and desperation as he either shapes or
reshapes the scene.

However,

it

is probably the only place in the

novel where the language is almost too dense to serve its purpose.
The Quentin section would be as good a time as any for the
teacher and student to

take a close look at Faulkner's style.

Van O'Connor writing primarily about

"The Bear" has

William

listed eleven major
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points:

the long sentence,

romance,

literary and historical allusion,

followed by a positive,
meaning,

sentences with negatives

repetition of synonyms,

poetic extension of

metaphor sometimes without a vehicle, a breaking with

standard grammar,

parodox,

two words into one,
these

the language of a "high morality" and

a piling up of adjectives,

the merging of

and the use of hyphenated words.21

Not all of

things can be found in Quentin's section, but a good many of

them can be.

It might be a good

thing to let students come up with

their own list with one or two examples for each point and then com¬
pare their findings with O'Connor's.
specifically at writers'

Students need to look

styles and here is an opportunity.

Jason is the "last sane Compson" but his sanity is very much
like

the sanity of

as lago claims
witchcraft"),
destroy that
lies a

Iago,

a character he resembles a great deal.

to have control of himself

("We work by wit,

Where¬

not

Jason is eaten away inside by a hatred and a will to
is

truly irrational.

Underneath Jason’s sane exterior

contempt and an anger which it is vain for him to try to hide.

While Jason’s values are a perverse parody of Cash's,
Cash s sense of balance.

Jason lacks

The language is meant to cut and hurt,

like everything Jason says and does,

it turns back on him.

Once a bitch always a bitch, what I say.

I says you're

lucky

if her playing out of school is all that worries

you.

I says she might to be down there in that kitchen

right now,

instead of up there in her room,

gobbing

paint on her face and waiting for six niggers

that cant

even stand up out of a chair unless they've got a pan full
of bread and meat to balance them, to fix breakfast for
her.
(223)

but
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The anger about being "sole breadwinner" and his hatred o£ Quentin
2,

the living reminder of his failure to get

Head’s bank,

the job in Herbert

comes through here as well as the hard sarcasm.

Later Jason comments on Benjy running up and down along the
fence and bellowing every time a golfer calls out,

I know they're going

"Caddy."

to begin charging me golf dues

then

Mother and Dilsey’ll have to get a couple of china door
knobs and a walking stick and work it out, unless I play
at night with a lantern.
Then they'd send us all to
Jackson, maybe.
God knows,
when that happened.
(232)

they’d hold Old Home week

We laugh at this passage as we do at much of Jason’s sarcasm,

but

as he presents himself as the voice of sanity, we can detect that in¬
sanity,

that evil lurking underneath.

In just the same way, he presents

himself

to us as a hard-working businessman while the community knows

how shiftless and unreliable he really is.
Jason does move back in time,
of

times

that his brothers do.

but not to any degree the number

He remembers his

father’s funeral,

giving us a splendid picture of Uncle Maury drinking behind a grave¬
stone,

and he remembers fondly the trick he paid on Caddy when she

wanted to see her baby.

He also remembers Quentin’s suicide and the

day he was responsible for Benjy’s castration.
following these memories,
haps anti-poetic.

for Jason's narration is non-poetic,

per¬

His stupid comments about the show brand him as a

person who "hears no music."
has yet

We have no trouble

His is the language of a beaten man who

to realize how badly he has been beaten.
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we are all familiar with Faulkner's famous explanation of his
use of multiple narrators In The Sound and the F„„
narrator who didn't get It right,
.

.

.

then another,

ho„ he tried one

then another.

then I had to write another section from the outside with an

outsider which was
day."22

the writer

to tell what happened on that particular

There really is a need for an objective voice in this final

section.

Dilsey can't narrate it because she doesn’t witness much of

the action.

Dilsey's religious views, her confidence that she has

seen the first and the last,
narrator.

are presented powerfully by the omniscient

We also get a sense of her life,

past,

present,

and future,

in the emblematic scene which opens the final book.
What we need is perspective and the third-person narrator
supplies it.

Narrating the story himself gives Faulkner the opportunity

to give us the realistic view of Dilsey already quoted and an objective
view of the idiot,

Benjy, without tears:

His skin was dead looking and hairless;

dropsical too;

he moved with a shambling gait like a trained bear.
His hair was pale and fine.

It had been brushed

smoothly down upon his brow like that of children in
daguerrotypes.
His eyes were clear, of the pale
sweet blue of cornflowers, his thick mouth hung
open,

drooling a little.

(342)

No previous narrator could have given us this.
unflattering portrait of

We also get the

the black preacher and his is the only other

distinguishable voice in the novel.
The third-person narrator helps too in conveying the novel’s
essential meaning,

a meaning conveyed almost entirely by the novel's
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disparate form.
Easter service,

Dilsey thinks that she has imposed meaning by her
but looking at her, her church,

tively, we know better.
by making
post and

and her life objec¬

Jason thinks at the end he has imposed order

the horse go the "right" way around the monument, but
tree, window and doorway and signboard,

place" signifies nothing

to Ben who can think nothing.

has done is make a public scene in a public place;
tect

each in its ordered
All Jason

in trying to pro¬

the family name he has simply pulled it down further.
Students need to see that while there is an essential morality

at work in the novel—Jason is,

after all, punished—it is wrong to

impose any particular meaning on a work which cries out both in its
title and in its structure against meaning.
by

the way,

ment of

In As I Lay Dying where,

it is difficult even to seek a morality at work,

the novel also signifies nothing.

the move¬

Students want literature to

mean something,and they will resist strongly these interpretations
after their first confrontation with Faulkner,

the modernist.
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CHAPTER
RACISM AND SEXISM:

V

LIGHT IN AUGUST

This chapter differs from the last three in that instead of
looking for a "way in" to reading a book by Faulkner,
look at problems which face the teacher.

I am going to

While the problems of

racism and sexism are to be encountered in almost every book,
while some mention of other books will be made,

and

I will limit most of

our discussion to Light in August.
Opinions on Faulkner as a racist run the gamut of the out-andout

condemnation by Maxwell Geismar:

"a hatred of life so compelling

with him that there almost seems to be an inability in the writer to
reach maturity itself"1

to more recent writers who seem to ignore a

good deal of evidence and see him as an integrationist before his
time.

There is also a school of critics who tend to read everything

Faulkner wrote as symbolic:

therefore,

according to them we should

read "Negro" rather than a specific Negro.

As a result,

all of

Faulkner’s statements about race are interpreted as allegorical, part
of a construct defining the fate of humankind.
To some extent,
Faulkner,

at

this last view is correct and to some extent

least in the last decade and a half of his life,

did make

some brave statements about the treatment of black citizens in his
native Mississippi.

However,

there are statements in the novels and
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even some statements in his public papers that are indeed racist.
teacher,

whether involved with an integrated class or not,

deal with this issue.

It is

A

needs to

too persistent and too important to

attempt to explain it away.
In the script of
Paper,

the film, William Faulkner:

a Life on

Jill Faulkner Summers is quoted as saying that her father

would have walked all over her had she been in his way.
famous Partisan Review interview with Jean Stein,
stance:

he took an amoral

"The writers only responsibility is to his art.

completely ruthless if he wants to be a good one."2
out later, Faulkner spent most of

In the

He will be

As we will point

the decade of the fifties contra¬

dicting this notion as he made statement after statement which clearly
showed

that he felt writers should exhibit a social responsibility.

He was in the limelight—a Nobel Prize winner who was expected to be
the conscience of the South—but it is also fairly clear that he felt
uncomfortable in that role.
Many other instances come to mind:

Emerson's "Ode to

Channing" where the poet refuses to leave his "honied thought" for
the "statesman's rant" when Channing asked him to join in a protest of
the Mexican War,

or Yeats,

looking at a beautiful young woman at the

same time he is asked for a poem about politics and wishing only that
he were young again "and held her in my arms."
about Upton Sinclair, Faulkner replied,
writer with a first rate message.

When somebody asked him

"Sinclair was a second rate

... He was so busy telling the

world his message that he didn't take the time to make himself a
first-rate artist."3

It is lucky for the world that Faulkner stressed
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making himself a "first-rate writer" before he worried about enunci¬
ating either first- or second-rate messages.
messages is often fatal,

and one could certainly make the case that

Faulkner's first books were his best books,
self,

The cost of political

that as he involved him¬

however reluctantly, more and more in the public arena,

beginning with Go Down Moses and moving through Intruder in the Dust
and other books of

the fifties,

his writing became less and less

powerful.4

Faulkner s entry into the public arena during the racial un¬
rest of

the fifties was inevitable because,

j]16 Mind of the South,

Yoknapatawpha,

almost all of

ments,

Cash points out

Having decided to center his

Faulkner made the black the central issue in

the books.

entire country,

J.

the black issue was absolutely central to

Southern men of Faulkner’s generation.
ar^

as W.

As race became the central issue in the

both North and South,

people expected public state¬

statements which were at times considerably different from

things which appeared in the novels.
There are several instances in Faulkner’s art which demonstrate
this centrality of

the black American, but none does it more beauti¬

fully than a short passage from The Sound and
returning home for vacation.

...

His

the Fury.

Quentin is

train stops somewhere in Virginia:

I didn’t really know that I really had missed Roskus and

Dilsey and

them until that morning in Virginia.

The train was

stopped when I waked and I raised the shade and looked out.

.

there was a nigger on a mule in the middle of the stiff ruts,
waiting for the
mule

...

sign put

train to move.

as if,

.

.

...

carved out of

he sat straddle of the

the hill itself,

there saying You are home again.5

like a

.

.
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Whites and blacks grow up together on the plantations until that
cruel day when they separate, and one becomes superior, one inferior,
we are reminded of the scene in "The Fire and the Hearth" when Roth
Edmonds and Henry Beauchamp go their separate ways.
brought up together by Aunt Molly;

They had been

they had played and even slept

together; but the time came when Roth knew almost instinctively that
he had to go his separate way to his father's house while Henry
Stayed behind in the cabin.
ever left Roth's life though.

This is not to say that Henry or the black
The black—Lucas, and later, the girl

in "Delta Autumn"—is always there to haunt his days, central to his
consciousness.
Thadious M. Davis in a recent book deals directly with
Faulkner’s handling of race relations:

. . . a major cause for ambiguity in Faulkner may well
stem from his own inability to determine exactly how
to remain a part of a flawed community while exposing
its flaws and questioning the validity of its funda¬
mental assumptions.6

Faulkner clearly wanted to remain a part of his "flawed" community,
and it is probably true that he reflected that community perhaps more
than he knew just as he said that Isaac McCaslin had more of that
unregenerate old man,

Carothers McCaslin, than he knew.

Whatever

the explanation, the teacher needs to be prepared to confront racism
when his or her students study Faulkner.
In writing about Light in August, Robert Penn Warren suggests
that the book contains characters who represent "projections and
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purgations
many of

the author himself.7

of

There can be little doubt that

the characters in the book are extensions of Faulkner.

If

Wittenberg is correct in her thesis that Faulkner’s more powerful art
was produced when he was responding to his inner demons,

Light in

August can stand with The Sound and the Fury as a major example.
Family

is not all that important in Light in August except

in a consideration of the character of Hightower.
the better part
grandfather;

Hightower spends

of his adult life trying to exorcize the ghost of his

he hardly knew his father and his mother was inconse¬

quential to his development.

Yet it was the Grandfather who led

his

Confederate troops around the monument in the square of Jefferson
who haunted his dreams.
seminarian, has
there,

He marries his wife because her father, a

the power to get him a parish in Jefferson.

he alienates both his parishioners and his wife by basing his

sermons on that moment—the pounding of hooves,
ing.

Once

the tumult,

the shout¬

Near the end of the novel we find out that Grandfather suffered

a rather inglorious death while robbing eggs from a henhouse,

but

Hightower’s imagination is still fixed on that moment of the advancing
horses.
In somewhat the same way, Faulkner’s fascination with the Old
Colonel never really died.
prove himself

in battle,

This is one way to explain his need to

his jealousy when his brother was accepted

for service and he was rejected, his exaggerated war stories,

and his

desire to enlist in World War II even though he was in his forties.
In both Hightower and Ike McCaslin,

Faulkner created extensions of
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himself,

people lost because they are stuck In h
Y are stuck in time, worshipping a dead

principle,

skipping a generatlon back tQ thelr grandfathers_

three generations,

public-Faulknefs

Falkners had been shot in

Murry was shot while in a small restaurant,
work by one of his aunts saved his life.

father

and only quick medical

The Old Colonel was shot

on the street by his partner, much in the manner of
Joanna Burden’s brother and father
ner,

^

the two Calvins,

kill^H nn t-u
killed on the street by Colonel

Sartoris.

Warren sees a projection of Faulkner not only in Hightower
but also in Percy Grimm,
major problem is
his entire life
hanging around

the prototype of the American Nazi.

that he was too young for World War I.

Grimm's

He spends

trying to make up for it-joining the National Guard,
the American Legion,

asking and aching for action.

The capture of Joe Christmas is a made-to-order crisis for Grimm:

he

can now prove his allegiance to his country and defend the sanctity
of America and the South.
How much of

Grimm is a racist,

a white supremacist.

this we need to see as projections from Faulkner is

problematical.

He did say at one time that

it was "too bad to waste

a good war" and he clearly regretted his lack of participation in
World War I which,

although it hardly made up for not serving in the

Civil War, would assuage some of his guilt.
Faulkner s major projection in the novel,
acter whom Warren fails to mention,

Joe Christmas.

though,

We will look at

Christmas and his difficult relationship with women later,
probably here that he most resembles Faulkner.

is a char¬

for it is

However, while

Faulkner never exhibited any fears of miscegenation in his past,

it
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was a life-long concern in his work.
race as Joe Christmas was,

Faulkner was as obsessed with

and it might not be too much of a leap to

suggest that he felt himself suspended between two worlds much as Joe
did.

The key
can be found at

to Joe Christmas’

identity crisis and what it means

the beginning of Chapter 6:

knowing remembers.

"Memory believes before

Believes longer than recollects,

ing even wonders.

longer than know¬

In other words, we accept what we are through

experience without knowing or understanding what it is we have
accepted.

Joe Christinas is

the crazed Doc Hines.
Joe is black.
succinctly:
is

told

Hines,

that he is black by his Grandfather,

in turn,

Later the gardener at
He

tells the other children that

the orphanage puts Joe’s case

(the gardener) knows who he is.

that he will never know.

Joe’s problem

What memory believes here is this essen¬

tial "not knowing," this suspension between two races which causes
Joe to live a life where he is unsuccessful in merging two worlds.
Perhaps memory knowing,
desire,
to hope"

(132).

man learning

The

the story of Joe Christmas is the story of a

to behave as his society wants him to behave.

Burden with

violent black,
man;

perhaps even

since five is still too young to have learned enough despair

To some extent,

Mrs.

knowing beginning to remember;

the straight razor,

He kills

the stereotyped symbol of

but he hasn't completely yet accepted

the

the role of black

he still does not behave as the society expects him to behave.
townsfolk of Mottstown describe his capture:
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What made "folks so mad

was Joe's inability to accept his position

as a black man who has killed a white Southern woman.
cares

little

The c
The community

for Joanna Burden until that single act of murd.
murder turns

her from an eccentric carpetbagger whom everyone disdained to a
flowering example of Southern womanhood whose death must be avenged.

By God if that's him, what are we doing,

standing around here?

Murdering a white woman the black son of a.

None of them had

ever entered the house.
While she was alive, they would not
have allowed their wives to call on her.
When they were
younger,

children

(some of their fathers had done it too)

had called after her on the street,
lover! ’(275)

The

'Nigger lover!

they

Nieeer

community s attitude toward Joe once he is presumed black is

reflected many places in the novel and it is the pure unvarnished
racism of the Deep

South,

a result of a collective fear which has been

growing for over a century.
man,

reflects

it,

Brown, who certainly represents the common

and Hightower, who was beaten by the Klan for

keeping a black cook in his home,
would be to admit selfdoubt
They will do it
terrible"

gladly,

also senses it.

"Since to pity him

and to hope for and need pity themselves.

gladly.

That's why it

is so terrible, terrible,

(348).

The key here is
community to condemn Joe
way possible

"to admit

selfdoubt":

out of hand,

get

it

is easier for the

rid of him in the most brutal

than to allow the doubts which it might have about the myth
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of white superiority to surface.

Only a man like Faulkner, deeply

involved in his culture and having to deal with his own selfdoubts,
could have stated the problem as clearly and as poignantly.

The

society will do it "gladly,” and there can be no doubt that most
people in Jefferson applaud Grimm's act.

In his book,

John Cullen

recalls a lynching of a black accused of killing a white woman in
1908.

Cullen was himself responsible for bringing the accused, Nelse

Patton,
of

in.

What

is shocking about the account is not the mutilation

the black man’s body, but Cullen’s complete lack of remorse concern¬

ing the action,

even now as an old man looking back at the happen¬

ings of fifty years ago.9
accurate picture of
Miss

In Light in August,

the situation as it was.

Burden represents a different view from the community,

but her s can hardly be called healthier.
a long line of abolitionists.
cern which the North felt

brother:

Her

father

Yet,

Joanna is the daughter of

as Faulkner would have it,

but rather upon a strong feeling of

takes Joanna to the graves of her Grandfather and

"... murdered not by one white man but by the curse which

God put on a whole race

...

A race doomed and cursed to be forever

and ever a part of the white race’s doom and curse for its sins
(239) .

the con¬

toward the black was not based on love, or

even on a notion of equality,
guilt.

Faulkner gives us an

..."

Joanna grows up to accept service to blacks as the "white

man’s burden"—as a shadow.
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And I seemed to see the black shadow in the shape of a

!r°SSil V

\ 1 Saw a11 the Uttle babies that would
yen be in the world, the ones not yet even born—a long

me of
crosses.

their arms spread,

on the black

(239)

No white person can escape this shadow:

"...

the curse of the white

race is the black man who will be forever God's chosen own because He
once cursed Him"

(240).

Joanna sits on the boards of Negro colleges,

suffers Negro women to come to her house,
remains
that

and gives what little money

m her inheritance to their charities in an attempt to lift

shadow.

Not all good works are the results of good motivations,

and Faulkner seems to be questioning here the motives of the reformers.
The Burdens are from the North;
the South;yet

Buddy,

and Ike McCaslin are from

their enlightened attitudes to blacks spring more from

their own insecurity and guilt,
equality.

Buck,

rather than from any belief in true

Gavin Stevens is certainly an unregenerate racist,

regard¬

less of his education or any of his pronouncements about the blacks
inheriting the earth.
Faulkner is certainly suggesting that both motive and act have
to have
He shows

some kind of purity if the "shadow" is ever going to be lifted.
this by equating Joanna's view of the shadow and the curse

with the book's most unregenerate racist,
argues directly from the point
translates into a hatred,

the crazed Doc Hines.

that all blacks are cursed,

deep and crazed:

"...

up during prayer meeting and went to the pulpit
himself,
kill

yelling against niggers,

them all"

(357).

It

Hines

and this

one night he got

and begun to preach

for the white folks to turn out and

is not so long a step from Southern
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"liberals" or the left-overs of the Northern Abolitionist Movement to
the crazy Doc Hines.

Whether a race is viewed as a "curse" or as an

"abomination," nothing very positive is going to happen.
Joe Christmas inherits both these views of the black and his
tragedy is that he comes to accept them and begins to act as his
society expects a black man to behave.

Joanna says that "a man would

have to act as the land where he was born had trained him to act"
(241).

Joe has enough training; just growing up in the Deep South,

unsure of his origins, is enough.

His first sexual experience is with

a black girl and as he enters the "street," urban and corrupt compared
with the rural "road" which is used by Lena Grove, we see him forced
more and more into not only accepting his "blackness" but the societal
meaning of the word black.
His trick of sleeping with white women and telling them that
he is black, thus avoiding having to pay, is destroyed one night in
the "(comparatively speaking) south" when he meets a woman who
apparently doesn't care.

"He was sick after that.

He did not know

then that there were white women who would take a man with black
skin.

He stayed sick for two years"

(212).

After that he goes North

and tries to assimilate himself into the black community.
to be black, and black in a certain way.
Joanna that he is black,
lot of time"

He chooses

As he says, after telling

"If I'm not, damned if I haven't wasted a

(241).

Quentin says in The Sound and the Fury;

"That was when I

realized that a nigger is not a person so much as a form of behavior;
a sort of obverse reflection of the white people he lives among" (106).
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Hera is,

I believe,

the major idea about black-white relationships

as presented in Light

in August and in most of Faulkner's writing.

Black is a way of being,

a "form of behavior" mainly thrust upon the

black by the white ruling class.

When the sheriff wants to find out

more about the murder of Joanna Burden,
"get me a nigger."
murder,

Anyone will do,

he tells his deputies to

for by accusing him of doing the

the sheriff will be able to get the information he needs.

This generalized "Negro" extends to the crime itself:

Among them the casual Yankees and the poor whites
and even the southerners who had lived for a while
in the north, who believed aloud that it was an
anonymous negro crime committed not by a negro
but by Negro. . . . (271)

The South has created Negro and after years resisting the
stereotype,

Joe Christmas, razor and all,

succumbs to it.

This

interpretation of Joe’s behavior can be helpful when the teacher
encounters what

for me is Faulkner’s most embarrassingly frank

racist statement,

Gavin Stevens' explanation of the two "bloods"

which drive Joe Christmas:
the black,

the white blood,

evil and primitive.

good and civilized;

I quote this important passage in

some detail:

.

.

and

.

it was the black blood which snatched up the pistol

the white blood which would not let him fire it.

it was the white blood which sent him to the minister,

And
.

It was

the black blood which swept him by his own desire

beyond

the aid of any man,

.

swept him up into that ecstasy

out of a black jungle . . . And then the black blood failed
him once again as it must have in crises all his life.
He
did not kill the minister.

He merely struck him with the

pistol and ran on and crouched behind that table and defied

.
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for thirtybyears^°r(424-5)St tlme’ “

The teacher faced with

^ ^ defyin* U

this passage might have some success relating

the "white blood-black blood" dichotomy to the
prevailing myth of the
Negro in the South, but it is a difficult passage to explain away.
Every logical, every sane, every humane act is attributed to the
"white blood"; every illogical, insane, evil action is caused by
black blood."

The racial question is handled here without irony

as it is earlier m the passages which surround Miss Burden's murder
already quoted.

If Faulkner were later to treat Stevens with irony

as in the "Go Down Moses" chapter or in the later novels of the Snopes
trilogy,
here.

there is no evidence that he has done anything of the kind

Stevens might later take on more of the character of Phil

Stone, particularly after the Stone-Faulkner friendship had soured,
but here he is more Faulkner himself with the "constant cob pipe,"
untidy mop of irongray hair," the "loose and unpressed dark gray
clothes"; we learn that he comes from an old Jefferson family—"
his ancestors owned slaves there and his grandfather knew (and also
hated .

.

. Miss Burden's grandfather and brother."

quiet way with country people.

.

."(419-20).

He had "an easy

A self-portrait.

In looking at the novel as a definition of the Southern ideal
of Negro,

the teacher has an excellent tool to help in the explication

of the work as well as a possible explanation of Stevens' words.

But

if Stevens is indeed a self-portrait of Faulkner and if his views of
black and white blood are Faulkner's views, it is still troubling.
Since the question of race is still one of the major questions, teacher
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and students would do well to look at Faulkner's public stance on
black-white relations.

While no conclusions can be drawn, the

student will learn what it meant to be white and famous in the
American South during the early years of the civil rights movement
in this country.

For many students, black and white, this can be a

very valuable exercise.
Erskine Peters divides Faulkner and civil rights into three
phases:

first, his early career which he labels as "clearly racist";

second, the early fifties where he took a courageous and straight¬
forward stand against Southern bigotry; and finally, from 1956 until
the end of his life when he made several ambiguous statements,
retreating from his earlier more unequivocal stand on the rights of
blacks.10

The early phase is documented most thoroughly in his own

works and in one unfortunate interview given a New York paper, an
interview which had a headline reading, "Slavery Better for Negro,
Faulkner Says."11

In a recent essay about Faulkner, Darwin T. Turner

returns to Faulkner's attitude toward slavery as revealed in the
works themselves and finds that while Faulkner condemned slavery for
bringing the "curse" upon the land, he also found it "paternalistic
and kindly," playing down the violence done upon slaves by their
white masters.12

Darwin concludes that Faulkner was a product of a

racist culture, pure and simple.

13

The second phase, the early fifties, shows considerable growth
in Faulkner's attitude.

Although he had made some public pronounce¬

ments about race before winning the Nobel Prize, most notably a pro¬
test concerning the Oxford Veterans Club’s plans to ignore black
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soldiers in a

plaque raised to the town’s war dead, a majority of

his public statements came after his reluctant trip to Stockholm and
after receiving the Nobel Prize had forced this most private man into
the public arena.
In 1950, Faulkner wrote to the Memphis Commercial Appeal
to protest the light sentences given to three white men responsible
for the deaths of three black children.
life sentences and one ten—year sentence.

The trial concluded with two
Faulkner wrote "just as

you don't mete out justice or punishment to the mad dog or the rattle¬
snake; grief and shame"

should be felt because these men deserved

the electric chair.14
A year later, Faulkner protested the death sentence of Willie
McGee,

a black man sentenced for the rape of a white woman.

Faulkner

did not believe that McGee should die, and he also had enough courage
to point out that no white man had ever been sentenced to death for a
similar crime.

McGee was executed and Faulkner spoke out again incur¬

ring the wrath of Southern racists, including his own brother.
Examples like this one show that Faulkner was courageous; he risked
being called a Communist because the Communist Party spent a consider¬
able amount of money protesting these cases also.
to harrassing phone calls and letters.
essay,

He subjected himself

In his long (and revealing)

"Mississippi," written for Holiday Magazine in 1954, he listed

the things about his home state which he hated:

But most of all hated the intolerance and injustice; the
lynching of Negroes not for the crimes they committed but
because their skins were black . . . the inequality; the
poor schools they had when they had any; the hovels they
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in unless they wanted to live outdoors; who could
ship the white man s God but not in the white man’s churchpay taxes in the white man’s courthouse but couldn’t vote in
or for it; working by the white man’s clock but having to take
his pay by the white man’s counting.15

This is a striking passage found as it is in an essay which is
basically a paean to a state the author loves.

The essay was followed

by an eloquent statement filed from Rome in 1955 concerning the Emmett
Till murder.

Till was murdered by three white men after allegedly

whistling at one of the men's wives.

The men were freed.

The general

tenor of Faulkner's statement concerns the fall of the South and
the fall of America if this injustice is allowed to continue.
There are other positive responses throughout 1955 and 1956
including an angry and witty condemnation of the South's separate
but equal response to court-ordered desegregation.

However, Faulkner's

confusion began to set in as a result of the schools' crisis in 1956.
Perhaps he feared violence if a young woman named Autherine Lucy were
admitted to the University of Mississippi; perhaps, as Charles Peavy
reports, he had worked through "a demijohn of bourbon" and had just
emerged from a rabid racial debate with segregationist brother John.16
Whatever happened, Faulkner gave an interview to Russell Warren Howe,
then a reporter for the London Sunday Times an interview, which
threatened to cancel all the good he had done in the earlier years
of the decade.

Howe published his story in London in February.

It was later published in this country in The Reporter on March 22,
1956.
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At the beginning of the interview, Faulkner discusses his
fears concerning violence:

here could easily
whipped again.
My
and he says,
If I
trying to get into

be another civil war and the South will be
brother’s son’s a fairly intelligent man
have to die I’ll die shooting niggrahs
a white school.'
He's typical ^

Then the piece de resistance:

But I don’t like enforced integration any more than I
like enforced segregation.
If I have to choose between
the United States government and Mississippi, then I’ll
choose Mississippi . . . even if it meant going out into
the streets and shooting Negroes.1 8

And again:

I will go on saying that the Southerners are wrong and
that their position is untenable but if I have to make
the same decision Robert E. Lee made then I'll make it.
My grandfather had slaves and he must have known that it
was wrong, but he fought in one of the first regiments
raised by the Confederate Army . . ,19

It is interesting that the grandfather (actually the great-grandfather,
the Old Colonel) reappears here.

It would be too bad to waste a good

war, particularly a second Civil War.

The South must defend itself.

These statements gained a wide circulation and Faulkner spent
much time trying to live them down.
denying he had made them:

He wrote a letter to The Reporter

"They are statements which no sober man

would make, nor, it seems to me, any sane man believe."20

Howe

replied that the statements were transcribed from verbatim shorthand
notes and were accurate.
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While there might be some dispute concerning the Howe inter¬
view, subsequent statements concerning race were also disappointing.
In the now famous "Letter to a Northern Editor," written for Life
Magazine in 1956, Faulkner repeated his conviction that the Integration movement was moving too quickly:

Go slow now.
Stop now for a time a moment . . . You have
shown the Southener what you can do and what you will do
f necessary; give him space in which to get his breath
and assimilate that knowledge.21

A people who had waited almost a hundred years for full equality were
tired of waiting.

James Baldwin and others replied contemptuously to

Faulkner's plea for more time.
Faulkner then wrote "If I Were a Negro" published in 1956 by
Ebony Magazine.

The article begins on a positive note with Faulkner

repudiating his Reporter comments.

As the essay develops though,

it takes on a paternalistic and a condescending attitude, and it ends
with the author adopting an attitude which was to be unfortunately one
of his final pronouncement on the question:

equality has to be earned

and quite likely blacks are not yet ready for it:

But above all I would say to the leaders of our race:
'We must learn to deserve equality so that we can hold
and keep it after we get it.
We must learn responsi¬
bility, the responsibility of equality.
We must learn
that there is no such thing as a 'right' without any
ties to it.’22

Faulkner was not finished with this subject.

In "Word to

Virginians," he pleaded with the "mother" of the Old Confederacy to
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lead the way in peaceful integration.
was still there.

However, the old paternalism

The black man was "competent for equality only in

the ratio of his white blood."23
The message here may be that the artist should stay out of
the public arena.

By the time that he died, Faulkner’s public stance

actually was retreating back to the bad old days of the Herald Tribune
interview.

He wouldn’t contribute to the NAACP any longer, saying

that he preferred to work on "individual cases."

He refused to

debate W.E.B. DuBois saying that the two of them believed essentially
the same things.
Faulkner’s problem is in his works.
that

There was too much of

'unregenerate old man"—too much of the racist heritage for him

to escape it completely.

Race is a central issue in his work and it

is never satisfactorally resolved.

Students will come to the conclu¬

sion that the greatest novelist this country has ever produced was
a racist;

they need to see why.

The teacher has to help them deal

with it.

In dealing with it through debates, research and class

discussions, students can also be brought to deal with their own
racism.

Too many white students fall into Faulkner’s casual use of

the word nigger.

This and other attitudes need to be confronted.

Reading Faulkner is a fine place to begin.
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Sexism

This section is not as long because Faulkner made no public
pronouncements about sexism.

Consciousnesses had not been raised

very highly during the years of the civil rights struggle, and while
Faulkner certainly knew that he had a problem with women, very few
commentators during his lifetime accused him of sexism.

It is a very

real problem though, and another problem the teacher cannot neglect.
Albert J. Geurard in "Faulkner's Misogyny" concludes that
Faulkner created high works of art which were "unashamedly
misogynist."24

Geurard's is a balanced appraisal compared with Leslie

Fiedler's account in Love and Death in the American Novel.

Fiedler

accuses Faulkner of creating men who are "helpless in the hands of
mothers, sisters and wives"; women who "possess neither morality or
honor"; who enjoy an occasional beating and "... are unforgiving and
without charity to members of their own sex."

These women "use

their sexuality with calculation to achieve their inscrutable ends."
Faulkner "treated with respect only .

.

. women past the menopause."

Elderly maiden or widowed aunt are "the sole female figures .
exempt from travesty and contempt."25

.

.

There is a germ of truth in

Fielder's gross overstatement as there is in Maxwell Geismar's
consideration of the Female and the Negro as Faulkner's "twin furies,"
something Geismar called a "cultural psychosis."26
Both Fiedler and Geismar are trying to fit Faulkner into a
much larger thesis involving all American novelists, but it is diffi¬
cult to explain away Faulkner's persistent misogyny.

Young women
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will have a difficult time with a book like Light in August.

Although

there are a couple of positive female characters, there is a whole
gallery of frustrated and warped women.

Kenneth E. Richardson calls

the book "Faulkners best exposition of the malignant power of sexual
irresponsibility.1,27
Joe Christmas'

first experience with sex and a woman involves

his inadvertent eavesdropping on the dietitian while she is having
sex.

The toothpaste which he has to swallow forever brings together

the equation of food and sex, very often accompanied by nausea.

When

he joins the boys in their attack on the black girl, he is terribly
confused:

There was something in him trying to get out, like when
he had used to think of toothpaste. ...
He was moving
because his foot touched her.
Then it touched her again
because he kicked her.
He kicked her hard kicking into
and through a choked wail of surprise and fear.
She
began to scream, he jerking her up, . . . hitting at
her with wide wild blows . . . feeling her flesh anyway,
enclosed by the womanshenegro and the haste.
(147)

The violence associated with sex, the lack of normality, the fear and
loathing:

all are Faulkner trademarks.

The use of a word like

womanshenegro helps to justify Geismar's "twin furies" or W. J. Cash's
contention that the image of the woman is as strong as the image of
the Negro to "the mind of the South."
Joe's experience with Bobby the prostitute-waitress is equally
unsatisfactory.

Here Joe vomits after learning about menstruation.

He believes that he has purchased immunity from this fear by shooting
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a sheep and bathing his hands in its blood.

This was in response to

a boy telling him and his companions about the mystery of women.

I* ™OV(rd lhem:

the temporary and abject helplessness of
at which tantalised and frustrated desire; the smooth
and superior shape in which volition dwelled doomed to be
inescapable intervals victims of periodical
tilth.
(173)

The same terms, more or less, are used to describe the process in
Th_e Sound and the Fury.

Faulkner is at times obsessed with the

periodic filth," contributing to the fear of sex and the lack of
normal sexual practices in his novels.28
Joe hates Mrs. McEachern because her attempts at tenderness
and her manifestations of pity seem false to him.

He likes the

brutal honesty of his relationship with McEachern better.

With

McEachern, Joe knows exactly where he stands; he knows what to expect.
For every action, the reaction is pre-ordained.
Mrs. McEachern; women are not predictable .
to smell horses?

.

.

.

.

Nothing is sure with

."’Why in hell do I want

It's because they are not women.

horse is a kind of man’"

(101).

Even a mare

Joe particularly resents Mrs.

McEachern because he thinks that she wants him to cry.
Later,

this same attempt to make him cry marks his need to

leave Joanna Burden.

After once corrupting her, Joe feels that he

has fallen "into a sewer" (242).
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Perhaps he was aware of the abnegation in it:
the imperious
and fierce urgency which concealed an actual despair at
frustrate and irrevocable years, which she appeared to compen¬
sate each night as if she believed that it would be the
the last night on earth.' (244)

She asks for meetings on the grounds:

where he would find her naked or with her clothing half torn
to ribbons upon her, in the wild throes of nymphomania, her
body gleaming in the slow shifting from one to another of
such formally erotic attitudes as a Beardsley of the time of
Pretonius might have drawn.
(245)

Joe becomes afraid.

"He could not have said of what.

But he began

to see himself as from a distance, like a man sucked down into a
bottomless morass" (246).

Joanna is not without a certain pathos,

but Faulkner's grotesqueries turn her into a monster.

Some of her

absurdity derives from her inherited Calvinism and her racial atti¬
tudes, but much of it comes from her position as a 40 year old
unmarried woman.
If Joanna is the novel's nymphomaniac, Hightower's wife is the
whore.

As Hightower attempts to dissuade Byron from marrying Lena,

he recalls his own unhappy marriage:

No woman who has a child is ever betrayed; the husband of a
mother, whether he be the father or not, is already a
cuckold. . . .
There have been good women who were martyrs
to brutes, in their cups and such.
But what woman, good or
bad, has ever suffered from any brute as men have suffered
from good women?
(298-9)

Later when he has his epiphany, Hightower accepts the respon¬
sibility for driving his wife to her death.

It was his neglect of
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her, his obsession with Jefferson and the hoofbeats of his Grandfather
that drove his wife away into prostitution and probably into madness.
Hightower has been drawn back into life by Lena and Byron.

He now

realizes his failure:

And if that was all I did for her, what could I have expected?
what could I have expected save disgrace and despair and the
face of God turned away in shame? Perhaps in the moment when
I revealed to her not only the depth of my hunger but the fact
that never and never would she have any part in the assuaging
of it; perhaps at that moment I became her seducer and her
murderer, author and instrument of her shame and death.
(462)

Hightower’s acceptance of his part in his wife's fall is a positive
moment in Light in August.

Mrs. Hightower is certainly not a role

model, but her fate is seen as part of a serious failing by her
husband rather than by some inherited perfidy caused by being born a
woman.
There are other positive women in Light in August.

Both in

the title and throughout the novel, Faulkner makes reference to Lena's
bovine qualities, but she is far from the "great sluggish mindless
daughters of peasants whose fertility and allure are hardly distin¬
guishable from those of a beast in heat" which Fiedler considers her.
Hightower has a much healthier view of Lena:

More of them.
Many more.
That will be her life,
her destiny.
The good stock peopling in tranquill
obedience to it the good earth; from these hearty
loins without hurry or haste descending mother and
daughter.

(384)
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Lena, in her constant movement contrasts the people in the novel who
are wedded to the past.

She also accepts her sexuality as part of

life, making no effort to disguise it.

She has no fear of sex; it is

a part of life and it is therefore experienced naturally.

In her

self-assurance, she is a major foil to Joe Christmas.
Another positive woman is Mrs. Armstid who gives Lena her
egg money, cursing men and their dealings with women at the same time.
Although she is usually not seen as a positive force in the novel,
Mrs. Hines does emerge from her shell at novel’s end.

Before Joe

is captured in Mottstown, Mrs. Hines allowed herself to be dominated
by her crazed husband, even to the point of allowing her own daughter
to die in childbirth rather than disobey his orders not to go for a
doctor.

However, after Joe is captured, Mrs. Hines dominates Old

Doc, making sure he does nothing to harm Joe, hiring Stevens to defend
him, and attempting, unsuccessfully to get Hightower to lie on Joe's
behalf.

It is a remarkable transformation, reminiscent of the strength

of two of Faulkner's other older women, Dilsey and Aunt Molly
Beauchamp.
Certainly one way to deal with Faulkner's sexism is to discuss
it in relationship to the positive images of women which his novels
almost always have.

Students who read the seduction scene in "The

Bear" where Ike's wife attempts to wrest his land away from him using
her sex as a weapon are going to wonder why this greatest of all
novelists displayed such "unashamed misogyny.
The biography is some help.

ii 2 9

Faulkner clearly had fears of

impotence during the long wait for Estelle's divorce to become final.
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His parents were not particularly happy together, nor were many of
the parents of the children he

grew up with.

Early trips to the

brothels of Memphis and New Orleans may account to some extent for
the dichotomy of virgin and whore.

Finally, Faulkner's own marriage

was not particularly successful from the beginning and although all
the great novels except for Go Down Moses were written before the
many affairs with younger women began, this unhappy marriage must
have had an effect.
Students of literature will have encountered misogyny many
times.

What makes it so shocking in Faulkner is what also makes the

racism shocking—the quality and power of the writing and the very
definite compassion which informs it.

The teacher must help the

student see and feel the compassion, always cognizant of the flaws—
art is created by human beings and the greatest of these is imperfect.
This could be the most important lesson a teacher will ever present.
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CHAPTER

V I

THE SHORT STORIES

Throughout his career, William Faulkner wrote well over 120
short stories.

They have been collected in various editions, most

notably in the Collected Stories of 1950, 42 stories chosen by the
author himself and grouped according to their setting.

Several of

the stories were later incorporated into novels like The
Unvanquished or Go Down Moses where Faulkner reworked certain
material and added other material to fit the stories into an organic
unit.

An Odor of Verbena," for instance, was written for The

Unvanquished and, as the final story, helps to make the work a novel.
Part IV of "The Bear" does the same thing for Go Down Moses.

There

are stories like "Spotted Horses," "Wash," and "A Name for the City"
which became parts of longer novels, again often re-worked and
lengthened from their original magazine versions.
Collected Stories, Faulkner made a conscious effort to
include no stories which later appeared in novels, and only "Wash,"
which has a place in Absalom, Absalom! seems to violate this general
rule.

Recently, Joseph Blotner has gathered other stories into a

volume. Uncollected Stories.

Blotner includes the magazine originals

of stories gathered into novels including the original story, "The
Bear," "Lion," "Pantaloon in Black," "Spotted Horses," and others.
These two large volumes supplemented by These Thirteen, Dr. Martino,
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Knights Gambit, and Big Woods contain nearly the entire short story
corpus.
print,

Although These Thirteen and Dr, Martino are both out of
the best stories

from each volume are included in Collected

Stories.

In 1946, Malcolm Cowley restored Faulkner's place in
American

literature by editing and publishing The Viking Portable

Faulkner.

While Faulkner is known to have collaborated with Cowley

m the making of this volume which is centered around a Yoknapatawpha
Saga,

he

couldn't have been too happy with Cowley's extracting por¬

tions of novels and labelling them short stories.

Cowley's work

asked

"Spotted Horses,"

An Odor of Verbena," from The Unvanquished,

from The Hamlet,

and "The Bear" and "Delta Autumn" from Go Down Moses

to stand alone as separate entities.

He also abstracted a passage

called "Dilsey" from The Sound and the Fury and"Percy Grimm"from
Light_in August.
stories,
novels

Cowley chose not to publish the original magazine

but rather the re-worked stories written especially for the

from which they were taken.

In the case of "Old Man" and "An

Odor of Verbena" there were no magazine stories;
had a life

apart

neither chapter ever

from the novel it was intended for.

While Cowley did an enormous favor for Faulkner, bringing him
again to the attention of the American public,
service

for teachers.

them to teach works

he did a great dis¬

As already mentioned in Chapter II,

apart

he caused

from the over-all structure the author

originally intended for them.

The trend continued with the publication

of The Faulkner Reader and Selected Short

Stories in Modern Library
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Edltl°nS-

~^ Fam°us ShOTt

one of the most frequently used

Faulkner anthologies, includes "Spotted Horses," "Old Man," and "The
Bear"

all

three stories were

Intended to be used as a part of a

longer work.

Teachers serious about teaching Faulkner's short stories in
their purest

form would be advised to ask students to buy the 1977

Vintage edition of the Collected Stories.
worth,

Beyond their intrinsic

the stories can also serve as footnotes to various parts of

the Yoknapatatawpha story.

We learn in "A Justice” for instance,

the early history of Sam Fathers.

of

The war stories and stories about

flying will introduce the student to other aspects of Faulkner's art,
and the

final stories in the book will allow the student to evaluate

Faulkner s abilities as a writer once he decided to leave Mississippi
and set his stories elsewhere.
While I will say more about Collected Stories later,
clear that

teachers are more likely to encounter anthology selections

of Faulkner's stories,

and I have

chosen to concentrate here on eight

of the more frequently encountered Faulkner stories.
makes very clear,
short

story.

poet becomes

As Hans Skei

Faulkner had an ambivalent attitude toward the

In interviews,

story writing next

novelist.

it is

he often said that he considered short

in difficulty to the writing of a poem;

the failed

the failed short story writer who later becomes the

On the other hand,

there are a number of references in his

letters to "boiling the pot" and it is well-documented that he wrote
stories

to make money,

usually between novels and usually at

times of
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greatest

financial need.

He also allowed editors to make changes

and deleted and revised things much more readily than he would for
the novels.

Faulkner’s experiments with language and form are not nearly
so evident in the stories.

Even so, he often had difficulty selling

them to mass market magazines like The Saturday Evening Post.
Scribners,

Harpers,

and

(what became the last resort)

Story.

of his short story writing took place during 1928-1935,
the great novels,

that

the period of

but they show fewer of the influences of European

literature than the novels.
aware of

Most

This is not to say that Faulkner was not

structure and development when composing them.

It is to say

they are accessible and might be a very good place for the

teacher to begin a study of Faulkner.

"A Rose for Emily"

"A Rose for Emily" is the first story Faulkner ever sold to a
national publication
Thirteen,

(Forum, April,

Collected Stories,

The story is a delight

1930).

It is reprinted in These

and in a number of literature anthologies.

to teach because it

combines the sense of the

macabre which we find in Poe with the sympathy and compassion we have
become accustomed to in Faulkner.
The key
of view.

to the story is a thorough understanding of its point

The narrator speaks of "our town";

the town and

their attitude to Miss Emily.

he collectively represents
The story begins with her

funeral and we learn that all of "us" attended,

that her house, once
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white,

once grand,

new South

has long since been obliterated by the encroaching

"lifting its stubborn and coquettish decay above the cotton

wagons and the gasoline pumps," and that for "us" Miss Emily "had been
a tradition,

a duty and a care;

the

The narrator goes on to

town."2

relieved her of her taxes,

a short of hereditary obligation upon
tell us how Colonel Sartoris

how a new generation with more modern ideas

tried to get her to pay them,

and how "she vanquished them horse and

foot just as she had vanquished their fathers thirty years before
about

the smell"
We

(121).

then learn about the smell,

dissipated at night by four

men sent with lime from the city fathers.

The narrator then begins

recalling the beautiful Miss Emily of the Old South, how her father
frightened away all prospective suitors, how she didn't want to
allow her father's body to be buried,

and how she suffered a long

illness following her father's death.
In the

third section, we learn of her courtship by a street

foreman from the North named Homer Barron, how at first the community
is scandalized because this daughter of the Old South is allowing her¬
self

to be wooed by a Yankee,

and how later

they are delighted when

she buys a suit of men's clothes because they believe that she deserves
to be married.

In between these two scenes, Faulkner presents us with

the wonderful scene with the druggist where Emily buys the rat poison.
Homer Barron enters

the Greierson house one night and is never seen

again.
The narrator moves us through the next thirty years in three
pages as Miss Emily becomes more and more a recluse.

Finally, we come
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back at

the end to where we began-the funeral,

the door,

the breaking down of

and the decaying body of Barron in "an attitude of an

embrace” next to it on the second pillow "a long strand of iron-gray
hair"

(130).

Students are moved by the ending of the story and it is easy
to make

them see Faulkner’s theme of the results of sexual frustration,

Joanna Burden redux.

It is more difficult to help them to see that

the community forgives Emily in the same way that it remits her taxes.
They understand that her father was to a great extent responsible for
her insanity,

and that,

things as she wanted.

nonconformist to the end,

she insisted on doing

A way to see this is to have students go through

the story and record the number of times that the community's attitude
toward Emily changes.

Finally,

worthy of a rose which is,

at the end,

of course,

they think that she is

this story.

"Barn Burning"

"Barn Burning" was published in Harper’s in June,
Collected Stories.

1939,

and

It has been widely anthologized, most notably

in John Warriner’s much-used Advanced Composition.

The Commission on

English devoted a teacher training film to the teaching of the story
in the middle 1960s and the story was dramatized on the American Short
Story series produced by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting.
That dramatization is available on video cassette and would serve as
an excellent

lesson,

comparing adaptation and story.
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"Barn Burning” is another study in the third person, central
intelligence point of view.
him in later life,

Since many of Sarty’s insights come to

this technique works particularly well.

There are

a few moments of interior monologue marked off with italics.
The story is about the early coming of age of
Sartons" Snopes.

"Colonel

We see him first in a country store turned Justice

of the Peace’s court where his father is on trial for burning the barn
of a man that he thought had wronged him.
we

learn that Abner Snopes’

retribution against anyone who he feels

has wronged him is always the same:
perpetually moving,

As the story progresses,

burn his barns.

The family is

from one sharecropper’s house to another.

ruining the rug of his new overlord,

After

Major DeSpain, Abner seeks a

lessening of the harsh re-payment schedule DeSpain demands to pay for
the rug.

When the judge lessens the payment but refuses to cancel it

entirely, Abner starts out to burn DeSpain's barn.

This time,

though,

Sarty rebels, warning DeSpain who probably shoots and kills his
father.

At

the end of the story, he has run away,

and we are led

to believe that he re-makes his life.
Teaching a short story gives the teacher an enclosed universe
not always possible in a novel.
rent

"Barn Burning" is filled with recur¬

images which students should be encouraged to trace.

something frightening,
He bows down to no man.
psychotic.

yet admirable about
Yet he is cold,

the resolute Abner Snopes.

unfeeling,

Students can find terms such as

There is

certainly

"cold dead voice," "stiff

foot," 'Hepthless harsh silhouette," and "stiff and ruthless limp" to
describe him.

Fire is described as speaking "to some deep wellspring
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of his

father s being

integrity"

(8).

...

as the one weapon for the preservation of

Faulkner also traces the "old grief of blood" and

'the fierce pull of blood."

This is another story about the destruc¬

tive nature of the family and about somebody who did something about
it.

The smell of honeysuckle becomes dominant at the end of the
story as Sarty's "Pap,

Pap" becomes "Father, Father."

ending shows him shedding his family's stiffness:
stiff,

but walking would cure that

too."

The wonderful

"He was a little

All of the images at the

end suggest a new life:

He went on down the hill toward the dark woods
within which the liquid silver voices of the birds
called unceasing—the rapid and urgent beating of
the urgent and quiring heart of
He did not look back.
(25)

Barn Burning"
to

the late spring night.

is a particularly useful story for introducing a class

the merits of close reading.

"Two Soldiers"

"Two Soldiers" was published in The Saturday Evening Post,
March 28,

1942,

and

is reprinted in Collected Stories.

It was for

years anthologized in the American Literature collection.
in American Literature

(Harcourt Brace)

Adventures

and was many people's first

encounter with Faulkner.
"Two Soldiers" is narrated by the eight year old son of poor
white farmers who goes every evening "down to Old Man Killegrew's"
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to listen to his radio and learn about the War with Japan.
the narrator nor his brother Pete knows very much about
Somehow,

though,

Pete knows that he has to go.

Neither

the War.

After some minor

protestations by their shiftless "Pap," such as stating that his own
eight-month service during World War 1 in a camp in Texas ought to
be enough service

for one family,

The narrator sneaks

the parents allow the boy to go.

from his bed the next evening, and walks the

twenty-two miles to Jefferson, where, after some humorous dealings with
a policeman,

a social worker,

and a ticket seller, he takes a bus for

Memphis and is reunited with his brother.

After breakfast with a

Colonel and his wife, he is sent back home.
"Two Soldiers" is a slight story,

but it

is good to use with

younger students or with students who might not be ready to handle
Faulkner s more mature stories.
at

the expense of

scene in Jefferson,

Pap,"

Anse Bundren character,

and,

at the expense of the adult world.

firmly in control of the
the boy's eyes;

an

The tale is not without humor, usually
during the
Faulkner is

limited point of view; we see events through

as he gradually comprehends what going to war really

means, we also begin to understand it.

There is a good paragraph

describing the boy's sensation during his first bus trip:
would run into another town and out of that un and past

"then we

fields and

woods again and then into another town with stores and gins and water
tanks"

(92).
The story shows how the War extends even into the American

backwoods,
endurance

and it is one more attempt by Faulkner to salute the
and positive qualities of the farmers around Frenchman's
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Bend.

The story’s sequel "Shall Not Perish" follows it in Collected

Stories.
travels

The family learns of Pete's death in battle and the mother
to Jefferson where she encounters Major DeSpain who has lost

his son as well.

The story shows Faulkner assuming the role of a

preacher and has little to recommend it.

"That Evening Sun"

"That Evening Sun" was published as "That Evening Sun Go Down"
in The American Mercury, March,
made by Henry Mencken.

1931, with several editorial changes

The original

title was restored by Faulkner

when he included the story in These Thirteen and Collected Stories.
It may well be Faulkner’s finest short story and has appeared in a
number of anthologies.
The story is narrated by the adult Quentin Compson looking
back at a time when he was nine;
Jason,

five.

his sister Caddy,

and brother

Ben does not appear, but otherwise the family is the

same as in The Sound and the Fury.
very interested
ineffectual;

seven;

Jason is a spoiled brat;

in all things sexual; Mr.

Mrs.

Caddy is

Compson is kindly but

Compson is nasty and complaining;

and Dilsey is

already running things.
The story really concerns Nancy,

a black washer-woman who

comes to cook for the Compson family when Dilsey is sick.
pregnant by a white man,
and

a banker and deacon in the Baptist Church,

is waiting in fear for her husband Jesus,

record,

Nancy is

to come and take his revenge.

a man with a long police

Jesus is a very hard case with
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a razor mark on his face.
she

can, and when Mrs.

Nancy stays in the Compson house as long as

Compson insists that she go home,

she takes the

children with her in the hope that Jesus will not kill her in front of
them.

There follows a painfully tense scene as Nancy, knowing that

Jesus has come for her

(he

tries to entertain the

children and keep her composure.

comes to take the

leaves her a sign on the kitchen table),

children home; Nancy refuses to move,

Mr.

Compson

sitting in her

cabin in the lamp light singing as the family walks away.
Despite Quentin’s presence as the narrator,
is

told with a remarkable crispness.

dialogue,

"That Evening Sun"

Most of the story depends upon

and this is especially true of the moving final sections.

Everything is left unresolved, but,

at the end we have to feel that

Nancy has accepted her fate with the dignity and grace of the classical
tragic hero.

Putting it off wont do no good."

Earlier in the story,

she accepted responsibility for the death she felt sure was coming.
She

also stood up to the hypocritical Mr.

pay me, white man?
a cent"

(291).

.

.

.

Stoval:

"When you going to

It's been three times now since you paid me

Nancy continues to berate Stovall on the street even

as he beats her and kicks her teeth in.
Jesus is also a rebel:

"I cant hang around white man's kitchen,

but white man

can hang around mine

kick me

it.

outen

able about

He cant do that"

...

I cant stop him, but he cant

(292).

There is something admir¬

the way they can sense each other's presence and the way

they talk about defending their honor.
their marriage

is

This is particularly true when

compared to the civilized,

but loveless,

passionless
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marriage of

the Compsons.

Students should be able to see this contrast

and also notice how masterfully Faulkner uses the point of view of the
children who clearly do not understand what

is going on.

The last

image of Nancy sitting in the open door in the lamp light is one of
the most powerful in all of Faulkner's work.

"Dry September"

Dry
1931.

It

September" was published by Scribners Magazine. January,

is reprinted in These Thirteen,

Collected Stories and

several anthologies.
The atmosphere of

Dry September" is enormously important:

"Through the bloody September twilight,
less days,

it had gone like a fire in dry grass—the rumor,

whatever it was"
frustration,
Mississippi.
comes home.

aftermath of sixty-two rain¬

(169).

Faulkner frames his story of prejudice,

At the end of the story,

the leader of the lynch mob

After hitting his wife because she waited up for him, he

ment, no sound, not even an insect.

Establishing the dry heat at
Faulkner works cinematically.
we see Hawkshaw,

the barber,

"There was no move¬

The dark world seemed to lie

stricken beneath the cold moon and the

shop,

fear,

and lynching with the oppressive heat and dust of Northern

stands panting for air against the "dusty screen":

story,

the story,

lidless stars"

(183).

the beginning and the end of the
In the first scene in the barber¬

trying to convince the men in the

shop that Will Maye would never have raped a white woman.
McLendon comes in,
The barber leaves

organizes the lynch mob,

The brutal

and the men troop out.

in a hurry hoping to stop them.

Scene II is a
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flashback picturing Miss Minnie, the supposed victim, as an Emily,
a frustrated spinster who let

life pass her by—one fling with a bank

cashier had come to nothing.

Scene III, brilliantly described is the

lynching itself,
judges that

the barber finally bailing out of the car when he

there is nothing he can do.

Scene IV shows Minnie walk¬

ing through the square to the movie theatre and then collapsing in
laughter once

inside.

The final scene involves McLendon and is

described above.
Students like "Dry September" because it is a clear case of
injustice with the stifling atmosphere representing the prejudice
and ignorance which lead to things like the lynching of an innocent
man.

It

is clear that Miss Minnie deliberately lies in accusing Will

and that McLendon is aware that she has lied.
good man,

bails out long before it

to McLendon.

Hawkshaw,

is necessary,

the only

leaving the action

The story also presents the fear white southeners harbor

concerning sexual relations between black men and white women.
the end of the story, McLendon takes out his shame,
tration on his innocent wife.
lively discussions about

In my classes,

At

guilt and frus¬

it has always prompted

the nature of prejudice.

"Red Leaves"

"Red Leaves" was published in the Saturday Evening Post,
October 25,

1930,

and later in These Thirteen and Collected Stories.

It once again points out
Faulkner’s work.
appears at

first

the importance of myth and ritual in

Set in the earliest years of the County,
to be about

the death of the Indian chief

it
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Issetibbeha under rather suspicious circumstances.
deals with Indians'
the chief:

Actually the story

belief that three things need to be buried with

his hound, his horse and his black manservant.

It is a

story about the acceptance of death with dignity.
Evidently

the Indians who have taken on the characteristics

of the slaveholding whites expect the servant to attempt to escape,
to run them a race.

It is part of the ritual.

He accepts his posi¬

tion as a dead man as soon as he knows that his Chief has died but he
also at

that moment feels a great desire to live.

with Camus'

Students familiar

The Stranger will have some experience of the paradox of

the man under a sure sentence of death coming to full life for the
first

time.
The Indians pursue the Negro casually.

spotted on the other side of a log:
sound;

At one time, he is

"The Indian made no move, no

he stood on the log and watched the Negro plunge into the slough

and swim ashore and crash away into the undergrowth"
he

is bitten by a water moccasin,

to live:

"he

(334).

When

the Negro again asserts his will

found that he had not known the depth and the extent of

his desire."
After a six-day hunt,
sitting on a log,
language.
the

They

Indian said,

the end comes.

naked and mud-caked,

take their time,
'You ran well.

The Indians find the man

singing something in his own

let the man finish his song.
Do not be ashamed'

Indians allow the man to eat and to drink.

(338).

"'Come,'"

The
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The crucifixion imagery so strong in this section works to
ennoble the slave and to contrast him with the decadent Indians who
have allowed the white man to corrupt them.

They waited patient, grave, decorous, implacable; clansman
and guest and kin.
Then the water ceased though still the
empty gourd tilted higher and higher and still his black
throat

aped the vain motion of his

frustrated swallowing.

.

.

.

'Come,' Basket said, taking the gourd from the Negro
and hanging it back in the well.
(341)

This story has also more to say about that

indomitable quality in a

person which pushes him on than many of Faulkner's public statements
in his
people,

later years.

It shows a kind of mutual respect shared by two

one actually enslaved,

the others slaves

Students respond well to this story which is,

to their rituals.

in my opinion,

one of

Faulkner's best.3

"Old Man"

"Old Man" was never conceived as a short story, but as a part
of the

contrapuntal novel The Wild Palms.

in The Portable Faulkner in 1946,

Cowley published it alone

and it has been heavily anthologized

ever since including its appearance in Three Famous Short Novels.
Standing alone rather than serving as counterpoint
story "The Wild Palms," "Old Man" is a "good read."

for the

Students should

appreciate the quality of its humor and Faulkner's powerful descrip¬
tions of

the Mississippi during a flood.

It

is an excellent piece to

study for dramatic descriptions, particularly action sequences.
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The hero of the story,

the Tall Convict, had been convicted

of armed robbery after trying to hold up a train with a toy pistol,
an action inspired by his reading of a cheap detective magazine.

He

and a plump convict are released during the 1927 flood to find a man
on a house and a woman in a cottonwood tree.

The plump convict

is

soon washed overboard, but the Tall Convict does manage to find the
woman and rescue her.
birth to a child,

After a series of adventures,

the woman gives

the cord being cut by the sharp top of a tin can.

After being driven far down the stream toward New Orleans,
Convict who refuses to part with either the boat

(government property)

or the woman

(his responsibility), works his way back,

half

"Yonder's your boat,

later.

and here's the woman.

did find that bastard on the cottonhouse."4

the Tall

a month and a
But I never

Since he has already

been declared dead, and because the Warden is worried about his job,
the Tall Convict gets another ten years added to his sentence.
accepts all this philosphically,

He

a bit stupidly.

There is considerable folk humor throughout the story,

includ¬

ing an incredible sequence where the Convict wrestles alligators for
a Cajun in the bayou.

He has very little sexual interest in the woman

although he admits to the plump convict after he is back that he might
have taken a chance were it not for the baby.

He sees her mainly as

a burden that he has to bear.
The story is Faulkner's tribute to the man who is a hero
without even knowing it and to the endurance he so often finds in coun¬
try people.

The story means a good deal more when balanced against
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the tragedy of "The Wild Palms."
mode.

"Old Man" is clearly in the comic

The simplicity of the Convict

politicians we meet at the end of

is balanced against the corrupt

the story.

He survives because he,

like Lena Grove and many of Faulkner’s successful people,
to nature and makes no effort
tain uneducated cunning.

to resist its flow.

is attuned

He also has a cer¬

The lack of an education which caused him

to be corrupted by the cheap magazines to begin with serves him well
in the end.
Man,

He follows his instincts.

He is in tune with the Old

the totemic river used here as a god just as Twain used it in

Huckleberry Finn:

"back in his banks again,

placidly toward the sea,

the Old Man,

brown and rich as chocolate

with the rich green of summer in the willows"

.

.

rippling
.

crowned

(171).

"Spotted Horses"

"Spotted Horses," the short story, was first published in
Scribners Magazine in June,
Uncollected Stories.
anthologized
Here,

1931,

The text

of

and later reprinted by Blotner in
this popular story which is

is the story as Faulkner re-worked it for The Hamlet.

it seems

to me,

the teacher has the same problem I have already

examined concerning teaching "The Bear" in its final form completely
out of
over,

the context of Go Down Moses.
but

the rich resonance the story

essentially lost.
going

There is,

The story is too good to skip
takes inside The Hamlet is

for instance, a reference to Flem Snopes

into town and of people wondering whether he visits Mink who is

in jail.

Students have no idea who Mink is;

for that matter,

they
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have no idea who Ratliff is and can only guess why he alone among
the villagers speaks sardonically about the rise of the Snopes clan.
The
Texas.

story begins with Flem, Eula and her baby returning from

Flem has brought back a pack of spotted ponies, worthless

because of their wild spirits—they cannot be broken.
clever,

stays in the background,

that these are his ponies,

the horses

A Texan named

and after the gullible villagers have

somebody leaves the gate to the corral open and

take to the road, never to be captured again.

Hipps ride out of town.

All of this is

and Vernon is injured.

funny,

tells it in a comic tone,
about the

Flem and

A galloping horse pursued by Eck Snopes

spooks Vernon Tull's team,

ments

although everyone in town knows

it never can be proven.

Buck Hipps auctions them off,
purchased every one,

so,

Flem, always

and Faulkner's third person narrator

interspersed with Ratliff's sardonic com¬

influence of the Snopeses.

plight of the Armstids,

What

isn't

funny is the

here pictured as a poverty stricken family

without enough money to supply shoes
Henry insists on taking what
and bidding it on a horse.

for the children in the winter.

appears to be their last five dollars
The Texan, showing some humanity, gives

the money back to Henry who promptly gives it to Flem.

The Texan

tells Mrs. Armstid that she can get the money from Flem the next day.
To add insult to injury,
Mrs.

the horse runs over Henry,

breaking his leg.

Armstid encounters Flem the next day in the store where

he tells her that he gave the money to the Texan.
worth of candy for the Armstid children and gives

He buys five cents
it to Mrs.

Armstid.
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'By God,

you can't beat him," laughs the clerk,

Flem's actions.

Later the women,

gain restitution in court.
Mrs.

clearly approving

Cora Tull and Mrs. Armstid,

Tull’s case is

lost on a technicality and

Armstid's because Lump Snopes lies for his kinsman.

untamed,

try to

Flem,

still

doesn t even bother to show up in court.
Spotted Horses

was one of the first

Snopes story and an

early conception of Flem as the symbol of the new order which will
eventually take over the South.
The Hamlet or the
in the Dust,

Unless students are going to read

other two sections of the trilogy or Flags

this story could be their only encounter with one of

Faulkner's most important

concerns.

They should see how Faulkner

identifies himself closely with Ratliff although it would help if
they knew that even Ratliff himself falls for a Snopes'

trick at

the very end of The Hamlet.
The story is also a good example of the victims approving of
the victimizer:

"the best

lack all courage

/ While the worst are full

of passionate intensity."

To some extent, the story foreshadows

Faulkner's

Second Coming,

ideas about the

in their way as Yeats'

and they are as frightening

are in his great poem.

The women do band

together against the men in the final part of the story and the jus¬
tice of the peace wants to do the "right thing" but they are all
helpless in the wake

of trimumphant

Snopesism.
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Collected Stories

While I have never used Collected Stories with a class,

I

can appreciate

some of the advantages the teacher might gain by using

it as a text.

For one thing,

Faulkner never put together any book,

even an edition of short stories, without some design in mind.
wrote to Malcom
form,

Cowley:

He

"even to a collection of short stories,

integration is as important as to a novel—an entity of its own

single set."5
Collected Stories is divided into six sections.
section,

"The Country," involves the Yoknapatawpha hill folk.

some extent,
Not Perish

the first story,

but

To

"Barn Burning" and final story "Shall

are connected in that both concern a young man coming of

age and both concern Major DeSpain.
father,

The first

The Major rejects Sarty's

comes to terms with the best qualities of Faulkner's hill

people when he accepts Pete's mother and feels a kinship with her.
After all,

they have both lost sons in the War.

concern maturing;

Both stories also

Sarty's maturing occurs essentially from breaking

away from his family,

Pete's brother from accepting Pete's

sacrifice and by understanding his Grandfather at the end of the story.
Another story which shows Faulkner's respect
people is "The Tall Men."
have

for country

Here we have an entire family of men who

served their country, who bear pain stoically and who frustrate

the expectations of the government

inspector who comes to their hill¬

top house to arrest the two youngest boys for failing to register for
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the draft.

The entire section seems filled with respect for the hill

folk’s indomitable spirit and to rejoice about the human race's infin¬
ite possibilities.
The second section moves us into "The Village."
the first and the last stories are in counterpoint.
A Rose for Emily

Here,

again,

Both stories,

and "That Evening Sun" are tales of love betrayed.

They both also end in murder although in very different ways.
Emily and Nancy are isolated women,

Both

apart from the town.

Within these Jefferson stories, many of Faulkner's themes can
be discerned:

the rise of the poor white,

the Snopes figure in

"Centaur in Brass" and "Mule in the Yard" as well as another story
about materialism,

"That Will Be Fine";

September" and "Elly";

racism and betrayal in "Dry

and the piety which means death struggling

against the life force in "Uncle Willy," a story which students will
certainly enjoy because it pits a young boy and an old libertine
against a "respectable" church-going community.
of

"Hair," where Hawkshaw,

dead wife's parents'
whose hair he cuts,

With the exception

the barber, works patiently to pay off his

mortgage and remains devoted to the young girl
there is little in this section to make us opti¬

mistic about humankind.
In "The Bear," Ike McCaslin tells Fonsiba's husband that both
the white man and the Indian have
"Then your turn will come."

forfeited their rights to the land.

To some extent,

the section of Collected

Stories entitled "The Wilderness" shows how the Indians forfeited
their birthright.

Although "A Justice" includes Sam Fathers telling
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Quentin about his origins,

it also introduces the idea of slavery.

■'Red Leaves" presents the Indians corrupted,

at the end of their era.

These stories lead rather neatly into the fourth section,
"The Wasteland" which includes Faulkner's war stories.

While

"Turnabout," a story students will probably like does concern bravery
and the Hemingway ideal of "grace under pressure," most of the stor¬
ies

in this section concern exhaustion and war’s waste.

The section

is rounded with "Ad Astra" and "All the Dead Pilots" two stories
which carry forward the theme of "living death" which Eliot's poem
also presents.

The Middle Ground," the fifth section, may have something
to do with the middle ground between life and death or it may simply
be the middle ground between Yoknapatawpha and the final section,
Beyond.
Wash

Two of

the stories are Sartoris stories;

is as good a short

ing many of

tragedy as Faulkner ever wrote,

develop¬

the themes and characters he would explore again in

Absalom, Absalom!

The other stories, mainly about

take place outside the County.
as earlier,

the powerful

love betrayed

The organization is not so tight here

although "Mountain Victory" the final story,

set in

Tennessee and showing a young boy making a principled decision to do
what

is

right against the wishes of his family not only complements

"Wash" but also looks back to the first
Burning."

story in the volume "Barn

It is an excellent story which for some unknown reason is

seldom anthologized.
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The final section,
the Dead.

"Beyond," clearly takes us to the Land of

Faulkner was not a great explorer of the supernatural,

and while I like the audacity of "Black Music" and the poetry of
"Carcassonne," I have difficulty recommending any of these stories
for study.
A selective journey through Collected Stories can be a
valuable one for students and teacher:
ideas,

a look again at the major

an exploration of various uses of point of view and a much

better sense of Faulkner's power as a writer of short fiction than
can be gained from a knowledge of the anthology pieces alone.

CHAPTER VI FOOTNOTES

^ans H. Skei, William Faulkner:
The Short Story Career
(Oslo:
Universitets-forlaget, 1981), pp. 12-14.
This is an
enormously helpful book, establishing the dates of the various
stories.

House,

There is little analysis of individual stories.

2William Faulkner, Collected Stories (New York:
Random
1950), p. 119.
All quotations from Faulkner short stories

except for
Old Man" and "Spotted Horses" are from this volume and will
be noted in the text.
3

Lewis M. Dabney, The Indians of Yoknapawtapha (Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press, 1974), pp. 90-117 .
Dabney's
discussion of the story is the best I know, putting it squarely in
perspective with the wilderness theme in other Faulkner works.
4William Faulkner,
Vintage Books,

1966),

p.

Three Famous Short Novels
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(New York:

All quotations from "Old Man" and

"Spotted Horses" are taken from this volume and will be noted in
the text.
5Malcolm Cowley,
Memories 1944-1962

The Faulkner-Cowley File Letters and

(New York:

Viking,
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1966),

pp.

90-91.

CHAPTER
LAST THINGS:

RESOURCES FOR THE TEACHER AND CLASSROOM PRACTICES

I have already written about
life and his works in Chapter V.
of writers,

the relationship between Faulkner's

Students are interested in the lives

sometimes more interested than they are in their works

and are ready,
and works.

VII

perhaps too ready,

to make the connection between life

A good classroom exercise might be the assigning of a few

chapters of biographical information and then an intelligent attempt
by students and teacher to relate the biography to the work in ques¬
tion.

Some biographical information is certainly needed.
Joseph Blotner's mammoth biography has been compressed into

a

one volume work

1984).

(Faulkner,

This new biography,

a Biography.

New York:

and it should be considered as a sub¬

stantially different book from the one issued in 1974,
material and interviews.

Random House,

contains new

Among these are the insights into her

father's life offered by Jill Faulkner Summers in the documentary
film William Faulkner;
father,

a Life on Paper,

a journal kept by Faulkner's

and Meta Carpenter Wilde's memoir,

A Loving Gentleman.

Blotner was also able to incorporate more recent criticism into the
new volume.
Faulkner,
predecessor.

a Biography is a substantially better book than its

It still is over—burdened with facts and too slavishly

tied to a strict chronological day-by-day approach, but these facts
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are condensed and, more importantly, interpreted.

Blotner avoids

many psychological ties between the works and the life and his is
still the reverent approach which many reviewers of the longer
biography have much difficulty with.
However, the material about Carpenter, Faulkner’s Hollywood
lover for the better part of a decade, is included although almost all
of it is taken directly from Carpenter’s book which is certainly a
prejudiced view of this relationship.

Carpenter's argument that

Faulkner would have divorced Estelle at any time and married her had
it not been for Jill is left unchallenged even though Carpenter’s
presentation of her importance in Faulkner's life seems tenuous at
best.

Blotner is also much more frank about Faulkner's marriage than

in the first book.

The suicide attempt which occurred during the honey¬

moon is mentioned and Blotner takes into account Estelle's drinking,
the disappointment inherent in waiting twelve years for the man she
really loved, and the drastic reduction in material comforts which
she found when married to Faulkner.

Life with the Oldhams and with

Cornell Franklin had been comfortable, but for the better part of
his life William Faulkner was to live in genteel poverty.

Blotner is

also far more open concerning the December-May romances which Faulkner
shared with Joan Williams and Jean Stein during the last decade of his
life.

Those desiring insights into the novels might notice the

emphasis on younger women,

"heart's darlings."

Meta Carpenter was

ten years younger than Faulkner herself, and she remarked in A Loving
Gentleman that he always saw her as younger than she really was.
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If Paul Murray Kendall’s prescription for a biography, "to
perpetuate a man as he was in the days he lived"1 is used as the
measure of Blotner s new biography, one would have to consider the
book successful.
man.

After finishing the book, we have a sense of the

There is still a lack of psychological insight into the works,

but Blotner has written the book he wanted to write.

The admirable

condensation of material makes the book easier to read and while none
of the novels or stories is discussed to any great extent, Blotner's
comments are almost always helpful.

It is not necessarily the

biography we might have wanted, but it is the biography which we have
and we should be thankful for what we have, with its quotations from
letters and interviews,

its almost complete record of a life.

David Minter’s William Faulkner His Life and Work (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1980) does attempt to make relation¬
ships between Faulkner's life and works.

Minter promises no new read¬

ings of the novels and no new data about the life, rather he wants to
deal with the relationship between "Faulkner's flawed life and his
great art."

Minter uses almost entirely secondary material:

already

published interviews, addresses, and the two-volume Blotner biography.
To some extent, what made Minter’s biography unique at the time of
its publication—its relating life and works and its consideration of
Faulkner's flawed life, particularly the extra-marital affairs and his
unhappy life with Estelle—is no longer true now that Blotner does
many of the same things in the one-volume edition.
Minter has 250 pages to Blotner’s 720, but he makes good use
of them.

The teacher or student who wants the essential outline of
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Faulkner's life and a brief but interesting consideration of all of
the novels set in the time period in which they were written may well
find all he or she needs here.

What interests me, though, is that

after claiming that Faulkner's art is a "reconstituting of his life,"
Minter is very cautious in his analysis of the novels, often giving
certain works conventional readings when the material from the life
he has just been discussing suggests strong connections could be made.
To be fair, though, Minter does accomplish his task.

He is

especially good on the literary failures of Faulkner’s last few years,
the lack of energy in the writing, the self-destruction in the life.
He also convinces me that much of Faulkner's life was spent in an
imaginative world of his own making, that writing was an obsession,
that it really was his life.

Above all, Minter is a fine writer

himself and part of the pleasure of reading his biography is enjoying
his eloquence.
Judith Bryant Wittenberg's Faulkner:
Biography

(Lincoln:

the Transfiguration of

University of Nebraska Press, 1979) has already

been mentioned in Chapter

III.

Wittenberg's major thesis is that

Faulkner's life became his art and as that art became less personal
and more public,

its power waned.

Her psychological approach seems

to extend to biography the process begun by John Irwin in Doubling and
Incest/Repetition and Revenge, a book which will be described in more
detail below.

Wittenberg has a very good opening chapter on

Faulkner's early life and the influence of his great-grandfather and
then begins an analysis of each of Faulkner's books.

While I found
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her thesis compelling, I did not find her explanations of individual
works particularly helpful.

This is a book worth examining, however.

Judith Sensibar argues in The Origins of Faulkner's Art
(Austin:

University of Texas, 1984), that these origins exist in

the poetry.

Whereas the book is essentially an attempt to prove this

idea, there is a good deal of attention to biography, the early life,
and Faulkner s relationship with Estelle.

There are also a number

of memoirs, of limited interest to the teacher.
the notes to Chapter III.

I list several in

By far, the most intriguing and certainly

the most suspect is Meta Carpenter Wilde’s A Loving Gentleman.
There are a number of books which contain Faulkner’s inter¬
views.

Probably the most used are Faulkner in the University,

Frederick L. Gwynn and Joseph Blotner, eds.,

(Charlottesville:

University of Virginia Press, 1959) and Lion in the Garden, James B.
Merriwether and Michael Millgate, eds.,
1968).

(New York:

Random House,

The 20th Century Interpretations of the various novels also

contain excerpts from Faulkner’s interviews.
Students enjoy reading Faulkner’s comments on his works, and
they can learn quite a bit about the intentional fallacy by reading
the interview and then analyzing just what the relationship is between
his spoken words and his written words.

There can, of course, be a

great deal of discrepancy between the two.

Lion in the Garden con¬

tains the Paris Review interview which is probably one of the most
sensible which Faulkner ever gave.
artificial.

It is also the most planned and

Most of Faulkner's interviews came during the last fifteen
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years of his life; he was beginning to feel that his career was over,
and he had probably not recently re-read the works he was questioned
about.

He was also, like most writers,

loathe to interpret his works.

Remember also that Faulkner felt himself, more and more, a public
figure after the Nobel Prize.

Still, teachers can find many good

things in these interviews, and sometimes as in the remarks made
I

at the University of Virginia concerning "The Bear," they can be
helpful in interpreting the work in question.
Areas students might examine in the Faulkner biography include
the whole problem of family, both Faulkner’s ancestors and his own
extended family which during the late thirties included his wife,
child, two step-children, brother Dean’s widow and children, his
mother, and the black servants.
Old Colonel?

How powerful was the image of the

How important was the failure of his father?

Faulkner himself conceive of the role of father?

How did

And above all, how

did these matters affect his art?
Another area of interest is Faulkner’s relationship with
Estelle and other women.

Would things have been different had they

eloped during the early twenties?
of his marriage,

Did the long wait for consummation

the unrequited love for Helen Baird, and the unsatis¬

factory visits to Memphis brothels serve as Auden said Ireland did to
Yeats and hurt him into both poetry and prose?

Is the misogyny real?

Would a happier married life have sustained him through the dry periods
of the middle forties and through most of the fifties?
the concept of incest in his work?

How strong is

Is there really a fear of sex?

Is he at ease only when in the presence of girls and older women?
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Another area that some students might want to examine is
Faulkner's life in Hollywood.

Most accounts of his life there

suggest that he hated it, hated doing hack work which took him away
from his real vocation, hated the slavery which people like Jack
Warner imposed upon him.

Yet when working with Howard Hawks, he

contributed to some good scripts, most notably To Have and Have Not
an<^ The Big Sleep.

Bruce Kawain

discusses this period in

^^u^~kner end Film and Kawain has also published some of the screen¬
plays.

There are certainly cinematic moments in the novels, but

there is not much evidence that Faulkner cared much for the movies.
The image of America’s greatest writer spending day after day at the
Warner Brothers Studio, doing something at which he really was not
very adept, is worthy of further investigation.
Finally, it would be profitable to explore Faulkner's life
in relationship to his region.

Stephen Oates, biographer of Martin

Luther King and Abraham Lincoln, has begun a biography which will
attempt to examine Faulkner as a Southerner.

Students should be

encouraged to examine Faulkner as a traditional Southern gentleman
of his era, find out what that means, and then see how it affects
his works.

Criticism

In recommending Faulkner criticism for teacher and student,
there are two problems.
to be closely considered.

First, the way students use criticism has
Students tend to see the critic as the
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final authority and do very little thinking for themselves.
class reading

In a

The Turn of the Screw," I reproduced a representative

sampling of criticism presenting both the Freudian reading and the
allegorical reading.

Students invariably used the critic, not the

text as their final authority in arguing for and against the exis¬
tence of the ghosts.
Students who read Faulkner will welcome criticism for clarifi¬
cation.

The teacher’s job is to get them beyond the lamentable out¬

line series and into an engagement with some of the people who have
written about Faulkner over the years.

One of the ways to do this

is through the Twentieth Century Interpretations series which pre¬
sents excerpts from Faulkner's interviews and excerpts from critical
articles.

The Sound and the Fury, As I Lay Dying, Absalom, Absalom!,

Light in August, and Sanctuary are included in the series.

All of

the articles are condensed, although they have been shortened by
reputable editors.
particular book.

Students can get an overview of criticism on a
The Sound and the Fury volume includes, for in¬

stance, articles by Cleanth Brooks, Olga Vickery, and Walter J.
Slatoff, plus the chart of scene shifts by Edmund Volpe which I men¬
tioned in Chapter IV.

I believe that there are more titles by

Faulkner in this particular series than by any other writer, an
indication of how much Faulkner is being taught in this country.
There are also two Twentieth Century Views volumes on
Faulkner (I do not think there are two volumes for any other writer
either).

The first, edited by Robert Penn Warren in 1966, contains
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several classic articles on Faulkner in general and the major novels
in particular.

The second, edited by Richard H. Broadhead and

published in 1983, takes into account recent criticism, much of it
biographical in nature.

There are articles by Minter on The Sound

and the Fury, by Irwin on Absalom, Absalom!, and by Hugh Kenner on
"Faulkner and the Avant Garde."
While there is no Twentieth Century Interpretations volume
on Go Down Moses, the Second Edition of Bear, Man and God includes a
number of pertinent articles examining "The Bear" in relationship to
Faulkner's other works and to his attitudes regarding race relations.
The section on "Faulkner and the Blacks" contains the best single
collection of primary and secondary articles, speeches, and inter¬
views on that important subject.

The book also includes the texts of

"The Bear" and "Delta Autumn" and is one of the most complete case¬
books available.
Cleanth Brooks has published First Encounters (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1983), a book intended for the general reader
and for the student encountering Faulkner for the first time.
is a gentle way to introduce a student to criticism.
his material from William Faulkner:
Haven:

Yale University Press,

should ignore.

Brooks'

He draws most of

The Yoknapatawpha Country (New

1963), a volume no teacher or student

In First Encounters,

Brooks stays very close to an

analysis of plot, character, and theme; in many ways he simplifies the
material in The Yoknapatawpha Country.
most likely to be taught:

Brooks deals with material

the short stories,

the novels covered in

this study, plus The Hamlet, and Absalom, Absalom!
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Because Brooks is one of Faulkner’s finest interpreters, First
Encounters is an enormous aid for the teacher, although students should
be encouraged to read some of the original essays in The Yoknapawtapha
Country.

There are also essays in Brooks' later volume William

Faulkner Toward Yoknapatawpha and Beyond (Yale, 1978) which can be of
help.

In this volume. Brooks discusses the poetry and novels which

lie outside Yoknapawtapha County.

There is a good essay on the early

prose and Chapter Ten, "Faulkner on Time and History," raises some
very good points for discussion.
Dorothy Tuck McFarland, Crowell’s Handbook of Faulkner.
York:

Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1964.

New

Tuck McFarland’s book is a

good, general overview of Faulkner’s works.

It is especially helpful

for students because it includes a dictionary of characters, genealogi¬
cal charts for six major families, and a history of Yoknapatawpha
County.

There is a short biographical section as well as a plot

summary and analysis of all of the novels and of many of the short
stories.

Volpe does similar things in the Readers Guide to William

Faulkner, but I find his interpretations often misleading.

Tuck

McFarland’s readings of the novels are far more sound.
The second problem primarily concerns the teacher.
criticism has become an industry.

Faulkner

There have been over three hundred

doctoral dissertations and countless master's theses written about
Faulkner and many of them have become books.

The teacher with limited

time and the librarian with limited funds might appreciate a guide to
Faulkner criticism with some suggestions.
volumes listed above,

In addition to all of the

I would recommend the following.
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Irving Howe, William Faulkner:
Random House,

1952.

A Critical Study.

New York:

Howe’s work was published ten years before

Faulkner’s death, yet Broadhead respected it enough to re-print Howe’s
"Faulkner and the Negroes" in his latest collection for TwentietyCentury Views.

Howe must be given credit for recognizing Faulkner's

greatness at a time when it was undergoing yet another re-appraisal.
He sees things in a social context, but many of his insights are still
valid and his chapter on "The Moral Vision" is particularly perceptive
Michael Millgate, The Achievement of William Faulkner.
York:

Random House, 1966.

New

Millgate is a British scholar with a

number of wise things to say about Faulkner.

For a long time, the

first section of this book was the best biographical sketch of the
author.

It is still good for those who want a short, but perceptive

look at the life.

Each work is given a short, sensible analysis,

and the development of each text is also considered.
Olga W. Vickery, The Novels of William:
Interpretation.

Baton Rouge:

A Critical

Louisiana State University Press, 1964

Vickery's is still the best general consideration of all the works in
a one-volume edition.

In the second section of her book, she finds

patterns which the works share in common; she also deals directly
with Faulkner's rhetoric and with the universal ideas which are
embodied in the language.
Richard P. Adams, Faulkner:
Princeton University Press, 1968.

Myth and Motion.

Princeton:

Adams is particularly good on
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Faulkner s use of myth, his style, and his imagery.

His long discus¬

sions of The Sound and the Fury and Absalom, Absalom! are particularly
helpful.
Sally Page, Faulkner's Women Character and Meaning.
Florida:

Everett/Edwards, 1972.

Deland,

Page takes into account the charges

of sexism by Geismar and Fiedler in particular and argues that
Faulkner s women cannot be analyzed apart from their thematic purpose
in his work.

I have some difficulty with this thesis, but Page writes

well, discussing the major novels and seeing women as the creative
and sustaining force in human life.
Linda W. Wagner, ed.
Criticism.

East Lansing:

William Faulkner:

Four Decades of

Michigan State University Press, 1973.

This book is the most comprehensive anthology of criticism to appear
to date.
Joseph W. Reed, Jr., Faulkner's Narrative.
University Press, 1973.

New Haven:

Yale

Reed uses the metaphor of the "cabinetmaker"

or carpenter, one which Faulkner often used to describe himself.

He

sees tension between Faulkner's gifts as a natural story-teller and
the discipline he needed to apply to become a conscious craftsman.
Reed argues that while there is no "figure on the carpet," Faulkner is
as much a craftsman as James.
major novels.

Reed also talks about teaching the

There is very little about the works published after

1947, but Reed deals with a difficult subject with style and grace.
John T. Irwin, Doubling and Incest/Repetition and Revenge A
Speculative Reading of Faulkner.

Baltimore:

Johns Hopkins
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University Press,

1975.

Irwin's is a very difficult book, but in his

treatment of the themes of doubling, incest, misceganation and revenge,
he has inspired other critics to examine these things in Faulkner's
biography.

Irwin stays within the text basing most of his essay on

Absalom, Absalom! and The Sound and the Fury and concentrating on
Quentin s function in each work.

Irwin's approach is psychoanalytic

using Freud and Otto Rank in particular.

His thesis of unconsum—

mated revenge is particularly interesting.
Arthur F. Kinney, Faulkner's Narrative Poetics.
University of Massachusetts Press, 1978.

Amherst:

Kinney sees Faulkner as an

experimentalist in prose and traces the European tradition which
influenced him.

Kinney's book is especially important to the teacher

since it takes into account the response of the reader to Faulkner's
novels.

Reading Faulkner, says Kinney, is an "active collusion"

between reader and author; it is an "investigative" activity.

He

begins with a long analysis of a paragraph from Light in August, an
excellent example of a close reading that a teacher might want to
attempt with a class.

Audio-Visual Aids

There are two recordings from Caedmon featuring Faulkner read¬
ing his own work.

It is important for students to hear these record¬

ings; the cadances of Faulkner's voice tell us a good deal about his
sense of style, particularly about his theory of the importance of
motion.

An important lesson can be built around listening to the

author read his own work.
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Commercial film-strips about writers are usually the audio¬
visual equivalent of Cliff’s Notes.

The film-strip by Thomas Klise

(Chicago) is probably the most accurate and manages to match the
image and the narration, but it is difficult to see that it has much
worth.

Tennessee Williams reads from Faulkner’s works and discusses

them with other people on a tape available from National Public Radio.
To my knowledge, there are four videotaped documentaries about
Faulkner.

The first was made by the Ford Foundation for the televi¬

sion show Omnibus in 1953.

It features Faulkner and Phil Stone in

conversation, re-stages Jill’s commencement address, and shows
Faulkner giving orders to the help at Greenfield Farm.
some passages from the Nobel Prize address.

It also quotes

There is a documentary

about Faulkner on a bear hunt made by the Westinghouse Broadcasting
Corporation during the fifties.

A. I. Besserides' William Faulkner, a

Life on Paper is an outstanding documentary made during the late seven¬
ties and involves Jill Faulkner Summers and a number of people who knew
the author well.

The script by A. I. Besserides has been reprinted

and published by the University Press of Mississippi.

Evans Harrington

wrote "Faulkner's Mississippi," narrated by Joseph Cotten.
Horton Foote adapted "Old Man" for the television series
Playhouse 90 during the sixties.

It was an excellent adaptation fea¬

turing Sterling Hayden and Kim Stanley.

His adaptation of

Tomorrow

a story in the collection Knights Gambit was made into a film by
Joseph Anthony in 1972 and shown on the PBS series American Playhouse
in 1983.

Robert Duvall plays Fentry in what has to be the best

translation of Faulkner to the screen.
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The basic plot of "Tomorrow," found only in Knight's Gambit
concerns Gavin Stevens’ attempts to find out why Fentry, a poor
farmer was the only member of the jury who voted against his client,
accused of killing a worthless vagrant.

Stevens' investigations lead

him to conclude that the vagrant. Buck Thorpe, was Fentry's adopted
son who he loved, but was only allowed to raise until the age of five.
The film stresses Fentry's encounter with the dying woman,
Thorpe's mother, and his promise to marry her so that her son might
have a father.

What gives the film its strength is Alen Green's

black and white cinematography which catches the poverty of the rural
South and Duvall's and Olga Beilin's performances which capture
spirit

Faulkner s country people.

the

Shot on location and using many

local people in small parts, Tomorrow is an excellent film or video¬
tape to show a class after a discussion of Faulkner's works.

Many

of his themes are re-stated beautifully in the film.
"Barn Burning" has been adapted by PBS for its American Short
Story series.

There is a little confusion concerning the handling of

point of view, but it makes an excellent companion to a reading of
the story.

There is also available a PBS version of "The Bear."

The best Hollywood adaptation of Faulkner is Mark Rydell's
wonderful film of The Reviers.

Things move quickly and comically

and Steve McQueen and Will Geeer are particularly memorable.
Students would enjoy this film of Faulkner's final novel, and it could
lead back to a discussion of his earlier works.
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The Long Hot Summer, Martin Ritt's version of The Hamlet
has some strong assets, namely a cast with Paul Newman, JoAnne
Woodward, Orson Welles, Angela Lansberry, and Anthony Franciosa.
Ritt means well, but the script is hopelessly muddled and students
who love "Spotted Horses" and other sections of The Hamlet are going
to be disappointed.

Everything has value though, and the film might

prompt a discussion concerning how the students might have adapted
the novel.

Any one of them could have done a better job.

The Sound and the Fury which concentrates only on Books
Three and Four and casts Yul Brynner as Jason, is notable for only
one thing:

Ethel Waters’ performance as Dilsey.

an adaptation of Pylon

The Tarnished Angels,

appears to be faithful to the novel.

Intruder in the Dust is the only other Hollywood movie worth showing
to students.

It is a noble effort; it was made in the South,

premiered in Oxford and states its ideas about racial equity clearly
and for its time, courageously.

Since students are not likely to

read the book, the showing of the film is a good introduction to the
later phase of Faulkner's writing career.

It would also provide a

good discussion following a reading of Go Down Moses.
Showing students films that Faulkner himself wrote can also
be rewarding.

Film is a collaborative effort, and we cannot always

be sure what Faulkner's contribution was.
are worth renting and showing:
and Today We Live.

Three Howard Hawks' films

The Big Sleep, To Have and Have Not,

Today We Live is probably difficult to find

today, but it is particularly interesting since it is Faulkner's only
adaptation of his own work,

in this case the war story,

Turnabout,
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to be made into a movie.

Faulkner is also known to have worked on

Jean Renoir's The Southerner and although he received no final screen
credit for it, this study of tenant farmers shows his influence
throughout.
Goddard quotes the last sentence of The Wild Palms in
Breathless, and it is easy to see the novelist's influence on the films
of the French New Wave.

It is interesting to speculate what Faulkner's

films might have been had we worked with directors who were more
interested in experimentation than with Hawks who always insisted
on linear plot lines and refused even to use flashbacks.

It is an

irony that considering the number of hours Faulkner spent writing for
the movies, his influence was probably more through the experimental
nature of his prose than through anything he did directly for the
film industry.

2

Classroom Practices

In Chapter IV, I discussed the advantages of giving students
a good idea of the plot before asking them to read The Sound and the
Fury and As I Lay Dying.

From what we know about reading today, this

is a good technique, not only for the reading of a difficult novel by
a modem writer, but for almost any reading task.

Part IV of "The

Bear" becomes possible if students have some sort of guide in their
hands before attempting it.

A brief over-view allows the students

to bring some knowledge of the text with them.

This is most essen¬

tial in teaching a writer of the complexity of Faulkner.
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Martin Dain s book of photographs, The Faulkner Country,
contains a number of pictures which can relate to one or another of
the novels.

I make copies of the pictures, block out the quotation

which appears with the text and ask students to find their own quota¬
tions to go with the picture.
for the picture.
trigger in you?

I also ask them to give their own text

What aspects of Faulkner does this photograph
The Dain photographs also can be made into slides

which can inspire several days of discussion.
A reading of Faulkner lends itself to a number of outside
reports on a variety of subjects which may well spill over into the
American History class.

Things like the War Between the States,

Protestant religion in the South, reconstruction, racial tension dur¬
ing the fifties,

the Depression, the plantation system, the institu¬

tion of slavery, the Bible, and the Southern aristocracy might well
lend themselves to reports that would help to enlighten the text.

A

reading of Flags in the Dust or The Unvanquished, both accessible
novels, might accompany a study of the Civil War in history class.
One of the delights of teaching Faulkner is that he allows so
many comparisons to other works the students encounter:

The Great

Gatsby, Huckleberry Finn, The Red Badge of Courage, Hemingway's Nick
Adams stories, and The Catcher in the Rye all share things in common
with works by Faulkner which are frequently taught.

In Chapter HI,

I mentioned comparisons between The Scarlet Letter and As I Lay Dying.
How about Hawthorne and his Puritans and Faulkner and his Southerners?
A comparison of secret sin as seen by these two authors might also
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be interesting.

Another comparison of interest might be Joyce and

his Dubliners and Faulkner and his Jeffersonians.

Faulkner too

sings America; he might be compared with that earlier, more sanguine
singer, Walt Whitman.
Students like parody.

Bear Man and God reprints Martha

Bennet Stiles, "The Saxon Beauty and the Three Black Bears," a
delightful parody of Faulkner's style and concerns.

Dwight McDonald

includes a few more including self-parody in his book, Parodies.
An examination of these parodies can lead to an examination of style.
Students might enjoy writing their own parodies of Faulkner's style.
I have emphasized "ways in" to Faulkner throughout this
study—myth,

the family,

the language—and I have also emphasized

problems we are likely to encounter once we are safely "in"—racism and
sexism.

I have said little about the universal meanings inherent

in Faulkner's work—themes like endurance, the denial of nature and
motion,

the fostering and sustaining power of love.

intentionally.

I have done this

Certainly those things are there, but students are too

willing to jump completely over the work which presents the idea to
the idea itself.

Books which print the Nobel Prize address and

nothing else by Faulkner make him seem pontifical, almost preachy.
I admit to having difficulty with the Nobel Prize address
and other public statements which people know so well.

Was

Faulkner really sincere or was he making statements which he thought
the public expected from a Nobel laureate?

The major themes are all

there, but the delight in reading Faulkner is not in the messages,
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but in the material which includes the messages,

Teachers must share

this delight with their students; they must lead them to discover
"the props, the pillars to help him [man] endure and prevail."

CHAPTER VII FOOTNOTES

Norton,

1 Paul Murry Kendall, The Art of Biography (New York:
1965), p. ix.
2

Bruce Kawain, Faulkner and Film (New York:
Frederick Ungar
Publishing Company, 1977).
Kawain discusses Faulkner on film as well
as Faulkner’s films.
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